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Abstract
Metamaterials are a class of artificial material, known to produce elec-
tromagnetic (EM) responses not found in nature due to their engineered
subwavelength structure. In this thesis very thin subwavelength meshes
are utilised to form layered metamaterials. The EM characteristics of the
transmission and reflection response from these materials, including the po-
larisation converting behaviour, are explored to further understanding and
develop structures to exploit and control the propagation of microwave ra-
diation.
Original experimental studies are presented across two sections; the first
examines the response of stacks assembled from metallic meshes and dielec-
tric plates; the second explores a rotated layered structure formed of square
symmetric elements in a square subwavelength array that demonstrates chi-
rality through evanescent coupling of the near fields.
When metallic meshes are excited with EM radiation below the cut off
frequency, only evanescently decaying fields are supported in the holes. By
combining these subwavelength metallic meshes with dielectric plates in dif-
ferent arrangements, remarkably wide bands of high transmission and low
reflection may be observed. The non-interacting resonant modes allow the
response to be tuned through a suitable choice of the metallic mesh geom-
etry and the properties of the dielectric. Further the low frequency band
edge and the bandwidth are not dependent on the number of unit cells in
the stack; but are dependent on the properties of the unit cell.
The second section demonstrates “evanescent handedness” proposed as a
new type of chirality. Two subwavelength square arrays of square elements
are rotated with respect to one another. When the rotated arrays are po-
sitioned far from one another in the propagation direction, each acts as an
effective medium layer. However when placed in close proximity the struc-
ture is shown to rotate the plane of polarisation of the incident radiation.
All these mesh based structures share the property of producing an EM
response that is tunable by design, allowing a structure to be tailored to a
specific application.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Aim of Research
The work presented in this thesis focuses on understanding and developing subwave-
length metamaterial structures built from mesh structures for the control of microwave
propagation. Although the material classification of “metamaterial” describing media
with artificial subwavelength structure is relatively new, the exploitation of composite
materials used for electromagnetic (EM) control is much older, having been used in
stained glass and mirrors for centuries. Structures containing meshes in the microwave
regime have been studied over many years as frequency selective surfaces (FSSs) utilis-
ing the resonant response close to the onset of diffraction for filters and antennae such
as those in books by Munk [1] and Wu [2] (and references therein).
The publication of Ebbesen et al.’s seminal paper on enhanced optical transmission
through an array of subwavelength holes [3] sparked new interest in this field of metallic
meshes (also referred to as hole arrays). Ebbesen and co-workers reported transmission
intensities many orders of magnitude larger than previously proposed by Bethe [4] for
an isolated hole, and a wealth of work shortly followed to explain this phenomenon as
transmission enhanced by diffractively coupled surface waves [5].
In this thesis very thin subwavelength meshes form the basis of metal–dielectric
metamaterial structures to undertake novel experimental investigations into the mi-
crowave response of structures that are tunable by design.
1.2 Outline of Thesis
In this thesis the EM response of mesh based metamaterial structures is considered.
In order to perform such studies, Chapter 2 provides a review of the mechanisms by
which metallic meshes may transmit EM radiation. First by considering each hole
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as supporting quantised waveguide modes; continuing to discuss the binding of surface
waves and the enhanced optical transmission or extraordinary transmission phenomena;
and finally reviewing the advancement in understanding of subwavelength structure and
metamaterials for EM propagation and control.
In Chapter 3 the techniques used to simulate the observed EM experimental re-
sults are discussed. Specific attention is paid to using Finite Element Method (FEM)
to model thin metallic meshes. A brief overview of Finite Difference Time Domain
(FDTD), Moment of Methods (MoM), LCR circuit theory, and modal matching is
given as an alternative to FEM.
Chapter 4 considers the experimental methods used to observe the results presented
in this thesis. This starts with a discussion of the apparatus used, followed by the in-
terchangeable reflection and transmission arrangement for planar and stacked samples.
Chapter 5 considers a simple metamaterial structure comprising a metallic mesh
symmetrically surrounded by subwavelength thickness dielectric layers, and is shown
to give near total microwave transmission over a broad frequency range. The metallic
mesh may be considered to be a tunnel barrier since it behaves as an ideal plasmonic
metamaterial with a negative effective permittivity and no loss. The introduction of the
metallic mesh into the dielectric cavity imposes a finite gradient on the electromagnetic
fields at the two metallic mesh–dielectric interfaces. This defines a finite wavelength of
the zeroth order Fabry–Pe´rot–like mode, which would otherwise be infinite. Suitable
choice of the metallic mesh parameters yields a broad band of near total transmission
associated with the overlap of this zeroth order mode, with that of the first order
half–wavelength Fabry–Pe´rot–like resonance.
Chapter 6 considers the origins and tunability of the resonant modes supported by
a thin metallic mesh stacked between thick dielectric slabs. The resonant field profiles
are numerically modelled revealing that neighbouring dielectric cavities oscillate in and
out of phase depending on the hyperbolic form of the evanescent field inside the sub-
wavelength holes of the metallic mesh that separates the dielectric layers. Interestingly
the lowest frequency resonant modes and the bandwidth are not dependent on the
number of unit cells in the stack, only the properties of the unit cell.
In Chapter 7 the microwave reflection response is experimentally measured for a
stack consisting of alternating thickness metallic meshes spaced by thick dielectric. By
numerically modelling the reflection response as the metallic meshes evolve from being
identical to dissimilar thicknesses, a defect mode is observed in the formation of the
band gap.
In Chapter 8 the chiral EM responses of double layers of subwavelength metallic
meshes and metallic patch arrays are considered. The response is shown to be due to
the evanescent coupling of the near fields between the layers - it exhibits “evanescent
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handedness”. Despite each layer being intrinsically non–chiral and isotropic, significant
polarization rotation was found in the resonant microwave transmission for any incident
linear polarization.
In Chapter 9 the general conclusions from this thesis are made and suggestions for
further study are presented.
3
Chapter 2
Transmission Through Metallic
Meshes
2.1 Introduction
The focus of the experimental investigations within this thesis mainly concern the
transmission of electromagnetic (EM) radiation through a metallic mesh as an array
of holes. The EM response can be split into three frequency regimes. The regime
where the incident wavelength is much smaller than the feature size (pitch and hole
size) of the array where transmission through the metallic mesh can be considered
using classical ray theory. The regime where the incident wavelength is much greater
than the feature size, that considers the metallic mesh as an effective homogeneous
medium. This can only be implemented when the layers act independently, and do not
interact via near fields. The final regime is where the feature size is comparable to the
wavelength. Although the metallic meshes explored within this thesis are all studied in
the subwavelength regime, it is important to consider the situation where the feature
size is comparable to the incident wavelength as this provides a basis for discussions
within this thesis. This chapter will overview the mechanisms that allow transmission
when the incident wavelength is comparable to the hole size λ ∼ a, comparable to the
pitch λ ∼ d (λ > a), and finally when the wavelength is much larger than the pitch
and hole size λ >> d > a.
Here and throughout this thesis the real and imaginary parts of a complex variable,
A, is denoted by A′ and A′′ respectively.
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2.2 Microwave Response When the Incident Wavelength
is Comparable to the Hole Size
In the regime where the incident radiation has a free space wavelength comparable to the
hole size of the metallic mesh, a series of quantisations within the holes produce resonant
modes, allowing strong transmission, and minimum reflection at these frequencies.
The square holes of the metallic mesh are considered as hollow metallic tubes sup-
porting resonant modes with possible quantisations in three directions. This system is
more commonly referred to as a waveguide. Commercial waveguides have been heavily
developed since the 1960s for RADAR (RAdio Detection And Ranging), communication
systems, and printed circuit board structures (also referred to as strip line) [6–10].
The experimental studies in this thesis all utilise thin metallic meshes at microwave
frequencies (< 100µm thick, ∼ λ/150) therefore no quantisations are considered in the
propagation direction. When neglecting the diffraction into and out of the waveguide it
is reasonable to approximate the cut–off frequency (below which no propagating modes
are allowed, discussed later) of the very thin metallic mesh as a series of infinitely long
waveguides, as no quantisation occurs in the propagation direction (defined here as the
z direction as shown in Figure 2.1). Therefore, the discussion in this thesis will be
limited to quantisation orthogonal to the propagation direction i.e. in the xy-plane.
A comprehensive derivation of the electric and magnetic fields (E and H fields)
for transverse electric and transverse magnetic resonant modes (defined below) for a
generic waveguide with an arbitrary cross-section, followed by rectangular, circular, and
annular cross-sections is developed from [6] and shown in [11]. The following derivation
is based on this work, and adapted for a waveguide with a square cross-section. From
this the form of the propagation constant and the cut–off frequency is found that is of
great use throughout the following sections of this chapter, and later in this thesis.
2.2.1 Generic Waveguide Modes
In order to derive the resonant modes within a waveguide with a square cross-section,
the boundary conditions of the structure are first defined. Here it will be assumed that
the walls of the square waveguide are perfectly electrically conducting (PEC), implying
that all fields are excluded from this region.
By applying Maxwell’s equations and Gauss’s law, using a ‘pillbox’ method spanning
the interface, assuming uniform fields over it, and assuming one side of the rectangle
in a region where E = B = 0, expressions 2.1–2.4 are found:
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Figure 2.1: Schematic showing a single metallic waveguide with a square cross section
in the xy plane, extending to infinity in the z (propagation) direction.
nˆ ·D = ρ, (2.1)
nˆ ·B = 0, (2.2)
nˆ×E = 0, (2.3)
nˆ×H = J, (2.4)
where nˆ is the unit vector normal to the surface, D is the electric flux density, ρ is the
electric charge density (or the free surface charge), B is the magnetic flux density, E is
the electric field intensity, H is the magnetic field intensity and J is the electric current
density (or the free surface current density).
Now assume that the fields vary in time with a harmonic oscillation represented by
ejωt, where j =
√−1, ω is the angular frequency and t is time. Then the spatial parts
of E and H can be written as:
E = (E¯(x, y) + zˆEz(x, y))e
−jkz , (2.5)
H = (H¯(x, y) + zˆHz(x, y))e
−jkz , (2.6)
where E¯(x, y) and H¯(x, y) are the transverse field components, Ez and Hz are the axial
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components, and kz =
2pi
λ , the wave vector of the incident radiation. From Maxwell’s
equations:
∇×E = −jωµH, (2.7)
∇×H = jωεE, (2.8)
where µ is the relative permeability and ε is the relative permittivity. The axial depen-
dence means that the three components in each of the equations above can be reduced
to:
∂Ez
∂y
+ jkzEy = −jωµHx, (2.9)
−∂Ez
∂x
− jkzEx = −jωµHy, (2.10)
∂Ey
∂x
− ∂Ex
∂y
= −jωµHz, (2.11)
∂Hz
∂y
+ jkzHy = −jωεEx, (2.12)
−∂Hz
∂x
− jkzHx = jωεEy, (2.13)
∂Hy
∂x
− ∂Hx
∂y
= −jωεEz. (2.14)
Now combine these to give expressions for Hx, Hy, Ex, Ey (the transverse components)
in terms of Ez and Hz (the axial components),
Hx =
j
k2c
(
ωε
∂Ez
∂y
− kz ∂Hz
∂x
)
, (2.15)
Hy =
−j
k2c
(
ωε
∂Ez
∂x
− kz ∂Hz
∂y
)
, (2.16)
Ex =
−j
k2c
(
kz
∂Ez
∂x
+ ωµ
∂Hz
∂y
)
, (2.17)
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Ey =
j
k2c
(
kz
∂Ez
∂y
− ωµ∂Hz
∂x
)
, (2.18)
where k2c = ω
2εµ− k2z = k20 − k2z is the cut–off wave number. These equations describe
the generic transverse electric and magnetic fields within any arbitrary cross-section of
an infinitely long waveguide with PEC walls.
2.2.1.1 Types of Waves
At this point the type of wave supported by the system is considered. There are three
types, transverse electric (TE, also known as s-polarised), transverse magnetic (TM,
also known as p-polarised) and transverse electric and magnetic (TEM). TE waves
are characterised by Ez = 0 and Hz 6= 0, TM waves are characterised by Ez 6= 0
and Hz = 0, and finally TEM waves are characterised by Ez = Hz = 0. In the
following section TE waves are considered, followed by TM for an arbitrary waveguide,
then the geometry of the cross–section is applied. TEM waves are not supported by
this structure (and are not considered further) as in order for both the electric and
magnetic vectors to be transverse two electrically conducting elements are required.
However, TEM modes may be supported by waveguide geometries with two or more
separate conductors such as, coaxial or parallel plate waveguide systems. For more
information see [6]. Definitions of the polarisation for the experimental investigations
in transmission and reflection can be found in sections 4.3 and 4.4 respectively.
2.2.1.2 TE Waveguide Modes for an Arbitrary Waveguide
By applying the condition that Ez = 0 and Hz 6= 0 to Equations 2.15 to 2.18, the
following equations hold:
Hx =
−jkz
k2c
∂Hz
∂x
, (2.19)
Hy =
jkz
k2c
∂Hz
∂y
, (2.20)
Ex =
−jωµ
k2c
∂Hz
∂y
, (2.21)
Ey =
jωµ
k2c
∂Hz
∂x
. (2.22)
From these equations, to find the particular TE resonant mode supported by a specific
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geometry waveguide, an expression for Hz must be found. This can be done using the
Helmholtz wave equation:
∇2H− ω2µεH = 0, (2.23)
as introduced at the beginning, Hz(x, y, z) = Hz(x, y)e
−jkzz, so Equation 2.23 reduces
to 2.24 (below) which can be applied to the square geometry in section 2.2.2.1(
∂2
∂x2
+
∂2
∂y2
+ k2c
)
Hz = 0. (2.24)
2.2.1.3 TM Waveguide Modes for an Arbitrary Waveguide
By applying the condition that Ez 6= 0 and Hz = 0 to Equations 2.15 to 2.18, the
following equations hold:
Hx =
jωε
k2c
∂Ez
∂y
, (2.25)
Hy =
−jωε
k2c
∂Ez
∂x
, (2.26)
Ex =
−jkz
k2c
∂Ez
∂x
, (2.27)
Ey =
jkz
k2c
∂Ez
∂y
, (2.28)
As in the TE case the wave equation can be used and reduced to the 2D wave equation
for Ez: (
∂2
∂x2
+
∂2
∂y2
+ k2c
)
Ez = 0. (2.29)
2.2.2 The Square Waveguide
Here the geometry of the waveguide is applied to the 2D wave equation found for Ez and
Hz (Equations 2.24 and 2.29), to find the unknown constants kx and ky. Consider a tube
with a square cross-section, filled with a lossless material (permittivity ε, permeability
µ), formed of PEC material as shown in Figure 2.1. One corner of the tube lies at
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x = y = z = 0. The tube extends to infinity in the z direction. The sides of the tube
are equal and of length a in the x and y directions.
2.2.2.1 The TE Solution
Starting with Equation 2.24, separation of variables can be used to turn the partial
differential equations into ordinary differential equations, as below:
1
X
d2X
dx2
+
1
Y
d2Y
dy2
+ k2c = 0, (2.30)
where Hz(x, y) = X(x)Y (y). As each term must be equal to a constant the equations
can be separated to form Equations 2.30 into two equations:
d2X
dx2
+ k2xX = 0, (2.31)
d2Y
dy2
+ k2yX = 0, (2.32)
where:
k2x + k
2
y = k
2
c . (2.33)
The general form of Hz can now be written as:
Hz(x, y) = (A cos kxx+B sin kxx)(C cos kyy +D sin kyy), (2.34)
By considering the waveguide geometry, the boundary conditions can be applied (be-
low), and use Equations 2.21 and 2.22 (which express Ex and Ey as a function of Hz
to form Equations 2.35 and 2.36).
Ex(x, y) = 0
{
y = 0
y = a
Ey(x, y) = 0
{
x = 0
x = a
Ex =
−jωµ
k2c
ky(A cos kxx+B sin kxx)(−C sin kyy +D cos kyy), (2.35)
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Ey =
−jωµ
k2c
kx(−A sin kxx+B cos kxx)(C cos kyy +D sin kyy). (2.36)
When the boundary conditions are applied to Equations 2.35 and 2.36, it is clear that
when x = 0; B = 0, and when x = a; kx =
mpi
a , similarly when y = 0; D = 0 and when
y = a; ky =
mpi
a . Where m and n are integer numbers that represent the mode number
(number of quantisations in the x and y directions respectively). By combining these
the final solution for Hz is:
Hz(x, y, z) = Amn cos
mpix
a
cos
npiy
a
e−jkzz, (2.37)
where Amn is a constant composed of A and C from Equations 2.35 and 2.36. From
this, the transverse fields Ex, Ey, Hx, Hy can be found (Equations 2.38 to 2.41) as well
as the propagation constant kz (Equation 2.42):
Ex =
jωµnpi
k2ca
Amn cos
mpix
a
sin
npiy
a
e−jkzz, (2.38)
Ey =
−jωµmpi
k2ca
Amn sin
mpix
a
cos
npiy
a
e−jkzz, (2.39)
Hx =
jkzmpi
k2ca
Amn sin
mpix
a
cos
npiy
a
e−jkzz, (2.40)
Hy =
jkzmpi
k2ca
Amn cos
mpix
a
sin
npiy
a
e−jkzz, (2.41)
kz =
√
k20 − k2c =
√
k20 − (mpi/a)2 + (npi/a)2. (2.42)
The propagation constant (kz) is real when k0 is greater than the cut–off wave number
(kc). Each mode supported by the square waveguide has a cut–off frequency below
which the mode will not propagate given by:
fc =
1
2pi
√
εµ
√
(mpi/a)2 + (npi/a)2. (2.43)
Discrete solutions to the cut–off wave number only occur when m and n are integers.
This is due to the physical boundary conditions of the waveguide structure (i.e. E = 0
at the PEC walls) in the x and y direction implying discrete quantisations across the
11
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waveguide. The cut–off frequency for the first three TE modes supported by this
structure can be seen in table 2.1 and the corresponding field profiles shown in Figure
2.2.
m n Frequency (GHz)
1 0 29.979
1 1 42.397
2 0 59.958
Table 2.1: Cut off frequencies for the first three TE waveguide modes, for a PEC, air
filled square cross-section waveguide with side length a = 5 mm.
2.2.2.2 The TM Solution
As discussed above for TE modes, separation of variables (Equation 2.30) can be used
to find a series of equations using full differentials from the 2D wave equation (Equation
2.29). The general solution is given by:
Ez(x, y) = (A cos kxx+B sin kxx)(C cos kyy +D sin kyy). (2.44)
Now apply the boundary conditions, however this time they can be applied directly to
Ez.
Ez(x, y) = 0
{
x = 0
x = a
Ez(x, y) = 0
{
y = 0
y = a
Ez(x, y, z) = Bmn sin
mpix
a
sin
npiy
a
e−jkzz. (2.45)
By substituting Equations 2.45 into Equations 2.25 to 2.28 the transverse fields (Ex,
Ey, Hx, and Hy) can be found.
Ex =
−jkzmpi
ak2c
Bmn cos
mpix
a
sin
npiy
a
e−jkzz, (2.46)
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
(g) (h) (i)
Figure 2.2: The first three TE waveguide modes supported in an air filled, square
cross-sectional waveguide with PEC walls. Figures (a–c), (d–f), (g–i) correspond to the
TE10, TE11, and TE20 waveguide modes respectively plotted over a 2D sheet. Figures
(a, d, g) are time averaged E, (b, e, h) are time averaged H, and (c, f, i) are vector
H at the phase corresponding to the maximum field enhancement. Red/large arrows
indicate a high E or H, blue a low E or H.
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Ey =
−jkznpi
ak2c
Bmn sin
mpix
a
cos
npiy
a
e−jkzz, (2.47)
Hx =
jωεnpi
ak2c
Bmn cos
mpix
a
sin
npiy
a
e−jkzz, (2.48)
Hy =
−jωεmpi
ak2c
Bmn cos
mpix
a
sin
npiy
a
e−jkzz, (2.49)
The propagation constant is given by Equation 2.50:
kz =
√
k20 − k2c =
√
k20 − (mpi/a)2 − (npi/a)2. (2.50)
The propagation constant (kz) is real when k0 is greater than the cut–off wave number.
Each mode supported by the square waveguide has a cut–off frequency given by:
fc =
1
2pi
√
εµ
√
(mpi/a)2 + (npi/a)2. (2.51)
This has the same form as the cut–off frequency for the TE waveguide modes, however
here if either m = 0, or n = 0 then E¯ = H¯ = 0 (the transverse field components). Phys-
ically this is due to the boundary conditions of the structure, the magnetic field cannot
be constant across the waveguide as there are no magnetic monopoles. Therefore the
first allowed TM mode in this waveguide structure is the TM11. The cut–off frequency
for the first three TM waveguide modes supported by this structure are shown in table
2.2 and the corresponding field profiles are shown in Figure 2.3.
m n Frequency (GHz)
1 1 42.397
2 1 67.0356
2 2 84.794
Table 2.2: Cut off frequencies for the first three TM waveguide modes, for an PEC, air
filled square cross section waveguide with side length a = 5 mm.
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
(g) (h) (i)
Figure 2.3: The first three TM waveguide modes supported an air filled, square cross-
sectional waveguide with PEC walls. Figures (a - c), (d - f), (g - i) correspond to the
TM11, TM21, and TM22 waveguide modes respectively plotted over a 2D sheet. Figures
(a, d, g) plot time averaged E, (b, e, h) plot time averaged H, and (c, f, i) plot vector
E at the phase corresponding to the maximum field enhancement. Red/large arrows
indicates a high E or H, blue a low E or H.
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2.3 Microwave Response When the Incident Wavelength
is Comparable to the Pitch
When the wavelength of radiation incident on an object is comparable to the pitch,
propagating diffracted orders are expected. In the experimental section of this the-
sis, subwavelength holes are arranged in a square array with a subwavelength pitch of
near–PEC metal, forming the metallic mesh. In this section an array with subwave-
length holes and a pitch comparable to the wavelength of the incident radiation will be
considered. Assumptions made in classical diffraction theory break down when prop-
agating modes are not allowed in the subwavelength holes and evanescently decaying
fields dominate (below the cut–off frequency). A thorough review of classical diffraction
theory and its failings in this regime is provided by Bouwkamp [12]. Bethe proposed
modelling a single aperture in a infinitely thin PEC sheet as a magnetic dipole [4].
Equation 2.52 below is the expression for Bethe’s transmission for a single cylindrical
hole, of radius r, and is only valid for normal incidence, where no propagating mode
occur (r . 0.3λinc, but must be r ≤ 0.5λinc, where λinc is the incident wavelength).
T =
64
27pi2
(kr)4 ∝
(
r
λinc
)4
. (2.52)
Finite thickness sheets were considered by Roberts in 1987 [13] who showed that the
fields inside the holes decay near exponentially.
This theory was more recently adapted for arrays of subwavelength holes by Garcia
de Abajo et al. [14] and Gordon [15]. Garcia de Abajo and colleagues considered the
overall polarisation current of an array of infinitely thin PEC circular discs that was
derived by considering the dipole coupling between discs. Using Babinet’s principle
(defined below), the response from an array of circular discs yields the response of the
complimentary hole array.
Babinet’s Principle states that transmission through structure ‘a’ (Ta) will be equal
to (1−Tb) where Tb is the transmission through the complimentary structure ‘b’,
when the polarisation is rotated by 90◦. Babinet’s principle is limited to systems
that use infinitely thin PEC screens (2D) with no absorption [16].
Gordon derived an analytical expression for the transmission given in Equation
2.53 by considering the Fourier expansions of the E and H fields and solving the field
distribution for the magnetic polarisation current excited around the apertures. The
agreement between these methods is good, and by considering Gordon’s method it is
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Figure 2.4: Transmission as a function of frequency, for an infinitely thin PEC metallic
mesh of hole size a = 4.85 mm and pitch d = 5 mm.
revealed that in the small aperture limit (when λinc > d, where d is the pitch of the
hole array) it is the lowest order TM evanescent mode that dictates the transmission.
T =
1 +
 d2
2pik
 pi
2αm
− 4pik
d2
√
λ2inc
d2
− 1
−2 . (2.53)
Here k is the incident wave vector (k = 2piλ ), and αm is a constant that depends on the
hole shape; for a square hole of side length a, the constant αm =
pia3
16 . Figure 2.4 shows
the transmission response for a square hole of side length 4.85 mm, in a square array
with a pitch d = 5 mm using Equation 2.53.
2.3.1 Surface Waves
In the following section surface wave mediated transmission is discussed, therefore the
origin of surface waves on metallic structures will now be briefly considered.
As early as the beginning of the 20th century Zenneck [17] and Sommerfeld [18]
had considered longitudinal propagating EM oscillations on the surfaces of conducting
media [19]. In 1902 Wood reported the appearance of anomalous intensity dips in the
spectra from visible light incident on a metallic grating [20]. Soon after Lord Rayleigh
produced his theory of scattering from periodic structures [21]. However it was Fano
in 1941 who connected these two works [22].
In the 1950s it was known that conduction electrons in metals behave like a plasma
supporting collective oscillations termed ‘plasmons’. Longitudinal oscillations bound
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to the interface of a metal were proposed by Ritchie in 1957 [23] and were observed by
Powell and Swan in 1959 [24] as an energy loss whilst investigating how the oxidation on
the surface of aluminium and magnesium changes the reflection response. However an
unified theory between these investigations was not realised until 1968 see ref [25]. The
bound surface waves are formed when the semi-free nature of the conduction electrons
in the metal layer are allowed to respond collectively, creating a wave with hybrid EM
‘wave nature’ and ‘surface charge density oscillation’ characteristics.
TM or p-polarised radiation described in section 2.2.1.1 has an electric field compo-
nent normal to the interface that may excite surface charges. At the interface between
a metal and an insulator the surface wave is supported when Equation 2.54 is satisfied
[25], the wave is bound to the interface.
kx = ksw = k0
(
ε1ε2
ε1 + ε2
) 1
2
. (2.54)
Here kx is the wave vector in the x direction, and ksw is the wave vector of the sur-
face wave respectively. k0 =
ω
c is the free space wave number and ε is the relative
permittivity where subscripts 1 and 2 indicate the dielectric insulator superstrate and
metallic substrate respectively as shown in Figure 2.5. In order to couple radiation to
this surface oscillation extra momentum is required as ksw > ko. This can be imparted
using grating or prism coupling (for explanations of these techniques see [26]).
In order to be ‘bound’ to the interface, certain conditions relating to the complex
permittivity of the metal and dielectric media must be satisfied. kx must be real, and
so the permittivity of the metal ε2 < 0, and the wave vector in the z direction (i.e.
normal to the interface) kz must be imaginary, so ε1 + ε2 < 0 or put another way
|ε2| > ε1 [27]. When the surface wave is bound it decays exponentially normal to the
surface as shown in Equation 2.55:
kzm = (εmk
2
0 − k2x)
1
2 , (2.55)
here subscript m = 1, or 2 refers to the medium being considered.
The dispersion relation (dependence of angular frequency ω on the parallel wave
vector k||) for such a wave using a Drude model for the electron gas of a metal is
illustrated in Figure 2.5. At high frequencies the surface mode asymptotes toward
the surface plasma frequency marked as ωp/
√
2 (general form ωp/
√
1 + ε1) where ωp is
defined by Equation 2.56 [25]:
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.5: (a) Schematic of the electric field vector for a bound surface wave at the
interface between a metallic substrate (dark region) and dielectric superstate (white
region) where the magnetic field is in and out of the page. (b) Sketched dispersion
plot illustrating the nature of a surface mode as a function of angular frequency ω and
in plane momentum k, parallel to the interface at which the surface wave propagates
using a Drude model.
ωp =
√
ne2
mε0
, (2.56)
where n is the electron density, e is the electron charge, m is the electron mass, and
ε0 is the permittivity of free space. For most metals the plasma frequency lies in the
ultraviolet part of the EM spectrum.
The permittivity of the metal ε2 is approximated by the Drude model for a free
electron gas that is frequency dependent (Equation 2.57 [28]), where γ is the damping
constant (inverse of the scattering time τ). In Equations 2.58 and 2.59 the Drude
permittivity is separated into its real and imaginary component parts. This assumes no
decay (i.e. an infinite relaxation time τ →∞) and no inter-band transitions occur (γ →
0). Figure 2.6 shows the real and imaginary parts of the permittivity for aluminium
where ωp = 2.3 × 1016 Hz, and γ = 1.44 × 1014 Hz. Here the negative real part of
the permittivity increases with wavelength. For visible frequencies both the real and
imaginary parts of the permittivity are small, both increase (negative real part and
positive imaginary part) through the THz frequencies to stabilise at ∼ 104 for the
negative real part, and increasing through ∼ 109 for the imaginary part at microwave
frequencies.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.6: Real and imaginary part of the permittivity of Aluminium using the Drude
model, where ωp = 2.3× 1016 Hz, and γ = 1.44× 1014 Hz.
ε = 1− ω
2
p
ω2 + iγω
, (2.57)
ε′ = 1− ω
2
p
ω2 + γ2
, (2.58)
ε′′ =
ω2pγ
ω(ω2 + γ2)
. (2.59)
At this point it is also useful to define the real and imaginary parts of the conductivity
in terms of the permittivity of the metal as:
σ′ = ωε0ε′′, (2.60)
σ′′ = ωε0(ε′ − 1). (2.61)
The real part of the frequency dependent conductivity of a metal is proportional
to the permittivity. Figure 2.7 shows the real and imaginary parts of the conductivity
for aluminium, above a wavelength of 0.1 mm the real and imaginary parts of the
conductivity are large (positive) and almost zero respectively. This shows that for
wavelengths in the microwave regime the assumption that metals act as near PEC is
valid for aluminium. At visible wavelengths a large minimum is seen in the imaginary
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.7: Real and imaginary part of the conductivity of Aluminium using the Drude
model permittivity.
conductivity and this correspond to a gradual increase in the real part. This allows
EM fields to penetrate into the metal at these high frequencies.
The penetration depth is a measure of the distance into a medium at which the
intensity of an EM wave reduces to 1/e of its initial value at the interface. It is defined
by Equation 2.62 below. The form of the penetration depth is shown as a function of
wavelength in Figure 2.8 for an EM wave at the interface between air and aluminium.
This should not be confused with the skin depth (δs) which is a measure of distance
into the media at which the electric field (or magnetic field) reduces to 1/e of its initial
value which is defined in Equation 2.63 where µ0 is the permeability of the free space.
This is also referred to as the decay length.
δm =
1
2kz
, (2.62)
δs =
√
2
ωµ0σ
≈ 1
kz
. (2.63)
In the optical regime, close to the plasma frequency, the surface wave is strongly
bound to the interface, decaying within ∼ 10 nm (∼ λ60) into the metal and ∼ 100 nm
(∼ λ6 ) into the dielectric due to the negative real part and small positive imaginary
part of the metal permittivity. As ωsw → ωp/
√
2 the mode becomes more confined and
the decay length into the media decreases. In this region, the surface wave is referred
to as the “surface plasmon” (SP).
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.8: Penetration depth as a function of wavelength for an EM wave at an
air–aluminium interface, where (a) is the response in air and (b) is the response in
aluminium.
2.3.2 Enhanced Optical Transmission
As stated in section 2.3, Bethe proposed that the transmission through a single metal
subwavelength hole varies as T ∝ ( rλ0 )4. Gordon then adapted this for arrays of holes
as in Equation 2.53. However, in 1998, Ebbesen et al. recorded enhanced optical
transmission (EOT), transmission many orders of magnitude than previously proposed
for an array of subwavelength holes in an optically thick film of silver close to the onset
of diffraction [3]. The sharp transmission peak was several orders of magnitude larger
for an array compared to the response of a single hole with the same area as the sum of
all the holes in the array, where Bethe predicts a gradual increase in the transmission as
the hole size tends towards the incident wavelength. Therefore many research groups
theorised that it was a collective response caused by the array. Thio et al. showed the
normalised energy integrated over the area of the hole was proportional to the number
of scatters per unit area, not a function of the hole size as expected [29].
Later studies considered the transmission mechanism for an array of slits [30–32] and
hole arrays [5, 33–36]. Ebbesen et al. conducted further experiments on choice of metal,
hole size and depth [3]. Finally it was concluded that the transmission was enhanced
by scattering (not necessarily periodic [37–40]) from the structure of the surface, as no
EOT was seen in dielectric substrate hole arrays and the angular dependence followed
that of a surface plasmon on a reflection grating. When phase matched, the constructive
interference leads to three possible mechanisms for transmission [41]:
• Without supporting a surface plasmon, the EM field at the surface is enhanced
but decays exponentially into the metal. Tunnelling may occur, however low
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transmission is recorded unless the metal is very thin.
• The scattered radiation allows the surface to support a single surface plasmon on
one interface. Incident radiation couples to the SP mode, enhancing the EM fields
at the interface, which allows the probability of transmission through tunnelling
through the holes to increase.
• Scattered radiation from both interfaces couples into the SP mode on the upper
and lower interfaces. The SPs tunnel through the holes coupling together to allow
large transmission through the structure.
When not phase matched the transmission is as described in Equation 2.53. EOT
has since found a vast rage of applications, in the bio-sensing and optoelectric research
fields [42, 43].
2.3.3 Surface Waves in the Microwave Regime
In the low frequency regime, such as at microwave frequencies where the work in this
thesis is conducted, metals act as near perfect conductors, as |ε| → ∞. The conduction
electrons are almost completely free to respond to any EM disturbances, so metals
in the microwave regime are close to PEC; the EM field penetrates < 1 µm (∼ λ100)
into the metal and many 100s of wavelengths in the dielectric as shown in Figure 2.8.
The dispersion of the surface wave is illustrated in Figure 2.9. The blue shaded region
on the diagram shows the low frequency microwave regime where the response (black
line) closely follows that of light line (red line) being “grazing photon-like”, and only
loosely bound to the surface, usually referred to as a surface current due to the long
propagation length.
The concept of structuring a PEC metallic surface in order to bind a surface wave
to the interface in the microwave regime was extensively studied in the 1950s. Barlow
and Cullen [19], produced a review paper discussing the various techniques that could
be employed. However more recently, the concept was revisited to describe the effec-
tive parameters of “metamaterials” - materials with artificial subwavelength structure,
discussed in section 2.4. Resonant elements such as λ4 deep grooves were originally used
to allow effective penetration into the metallic layer [44]. Frequency selective surfaces
(FSSs) defined below, also employ resonant elements to produce selective reflection and
transmission responses, however by designing suitable structures at the surface, these
also allow a surface wave to bind to the interface. Since the 1950s FSSs have been
used as filters [1, 2, 45–49], employing the large transmission peak that occurs close to
the onset of diffraction. Ulrich [48] described this transmission peak as extraordinary
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Figure 2.9: Sketched dispersion plot illustrating the nature of a surface mode as a
function of angular frequency ω and in–plane momentum k, parallel to the interface at
which the surface wave propagated.
transmission and attributed it to long distance in phase scattering from a periodic array
of elements. This can be viewed as surface wave mediated transmission.
Frequency Selective Surface a periodic arrays of elements whose response to inci-
dent radiation varies with frequency. Predominately used as filters to transmit,
reflect, or absorb at different frequencies [1].
Structures have been designed to exploit this diffraction and interference to produce EM
fields that exhibit beaming and steering through surface patterning on PEC materials
in the microwave regime. One example is the “bulls eye” structure that also illustrates
the role of a regular structure to enhance the transmission. Here a single subwavelength
hole (as in Bethe’s works [4]) is surrounded by a series of concentric circular grooves
placed an equal distance apart. By coupling the incident radiation into surface waves
on one or both structured interfaces, the EM fields at the hole are enhanced, then
tunnelling through the hole and subsequent coupling of the upper and lower SP modes,
dramatically enhances the transmission. The re-scattering from the concentric grooves
on the lower surface can produce a directed beam but with or without the lower grooves
the transmission may be many orders of magnitude greater than for the hole alone [50–
52].
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2.4 Microwave Response When the Incident Wavelength
is Much Larger than the Hole Size
In the previous discussion transmission through a metallic mesh or hole array was
considered when the incident radiation frequency was close to the diffraction edge.
Here by structuring on a subwavelength scale the metallic mesh becomes a “plasmonic
metamaterial”. There is no agreed definition of a “metamaterial” [53], however here
the definition below is used:
Metamaterial an arrangement of artificial subwavelength structural elements, de-
signed to achieve advantageous and unusual electromagnetic properties.
There is much debate as to whether artificially engineered structures such as FSSs
and Photonic Crystals (defined below) fit into this category. Traditionally both are
created using constituent elements on the order of the wavelengths and therefore shall
be excluded from this section of the discussion.
Photonic Crystal Multiple layers of alternative refractive index dielectric, that when
illuminated with radiation of the order of the optical thickness of the layers re-
sponds with a series of highly transmitting and highly reflecting regions as a
function of frequency. The spectral position of the transmission and reflection
bands is entirely dependent upon the optical thickness of the layers [54].
2.4.1 Subwavelength Structuring of PEC Metals
Texturing a flat PEC surface with a subwavelength structure leads to the incident
radiation experiencing an effective permittivity and effective permeability, these may
be controlled almost independently by the choice of geometry of the subwavelength
inclusions of the structure [55, 56]. When using holes below the cut–off frequency of
the first supported waveguide mode, the transmission through a subwavelength hole is
evanescent. Therefore a metallic mesh of subwavelength holes acts as an array of cut–off
waveguides, where the transmission is dependent on the rate of evanescent decay.
2.4.1.1 The Metallic Mesh as a Plasmonic Metal Analogy
Pendry et al. first considered a subwavelength square array of square holes as a meta-
material in 2004 [55]. Pendry and co-workers suggested the dielectric function of a
subwavelength hole array is analogous to that of the Drude model used for plasmonic
metals as discussed in section 2.3.1. By matching the E and H fields of the lowest
order (cut–off) waveguide mode (TE10 EM field profiles shown in Figure 2.2) in each
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subwavelength hole to the incident fields at the interface, the permittivity and perme-
ability were found as a function of frequency, and from there the asymptotic limit for
the dispersion of a bound surface mode as shown in Figure 2.9. This limit is identical
to the form of the waveguide cut–off frequency of the hole (as shown in Equation 2.43
[55, 57]). This surface wave supported at the asymptotic limit in this and subsequent
modelled works [14, 58] has become known as the “spoof surface plasmon”.
The penetration depth of the EM fields into the media surrounding at the interface
with a subwavelength hole array (δA) and into the subwavelength holes of the metal-
lic mesh (δHA) can also be found using the general form for the penetration depth,
Equation 2.64.
δm =
1
2kz
=
(
2× [εmk20 − k2x]
1
2
)−1
. (2.64)
The EM fields in the surrounding media are only dependent on the evanescent
diffracted orders determined by the pitch, d. Due to the subwavelength nature of
the hole array being considered, only the first diffracted order, that occurs at f = cd
will be considered, as this diffracted order will dominate the response. So the wave
vector parallel to the interface becomes kx =
2pi
d , and the permittivity of the medium
εm becomes the permittivity of air, represented for a general case by εA. Hence the
penetration depth is described by Equation 2.65:
δA =
2× [εA (ω
c
)2 − (2pi
d
)2] 12−1 . (2.65)
The penetration depth of the EM fields into the subwavelength PEC hole array are
only dependent on the proximity to the cut–off frequency that is determined by the size
of the holes, a. Inside each hole the EM fields are bounded by the metallic walls, and
are therefore quantised. As the holes are cut off the first order waveguide mode will
not propagate but will dominate the evanescent response so the wave vector inside the
holes is kx =
2pi
2a . The permittivity of the media, is now the dielectric filling the hole,
here again this is considered as air (εA). So the penetration depth of the EM fields into
the hole array is described by 2.66:
δHA =
(
2×
[
εA
(ω
c
)2 − (pi
a
)2] 12)−1
. (2.66)
This is only valid when d << λinc. The penetration depth for air is shown in Figure
2.10 (a) and the effective penetration depth for the hole array is shown in Figure 2.10
(b) as a function of incident wavelength where the hole size and pitch of the hole
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.10: The effective penetration depth into (a) the surrounding media and (b)
the subwavelength holes of the metallic mesh with pitch d = 5 mm, and hole size
a = 4.85 mm. The red dashed line indicates the onset of diffraction, and the blue
dashed line indicates the highest experimental frequency recorded for samples using
this structure.
array are 4.85 mm and 5 mm respectively. Considering the highest frequency at which
experimental data is recorded for structures using this metallic mesh pitch (30 GHz),
the decay length (describing the amplitude of the EM fields) is 2 × δA ≈ λ5 , therefore
the surface waves are not tightly bound to the interface in this region.
2.4.2 Enhanced Transmission Using Subwavelength Structured PEC
Metals
Using structures such as slits, grooves or holes to enhance transmission on PEC metal
was subsequently used to study enhanced transmission at microwave frequencies close
to the onset of diffraction for structured PEC metals in the microwave regime.
The binding of a surface wave to a metallic structure in the microwave regime can
be achieved by designing the surface geometry to mimic the response of a plasmonic
metal. As described in section 2.3.1 the real part of the wave vector parallel to the
interface must be real, leading to a negative effective permittivity of the metamaterial
ε2eff < 0, and the imaginary part of the wave vector perpendicular to the interface
must be imaginary, so the magnitude of the effective permittivity (for the metamaterial)
must be greater than that of the dielectric |ε2eff | > ε1. When these conditions are met
a surface wave or spoof surface plasmon can propagate at the interface. But to be
able to couple energy into this momentum of the incident wave must be enhanced as
ksw > k0. This has been performed using grating and prism coupling and was first
experimentally observed in 2005 by Hibbins et al. [59–61].
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2.4.3 Transmission in the Subwavelength Regime
Being able to engineer the EM properties of a metamaterial such as a metallic mesh,
to replicate the response of a plasmonic metal means structures that previously were
not easy to investigate in the microwave regime due to the high conductivity of metal,
can now be formed from metamaterials, allowing ‘optical’ experiments to be replicated
at longer wavelengths in the microwave regime. One example of such a system used
throughout this thesis is the simple Fabry–Pe´rot resonator. Formed of two highly
reflecting metal mirrors, separated by distance td, this system supports transmission
resonances, where each mode is defined by a quantisation between the mirrors at fre-
quencies given approximately by Equation 2.67.
fFP =
c m
2ntd cos θ
, (2.67)
where c is the speed of light, m is an integer, n is the refractive index of the medium
between the mirrors, and θ is the angle of incident radiation.
Originally studied in the optical regime the system requires two slightly transmitting
metal mirrors. To function at microwave frequencies the mirrors would have to be
< 1 µm thick. Whereas, by using a metallic mesh mirror, the mirror can be much thicker
(on the order of millimeters) and the Finesse of the mirrors (defined as F = pi
√
R/(1−R)
where R is the reflectivity of the mirror) can be tuned through a suitable choice of hole,
pitch and thickness. Using a PEC metallic mesh also excludes any loss in the metallic
region of the system, something that is not possible in the optical regime, meaning
almost idealised systems can also be investigated. These systems are almost ideal
because even at microwave frequency metals are not actually perfect conductors.
In this thesis the metallic mesh structures can be considered as plasmonic meta-
materials, but with negligible loss. However, as these investigations are considered in
the subwavelength regime, far from the onset of diffraction, the resonant transmission
does not rely on the transmission mediated by the excitation of surfaces waves, spoof
or otherwise. Although surface waves exist on the interfaces of the metallic meshes
indicated by the penetration depth of the evanescent decay of the EM fields shown
in Figure 2.10. The momentum requirement to couple to these surface waves is not
satisfied. So the transmission observed occurs due to resonant tunnelling of the EM
fields within the subwavelength holes, as will be shown throughout this thesis.
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2.4.4 Metamaterials
This thesis only considers metamaterials in the form of metallic meshes (hole arrays)
and metallic patch arrays. However there are many other forms of metamaterials.
Many in the field of metamaterial research believe it was largely driven by four seminal
papers many decades apart [62].
First in 1968, Veselago predicted simultaneous negative permittivity and negative
permeability, leading to a negative refractive index. He claimed that radiation from a
point source could be focused on the other side of a slab of negative index material [63].
The second was the experimental realisation of this negative index artificial material
in 2000 by Smith et al. [64]. Here split ring resonators (SRRs) (introduced by Pendry
et al. [65]) produced negative permeability. An array of SRRs was combined with
an array of continuous wires which produce a negative permittivity below the cut–off
frequency associated with the slits between the wires acting as waveguides [66]. By
investigating the response of the structure in regions where only the permittivity or
the permeability was negative, no transmission was recorded. However when both the
permittivity and permeability were negative Smith et al. observed a clear band of
frequencies where transmission occurred.
The third seminal paper followed the next year when Shelby et al. experimentally
demonstrated negative refraction using the same combination of SRRs and continuous
wires [67]. Here the structure was arranged into a prism, and a detector varied in
incident angle to measure the angle of refraction. The negative index material exhibited
refraction on the opposite side of the normal to the boundary when compared to positive
index materials. The effective refractive index was also found using Snell’s law.
The final paper that started the search for more exotic materials was the “perfect
lens” [68]. Here it was theoretically shown that by using a slab of negative refractive
index material the traditional classical diffraction limit of a lens could be broken, as
the evanescent waves may be transmitted without loss, recreating a perfect image of
the object.
From this point the research area grew covering artificial magnetism [69], high
refractive index [70], cloaking [71–76], negative refractive index due to chirality (see
Chapter 8) and for many more areas see [53, 77–79].
2.5 Concluding Remarks
As an introduction to the recent experimental results reported in this thesis, this chapter
provides an overview of the advancement of understanding on the mechanisms by which
metallic meshes or hole arrays transmit EM radiation. This began by considering each
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hole in the array as an isolated waveguide, and the quantisation of the modes that allow
propagation described. Then by considering the regime where the incident radiation is
of the order of the pitch of the structure, but the holes are subwavelength, transmis-
sion mediated by surface waves and enhanced optical transmission (or extraordinary
transmission) was discussed. The last section discussed the subwavelength structure
and advancements in metamaterial research stating that in the subwavelength regime
surface waves are not bound to the metallic mesh below the cut–off frequency associ-
ated with the holes and the onset of diffraction. Therefore it is tunnelling alone that is
responsible for the transmission and reflection responses recorded in the experimental
results shown in Chapters 5, 6, 7, and 8.
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Chapter 3
Techniques Used to Simulate
Electromagnetic Responses of
Mesh Metamaterials
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter the simulation methods used in this thesis are discussed. First a com-
parison is made between the modelling techniques: Finite Difference Time Domain
(FDTD), Moment of Methods (MoM) and Finite Element Method (FEM). Followed by
a discussion of FEM modelling with specific relevance to the problems studied in this
work. A brief overview is given on LCR circuit theory and modal matching techniques
that have been used by others authors in this field, but not by the author.
3.2 Comparison of FDTD, MoM, and FEM Modelling
Techniques
A brief description of three full wave modelling and simulation techniques is presented,
considering the strengths and weaknesses of each. The modelling techniques discussed
are FDTD, MoM and FEM; each solves Maxwell’s equations by applying different
assumptions to simplify the modelled system.
3.2.1 Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD)
FDTD is a volume based solver. The programme creates a 2D or 3D grid and solves the
differential form of Maxwell’s equations in the time domain (also known as the Central
Difference Equations). The grid is usually rectangular, where each section is of a fixed
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size, comparable to the shortest wavelength in the range of interest. The EM fields
propagate through the domains of the grid calculating the EM fields for the lowest
frequency in the range of interest, a Fourier Transform is performed to give a broad
band frequency response. The FDTD technique is best employed for enclosed volumes
(of metallic and dielectric objects) and for investigating scatter in non-uniform media,
due to the regular grid over that quantities are calculated. The volume based grid that
segments the model means that the time taken to reach a solution is dependent on the
size of each domain and the size of the overall model, and therefore model size should
be kept as small as possible [80, 81].
3.2.2 Method of Moments (MoM)
The MoM technique solves a set of linear equations for the surface currents on predom-
inantly air and metallic surface. Dielectric materials require more complex equations
to describe surface currents and are not generally considered using this technique. The
structure is divided into electrically small (compared to the operating wavelength) ele-
ments taking the form of wire segments or patches. The current amplitude is assumed
to be constant over each element. The electric field is calculated for each frequency
by performing a vector sum of the surface currents. This technique is generally used
for long thin structures (such as wires), and structures where large distances must be
modelled, such as antenna arrays [80, 82].
3.2.3 Finite Element Modelling (FEM)
The Finite Element Method (FEM) is a numerical modelling process that divides 2D
or 3D space into smaller polyhedral (usually tetrahedral) shaped regions, referred to
as the tetrahedral mesh as shown in Figure 3.1. FEM software packages use adaptive
tetrahedral meshing to add more tetrahedra at points of interest, i.e. where the vector
quantity being calculated varies most rapidly, allowing the tetrahedra size to vary over
the model. This allows large aspect ratios to be considered in a single model. The
software then forms a matrix by considering the nodes at the vertices or mid-points of
each tetrahedron depending on whether the quantity being calculated acts tangential
to the edges or normal to the edges (tangential to face) respectively. The EM field
inside the tetrahedra is assumed to be constant and is interpolated from the nodes at
the vertices and mid-points.
In this thesis the EM response of the subwavelength mesh based structures is mod-
elled using Ansoft’s HFSS [83], a FEM based software package. However similar FEM
packages exist in this and other fields of research such as structural engineering, thermo-
dynamics, fluid dynamics, mechanical systems and many more, to perform simulated
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3.1: (a) cross section in the xy plane showing initial tetrahedral mesh for one
layer of metallic mesh unit cell, (b) red dotted area of subwavelength hole enlarged for
final tetrahedral mesh, (c) red pyramidal tetrahedral element.
product development for projects such as stress and strain testing of gearing, temper-
ature dependence of exhaust systems, and turbulent flow in hydraulic systems.
3.3 Ansoft’s HFSS
Ansoft’s High Frequency Structure Simulator (referred to as HFSS) [83], was originally
intended for waveguide design and development, although now it considers a much
larger range of problems. In order to analyse a system, the smallest possible 3D section
is constructed using an integrated Computer Aided Design (CAD) interface. This is
then divided using the tetrahedral mesh, within which the vector field quantities are
calculated. As will be shown throughout this thesis, the choice of modelled structure
is very important. All the structures considered here are formed of repeat periods
infinite in the xy-plane normal to the incident microwave beam (propagating in the
z direction), represented by a single unit cell with repeat boundary conditions. This
repeat unit cell is important when considering the complexity of the system compared
to the finite computational power available.
3.3.1 CAD Modelling Tools
The integrated CAD package allows HFSS users to accurately represent the sample to
be investigated as a 3D model. One, two and three dimensional simple objects such
as points, lines, rectangular and oval sheets, as well as polyhedra, may be drawn and
then operated on to build more complex structures. For example, the square metal
mesh with square air–filled holes, considered throughout this thesis, is constructed
from two united cuboids aligned to cross in the centre of a vacuum box representing
a single unit cell and its surrounding media (air) see Figure 3.2. Other operations
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3.2: Simplified CAD model of the unit cell used to model a single metallic
mesh. A metallic cross is placed at the centre of an air box. Highlighted faces shown
the position of: (a) the first pair of master–slave boundary conditions, (b) the second
pair of master–slave boundary conditions, and (c) the Floquet ports.
include subtract, rotate and duplicate along a line, all of which are used in the rotated
arrays detailed in section 8.4.1, as well as mirror and intersect. All variables may also
be assigned parameters (a variable name) either directly when drawing the objects
or retrospectively. Parameters may be independent, or dependent upon one another,
which allows for easy scaling of the structure. Parameters may also use conditional
statements such as “IF” and “OR”.
3.3.2 Assigning Materials
HFSS hosts a large library of commercially available materials (dielectrics and metals)
commonly used in the radio frequency and microwave regimes. Materials are allocated
five parameters to describe their EM response; the relative permittivity (ε = ε′+ε′′), the
relative permeability (µ = µ′+µ′′), the dielectric loss tangent (tanδ = ε
′′
ε′ ), the magnetic
loss tangent (tanδµ =
µ′′
µ′ ), and the bulk conductivity (∇× (−1/jωµ) = ((jω + σ)E))
where ω is the angular frequency, σ is the conductivity, and E is the electric field.
When allotting material parameters only two values are stated; for dielectrics these
are the relative permittivity and dielectric loss tangent, and for metals these values
are the relative permittivity and the conductivity. From these values the other three
parameters can be calculated. User–defined materials may be added, allowing either
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fixed or frequency dependent values (interpolated between user specified points) as used
in Chapters 5 and 6.
Real metals such as copper and aluminium are assumed to be perfectly electrically
conducting (PEC) within the microwave frequency regime (see Figure 2.7). Real metals
at these frequencies posses a large permittivity (negative real part ∼ 104 and positive
imaginary part ∼ 108). When the metal thickness is greater than the skin depth (as
defined in Equation 2.63), a surface boundary condition is applied, yielding a finite
conductance. When the thickness of the metal is comparable to the skin depth, HFSS
applies a conductivity boundary condition in the form of a layered impedance (see [84]
15-61).
3.3.3 Assigning Boundary Conditions
There are many boundary conditions that HFSS offers to the user such as perfect E,
and perfect H symmetry planes that can be inserted into the model when the electric
or magnetic field is perpendicular to the applied boundary respectively. This bound-
ary does not translate or mirror incident field but replicates the EM response of the
structure. The Absorbing Boundary Condition (ABC) can be applied to any surface
but must be at least λ/4 from strongly radiating structures. This boundary is most
effective when used at normal incidence, see Figure 3.3(a), but fails at higher angles of
incidence as in Figure 3.3(c) due to the second order polynomial used to calculate the
response of free space, this becomes inaccurate at high angles of incidence. Perfectly
Matched Layers (PMLs) are another type of radiation absorbing boundary condition
applied to the outer boundaries of the structure or surrounding media that create lossy
anisotropic boxes perpendicular to the selected boundary. This boundary absorbs for
incident angles of up to 70◦ as shown in Figures 3.3(b) and 3.3(d) due to the use of ma-
terial tensors to calculate the response of at the boundary ([84] 15-58, Figure recreated
from [85]).
In this thesis only one boundary condition is used, the master–slave (MS) bound-
ary. This is a repeat boundary condition used to model periodic structures that are
infinite (relative to the incident beam), in up to two dimensions, as a single unit cell.
The master and slave conditions must be applied as a pair of boundaries, see Figures
3.2(a) and (b). The EM fields incident at the master boundary are applied at the slave
boundary and must match in magnitude and direction (or opposite direction), implying
identical tetrahedral meshes on the two faces. Large variation in the vector field near
the boundary can cause errors unless the tetrahedral mesh is very dense. Therefore it
is generally suggested that regions where large field gradients are expected, are placed
away from the boundaries of the model. In this thesis two pairs of master–slave bound-
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(a) ABC at θ = 0◦ (b) PML at θ = 0◦
(c) ABC at θ = 70◦ (d) PML at θ = 70◦
Figure 3.3: HFSS electric field profile taken in the xz–plane showing the wave front
emanating from a crudely modelled waveguide horn formed of PEC metal pates, chang-
ing the lower horizontal boundary condition and the incident angle theta. Recreated
from Ansoft literature.
ary conditions are used as the arrays repeat in the xy-plane. However, any number
of parallel faces can be used allowing the replication the response of any array with a
tessellating unit cell.
3.3.4 Excitation Sources
There are many radiation sources that can be used to excite a structure: from lumped
ports, used extensively to power antenna designs, to wave ports used to excite waveguide
systems such as couplers and adaptors.
In preliminary modelling an incident plane wave defined either by Cartesian or
spherical coordinates was used to illuminate the modelled structure. This required
absorbing boundaries (ABCs or PMLs depending on angle of incidence) to be applied
to all the outer faces of the model to avoid erroneous reflections as shown in Figure 3.3.
This excitation method also requires a way of extracting the reflection and transmission
properties of the structure. This is done using a macro script (written in Visual Basic)
that calculates the transmission and reflection in the vacuum space above and below
the structure by integrating over two planes (placed above and below the structure).
In this thesis only one method of excitation and detection is used, a Floquet port
[86]. A set of modes are used to represent the EM fields on the port that resemble
waveguide modes (as discussed in section 2.2), producing plane waves that are charac-
terised by frequency, phase and the geometry of the port. With ports placed on the
incident and exit faces of a model as shown in Figure 3.2 (c), radiation boundaries
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are not required. Both ports are defined by unit vectors that dictate the direction of
the electric field of the modes. Both ports also facilitate the direct extraction of the
reflection and transmission coefficients from the scattering matrix without the use of a
script.
Floquet ports can only be used on the unit cell of periodic structures surrounded by
master slave boundaries to allow for the periodic decomposition of the excited and de-
tected modes that can be viewed individually. In this work floquet ports were used well
below the onset of diffraction, therefore the TE01 and TM01 modes (shown in Figure
2.2 and 2.3) dominate the form of the EM response. In Chapter 8 the ability to emit
radiation in one linear polarisation state and detect the orthogonal linear polarisation
state is used to measure the polarisation conversion.
3.3.5 Tetrahedral Mesh
In order to achieve a realistic EM response from a modelled structure, the model must
be split into smaller elements to be solved, as implied by the name finite element
method. HFSS does this by creating an initial tetrahedral mesh, and then refining it.
Here the various stages of this process will be briefly explained with relevance to the
modelling undertaken in this thesis.
The initial tetrahedral mesh splits the CAD 3D model into smaller components
depending on the size, geometry, and refractive index of the objects. For example, less
tetrahedra will be placed in a large air space, as there is little change in the EM field
character in this volume, and the density will increase when approaching the boundary
with an object of dissimilar media. Then the “surface approximation” is applied, here
curved “true” surfaces must be represented by faceted surfaces.
Once the initial tetrahedral mesh is defined, a series of refinements occur, some of
which can be omitted. The first to be considered is the “Lambda refinement”, that
reduces the size of the tetrahedral elements (increasing density) with respect to the
solution wavelength λs according to the wavelength dependence of the material (zero
order ≈ 0.1 λs, first order (default) ≈ 0.3˙ λs, second order ≈ 0.667 λs).
“Mesh operations” can be applied to the tetrahedral mesh at any stage after the
initial tetrahedral mesh is formed. These user–defined operations allow the user to
apply prior knowledge and identify regions within the 3D model that are crucial to
re-create the experimentally observed response. These may be applied to a 2D sheet
or 3D volumes, and allow the user to specify the target side length of each tetrahedral
element, but also limit the number used in an area or volume. As used to increase the
density of the tetrahedra in the subwavelength holes of the metallic mesh to accurately
represent the decay of the EM fields. This could dramatically reduce the number of
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tetrahedra input into the model by the adaptive pass process, discussed below, saving
computational power, and time.
3.3.6 Solution and Adaptive Meshing
When the initial tetrahedral mesh is formed the accuracy of the solution is calculated
at each port for verification. This is done by computing the electric field from the
magnetic field using: ∇ × E = −jωµH and comparing this value with the incident
value. The same is done for the magnetic field using ∇×H = σE + jωE. When these
values are comparable the full 3D solution begins. As described earlier the tetrahedral
mesh has nodes at each vertex and mid-point, a matrix stores the tangential and normal
EM field components for each vertex and mid-point node respectively. It is the order
of the solution that determines how many nodes are used per tetrahedron; zero order
uses 4 nodes to calculate 8 unknowns (vertices only); first order (default) uses 10 nodes
to calculate 20 unknowns, and second order 22 nodes to calculate 44 unknowns.
The 3D field solver transforms Maxwell’s equations into matrix form and numeri-
cally calculates values for each unknown, interpolating the results within the volume of
each tetrahedral element using the equation ∇× ( 1µ′∇×E(x, y, z)− k20ε′E(x, y, z)) = 0
(where k0 =
2pi
λ is the incident wave vector). From this the reflection and transmission
coefficients can be calculated and the normalised power is found. This is expressed in
the form of a scattering or S–matrix, where each element describes the modes being
excited and detected at a specific port.
After this, adaptive passes may be used to further refine the tetrahedral mesh. Here
HFSS considers the field gradient in each of the tetrahedral elements and inserts more
tetrahedra where the gradient is highest, recalculates the scattering matrix and records
the ∆S value. The ∆S value is the root mean square of the scattering matrix which
measures the change in the magnitude of the scattering matrix between adaptive passes
allowing the user to gauge if the tetrahedral mesh is converging on a solution. This
process will cease when the user–defined limits are reached being either the maximum
number of adaptive passes or ∆S becoming less than the user–defined target.
A frequency sweep can be used to calculate the response for a range of frequencies.
Using the tetrahedral mesh optimised for the single solution frequency, the frequency
sweep is only valid over a limited range. In this thesis (and suggested as good practice)
the frequency ranges of the commercial waveguide bands, shown in table 4.1 are used as
a guide to the span of a frequency sweep, where the solution frequency is placed above
the centre of the frequency sweep to ensure validity at the smaller incident wavelengths.
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3.3.6.1 Tetrahedral Mesh Accuracy
In order to create a FEM model that accurately represents the response of the physical
system the size of the tetrahedral element must reflect the changing EM field within
that region. Generally, the larger the number of tetrahedra in the model, the finer the
tetrahedral mesh, and the higher the accuracy. However the finer the tetrahedral mesh
the more computationally expensive the model is to run, and so more time is required to
reach a solution. Therefore it is clear that a balance is required. By comparing reduced
frequency resolution spectra for a series of adaptive passes, the point at which the
solution converges can be accurately predicted where the response is invariant as more
tetrahedra are added to the model. This can be used as an alternative to monitoring
the ∆S value that is only calculated at a single frequency.
3.3.7 Post Processing
After the analysis of the model has been performed and a solution calculated, post pro-
cessing can take place. Firstly reports can be generated from user–defined expressions
using the scattering data, or directly from the E and H fields. The main data extracted
from these models is the transmission and reflection intensity coefficients as a function
of frequency. This can be done using expressions 3.1 and 3.2 respectively:
T = (mag(S(FloquetPort1 : 1, F loquetPort2 : 1)))2, (3.1)
R = (mag(S(FloquetPort1 : 1, F loquetPort1 : 1)))2, (3.2)
where FloquetPortA : B corresponds to Floquet port A, mode B. Here the wave
is incident at Floquet Port 1, and detected at Floquet port 2 for transmission and
Floquet port 1 for reflection. Mode B is the corresponding Floquet port mode being
used, the first modes being TE10 and the second TM10. The S preceding the floquet
ports numbers indicates that it is the scattering matrix element.
By comparing the transmission and/or reflection response to that of the experi-
mentally observed data, the model can be validated. The second main post processing
element of the HFSS software allows the user to gain physical insight into the distri-
bution of the E and H fields (and other quantities). The magnitude or vector fields
can be graphically represented, for an example see the waveguide mode Figures 2.2
and 2.3. Incident, total or scattered (difference between the total and scattered fields)
can be plotted over a plane or inside a volume and then animated in frequency, phase
or any other user–defined variable of the model. These can be seen throughout this
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thesis. User–defined expressions can be formed of complex field quantities using the
field calculator and applied to reports, as utilised in Figures 5.5, 6.4, and 7.5.
3.4 Thesis Specific Modelling
This thesis discusses a series of square metallic meshes with square holes that occupy
> 80% of the unit cell, all of which are illuminated with radiation where the wavelength
is much greater than the pitch and hole size, making the metallic mesh subwavelength.
Therefore the EM fields within these holes decay evanescently from the interfaces with
the surrounding media. In this thesis numerical modelling is used to gain insight into
the origin and operation of modes and the transmission and reflection response of a
system. Here the stacked metallic mesh–dielectric structure considered in Chapter 6
will be used to illustrate the problems encountered whilst modelling the response of
this structure.
In order to accurately represent the very thin metallic mesh, the FEM model has
undergone a series of iterations described below. Initially the unit cell was chosen
with the hole placed in the centre surrounded by half the width of the metallic bars
(between holes). The hole filling–fraction for the metallic mesh is 97% air, leaving large
field gradients in close proximity to the boundaries of the structure. This configuration
of a large hole surrounded by a narrow metallic bar led to a large number of tetrahedra
in the region close master–slave boundary. In many cases the tetrahedral meshes on
the faces of the master–slave boundaries were not identical, hence the model would not
satisfy the repeat boundary condition and failed to solve. Therefore a new unit cell
was chosen placing the edges of the subwavelength holes at the centre of the unit cell,
forming a cross of metal in the centre of the unit cell. The frequency spectrum for
this metallic mesh–dielectric stack initial model is shown in Figure 3.4 (blue line), and
the modes are ∼ 1.5 GHz higher in frequency than the experimentally observed results
(black circles). Using measured frequency dependent permittivity and dielectric loss
tangents of the dielectric reduced this to 0.5 GHz for high frequencies and ∼ 1.5 GHz
for low frequencies, Figure 3.4 (green line). From here the tetrahedral mesh of the FEM
model was refined by increasing the resolution to better represent the evanescent decay
of the EM fields within the holes. Firstly this was done by introducing more tetrahedral
elements using a mesh operation. Then it was further refined by physically splitting the
boxes of air (filling the holes) into a 5× 5 array in the xy-plane, and crucially 10 layers
in the z-direction (propagation and decay direction). Once the evanescent decay of
the EM field inside the subwavelength holes was properly represented, adaptive passes
where performed until convergence was achieved. From this the fit to the experimental
data shown in Figure 3.4 (red line) was achieved.
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Figure 3.4: Transmission response for the metallic mesh–dielectric stack considered in
Chapter 6, black circles represent the experimentally recorded data, the blue, green and
red lines represent the response from the initial tetrahedral mesh, using experimentally
measured permittivity results and using tetrahedral mesh operations and division of
air spaces.
3.5 Comparison with LCR Circuits
Simple mesh based structures such as those considered in Chapters 5, 6, and 7 com-
prising alternating metal grids and dielectric regions can be represented using circuit
theory models. A direct comparison between the work considered in Chapter 6 is pre-
sented in [87] where the experimental and numerical results are compared to a series
of parallel plate waveguides, both dielectric and air–filled, separated by “diaphragm
discontinuities”. Using only the propagation constant (wave vector), and characteristic
impedance (Z0 =
√
µ
ε ) for air and dielectric filled regions and an expression for the
impedance of the grating (dominated by the inductance) good comparison is shown.
An equivalent circuit is considered by splitting the structure into electrically small el-
ements and considering the EM coupling and phase delay as inductive (L), capacitive
(C) and resistive (R) components. This method is restricted to certain geometries.
Features that occur in the experimental sample such as rounding of square holes and
filleting of deposited or etched metals cannot be replicated. Certain structures such as
the rotated array considered in Chapter 8 using FEM cannot be modelled using LCR
circuit theory. But the main advantage of this process over FEM modelling is the frac-
tion of the computing power required to calculate the transmission response, allowing
the user to gain physical insight into the dependence of the response on parameters such
as repeat pitch, hole size etc. for all frequencies (to DC) where the components are
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considered to be electrically small and so is similar to the MoM techniques described
earlier.
3.6 Modal Expansion
Further analytical modelling has also been performed on the simple metallic mesh
structures using analytical modal expansion of the E and H fields matched over various
regions of the structure. Taylor et al. have extensively studied subwavelength hole
arrays using a modal matching technique [88, 89]. The modal matching method is
described below for an infinite array of subwavelength square holes in a thin PEC.
• Express the electric fields in the vacuum regions above and below the hole array
as 2D Fourier-Floquet expansions of the diffracted orders.
• Within the metallic hole array the electric fields are present only in the holes,
where they can be described as cavity modes.
• The magnetic fields are then calculated for each region using Maxwell’s equations.
• The tangential boundary conditions imposed are: the electric field must be con-
tinuous at each interface across the entire unit cell, whilst the magnetic field must
be continuous across the aperture.
• Applying these boundary conditions and utilising the orthogonality condition of
the eigen modes resulting in pairs of coupled equations in terms of the unknown
amplitude coefficients.
• Solve these equations to obtain the analytical expressions for the transmission
and reflection through the structure.
Taylor and others [55–57, 89] consider only the first order cavity mode, as it is a good
approximation for the regime where the pitch and hole size are subwavelength. Again
this method is restricted by the geometry of the hole array, but it is much faster than
using the FEM modelling technique.
3.7 Concluding Remarks
In this chapter simulation of the EM response of mesh based metamaterial structures
has been considered, with the focus dedicated to FEM modelling. Specific attention
was paid to effective FEM modelling of the metallic mesh as it forms the basis of this
thesis. FDTD, MoM, LCR circuit theory and modal matching techniques were briefly
discussed as an alternative to FEM.
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Chapter 4
Techniques Used to Measure
Electromagnetic Responses of
Mesh Metamaterials
4.1 Introduction
In order to conduct experimental investigations into the transmission and reflection
properties of the structures investigated in this thesis, a system that produces a colli-
mated plane wave of radiation is used. This experimental arrangement is described in
this chapter. The first of two spherical mirrors with a waveguide horn antenna placed
at its focus creates a beam of microwave radiation with near-planar wave fronts, that is
directed onto the sample. The second mirror focuses the resultant beam (transmitted
or reflected) into a second waveguide horn antenna where a crystal detector converts
the microwave radiation into an electrical signal that can be interpreted by the anal-
yser. This equipment is not housed in an anechoic chamber, but in a large laboratory
surrounded by free space. The nearest reflecting boundaries are > 50 × λ from the
equipment (for the longest operating wavelength, λ).
4.2 Apparatus
4.2.1 Waveguide Horns
The emitting waveguide horn is connected to a directional waveguide coupler that in
turn is connected to a waveguide–coaxial adaptor and waveguide–crystal detector as
shown in Figure 4.1 (a). Microwave radiation is fed through the first waveguide–coaxial
adaptor by a combined source and sweep oscillator (Agilent PSG CW Signal Generator
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Frequency Band WG Minimum Frequency Maximum Frequency
14∗ 5.38 GHz 8.18 GHz
15 6.58 GHz 10.00 GHz
X 16∗ 8.20 GHz 12.50 GHz
Ku 17 9.84 GHz 15.00 GHz
18∗ 11.90 GHz 18.00 GHz
19 14.50 GHz 22.00 GHz
K 20∗ 17.60 GHz 26.70 GHz
21 21.70 GHz 33.00 GHz
Ka 22∗ 26.40 GHz 40.10 GHz
Table 4.1: British waveguide bands spanning the range 5 – 40 GHz. *indicates these
frequency ranges were used experimentally.
E8247C, 250 kHz ≤ ν ≤ 40 GHz), and the horn that emits the microwave signal. The
upper frequency limit is fixed by the source at 40 GHz, however this may be extended
to 112 GHz with external waveguide multipliers (such as Agilent Millimeter Wave
Source Modules, 83558A and 83556A). The frequency range is split into the European
waveguide bands listed in the table 4.1 [90] and the apparatus described below (table
4.2) must be optimised for each waveguide band. The directional waveguide coupler
removes a proportion of the microwave signal (10% of the transmitted radiation) and the
waveguide–crystal detector transmits an electrical signal to the scalar network analyser
(SNA) (Agilent 8757D) as a reference signal. The source, considered at the horn is
approximated as a point source and placed at the focus of a spherical mirror, producing
a near collimated plane wave.
The detecting waveguide horn is also connected to a waveguide–crystal detector,
as shown in Figure 4.1(b). The microwave signal collected by the waveguide horn is
converted into an electrical signal by the crystal detector and transmitted to the SNA
as the detected signal.
The horns are rectangular in cross section, supporting an electric field vector parallel
to the short axis, making the radiation emitted or detected linearly polarised and
polarisation selective. Both the emitter and detector horns are housed in mounts that
can be rotated in order to produce transverse electric (TE or s-polarised) or transverse
magnetic (TM or p-polarised) beams with respect to the sample (see section 2.2.1.1).
Although optimised for use within the stated frequency bands it is often found through
careful investigation that the operational range can be extended, this is dependent upon
the combination of components being used and varies for each item.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.1: Waveguide horn assembly for emitter (a) and detector (b). The numbered
areas correspond to the waveguide components; (1) waveguide–coaxial adaptor, (2)
directional coupler, (3) waveguide–coaxial adaptor with integrated crystal detector,
known as a waveguide–crystal detector, and (4) the horn. The labels In, R, and D
correspond to the input signal from the source, the reference signal (output) and the
detected signal (output).
WG Horn Directional Coupler Waveguide– Waveguide–
(Gain 16.5 dB) (10 dB) coaxial adaptor crystal detector
14 Narda 644 x HP J218A HP J424C
16 Narda 640 HP X752C HP X218A HP X424C
18 Narda 639 HP P752C HP P218A HP P424C
20 Narda 638 HP K752C Flann 20093 TF30 HP K424C
22 Narda 637 HP R752C Flann 22093 TF30 HP R424C
Table 4.2: Make and Model of the horn, directional coupler, waveguide–coaxial adaptor
(without and with the integrated crystal detector), where HP denotes the manufacturer
Hewlett Packard. Note: the WG14 emitting waveguide horn assembly does not use a
directional coupler due to size restrictions.
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4.2.2 Collimating Mirrors
The collimating mirrors are made in pairs and have a physical radius of 22 cm. They
are formed by machining a spherical dish into thin cylindrical discs (4 cm thick). For
more details see [91] pages 136−137. A spherical shape was used for ease of fabrication,
although a parabolic distribution would produce a more collimated beam due to the
absence of spherical aberration. Two experimental arrangements are available: one
using mirrors machined with a radius of curvature of 2 m to give a focal length of
1 m, (used in Chapters 6, 5, and 8), and another with mirrors of radius of curvature
of 4 m, to give a focal length 2 m (used in Chapter 7). These mirrors are mounted on
wooden frames that allow the mirrors to be adjusted in height, tilt and a small amount
of twist. These frames are held in wooden parallel tracks for easier alignment. The
same equipment can be reconfigured for transmission or reflection experiments.
4.2.3 Aperture
An aperture can be placed before the sample to reduce the beam width. This is
constructed from a combination of square pyramidal and planar graded carbon loaded
foam which is a good microwave absorber, that is arranged to form a hole of width
less than the size of the sample. This is necessary when samples are smaller than
or comparable to the size of the microwave beam spot to prevent direct transmission
around the edges of the sample, and is normally used at low microwave frequencies due
to the large wavelength compared to the finite size of the sample.
4.3 Experimental Arrangement for Transmission Measure-
ments
A schematic of the experimental arrangement for transmission measurements is shown
in Figure 4.2 (a). For transmission measurements the centre of the mirrors are placed
at the same height as the centre of the sample that is orientated and fixed perpendicular
to the wooden bench top on which the setup is placed. The sample may be mounted
on a rotating table (driven by a computer controlled stepper motor) to change the
incident angle θ (not considered here, but shown in Figure 4.2). However to change
the azimuth angle φ the sample must be rotated by hand and secured in a holder. The
waveguide horns are positioned at the focal point of the mirrors that are tilted such
that the resultant microwave beam propagates parallel to the wooden bench through
the absorbing aperture (if used) onto the sample. Ideally the horns would be placed at
the same height as the mirrors however the size of the horns relative to the microwave
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.2: (a) Schematic showing the experimental arrangement for transmission at
normal incidence using a planar or stacked sample where the emitter is on the left, and
the detector on the right. (b) Diagram showing the direction of the electric field vector
to define TE and TM polarised radiation when the sample is rotated by θ.
beam width dictates that the horns must be moved off axis.
The proportion of the microwave beam that is transmitted through the sample is
collected by a second spherical mirror that focuses the microwave beam into a sec-
ond horn fitted with a waveguide–crystal detector that produces an electrical signal
measured by the SNA.
When the sample is positioned normal to the incident beam the polarisation labels
TE and TM polarised are degenerate. However, when the sample is rotated in θ, the
polarisation must be defined. This is shown in Figure 4.2 (b) where the electric field
vector for TE and TM polarised radiation are orientated vertically (y direction) and
horizontally (x direction) respectively, where the propagation direction is in z.
In Chapter 8 the polarisation conserved and polarisation converted transmission
responses are investigated at normal incidence. As the TE and TM polarisation labels
of the beam are degenerate at normal incidence, the orientation of the electric field
vector is then defined in terms of x and y. So the polarisation conserved transmission
is denoted as Txx and Tyy and the polarisation converted transmission denoted as Txy
and Tyx. For all other normal incidence measurements the electric field was orientated
in the x direction unless otherwise stated.
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4.4 Experimental Arrangement for Reflection Measure-
ments
A schematic of the experimental arrangement for reflection measurements is shown
in Figure 4.3 for small and large angles of incidence (θ). Here the same apparatus
used for the transmission measurements is repositioned and aligned to allow reflection
measurements to be recorded. For reflection measurements the sample is placed parallel
to the bench top. Placing a rotating table under the sample allows for variation in the
azimuth angle φ (shown in Figure 4.3 (c)). The position of the mirrors determines the
angle of incidence θ that is measured from the normal of the sample as shown in Figure
4.3 (c). For small angles of incidence the mirror frames are placed close to the sample
with the mirrors positioned near the top of the frames whilst maintaining the correct
focal length to the emitter/detector waveguide horns. When using large samples at
small angles of incidence, the position of the horns may be interchanged allowing a
crossing of the beams to maintain the correct focal length as shown in Figure 4.3 (a).
For large angles of incidence the beams are not crossed and the mirrors placed much
further from the sample in the x direction, see Figure 4.3 (b). As for the transmission
experiment the second collimating mirror focuses the resultant beam into the detecting
waveguide horn fitted with a waveguide–crystal detector allowing an electrical signal
to be recorded by the SNA.
Using this method the normal incidence (θ = 0◦) reflection response cannot be
measured. Therefore even at small angles of incidence it is important to consider
the polarisation of the incident beam. Here the TM radiation has the electric field
orientated in the xz plane perpendicular to the plane of incidence, if the beam was at
θ = 0◦ (normal incidence) the electric field would be in the x direction. TE radiation
has the electric field vector orientated in the y direction, as shown in Figure 4.3 (d).
4.5 Recording Measurements
The Agilent 8757D SNA measures and displays the received reference and transmitted
signals using a logarithmic decibel (dB) scale. The reference signal is measured at the
emitter using the directional coupler discussed in section 4.2.1. The detected signal
pertains to the signal received by the detecting waveguide horn assembly when using
either the reflection or transmission experimental setup. The SNA normalises the
detected signal using the reference signal that allows for any fluctuation of power from
the source.
All measurements recorded using both of these experimental arrangements are also
normalised using a reference sample, referred to as the free space sample. For transmis-
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(a)
(b)
(c) (d)
Figure 4.3: (a) and (b) Schematics showing the experimental arrangement for reflec-
tion at small and large angle of incidence θ, where red and blue dashed lines indicate
the extent of the incident and reflected beam respectively. (c) Diagram showing the
definition of θ and φ for a stacked or planar sample. (d) Diagram showing the direction
of the electric field vector to define TE and TM polarised radiation.
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sion a free space sample (i.e. no sample in setup) is used to record 100% transmission,
any less than 100% shows the loss in the system. For reflection measurements a flat
metallic plate is used (assumed to be infinite), simulating 100% reflection. This nor-
malisation process removes the influence of any loss in the system in cables, waveguide
apparatus, and absorption around the apeture so as to document only the transmission
or reflection properties of the experimental sample.
Therefore in order to obtain the absolute normalised transmission and reflection
coefficient (T and R respectively), shown in all experimental chapters, Equation 4.1
and 4.2 are used:
T = 10∆t/10, (4.1)
R = 10∆r/10, (4.2)
where ∆t and ∆r are the difference in the normalised detected signals recorded by the
SNA for the free space sample and experimental sample.
4.6 Other Apparatus
The experimental apparatus detailed above may be combined with two alternative
peices of equipment: broad band dual polarised horns (section 4.6.1) and the Vector
Network Analyser (section 4.6.2).
4.6.1 Broadband Dual Polarised Horns
The broad band dual polarised horns (BB horns) (Flann DP241-AC ) offer two main
advantages over standard gain waveguide horns: the extremely wide operational fre-
quency range and the ability to access orthogonal polarisation orientations without the
need for rotation of the horn or housing.
The BB horns are specified to operate in the frequency range 18−50 GHz ([90] page
93), however through careful investigation it has been shown that this range can be
extended down to 8 GHz for these particular units. When used in conjunction with the
Agilent 8757D SNA, the Agilent PSG Signal Generator and a coaxial crystal detector
(Kytar Zero Bias Schottky Detector 303AK ) this is limited to 40 GHz. However this
range covers 4 waveguide frequency bands (WG 16, 18, 20 and 22) saving vast amounts
of time in the setup and alignment of the experimental apparatus and also leading to
continuity in the experimental data between waveguide banded data sets.
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The BB horns are comprised of a square waveguide horn antenna and waveguide–
coaxial adaptors built as a single combined and optimised unit. When using the waveg-
uide standard gain horns with a waveguide–coaxial adaptor the unit must be rotated
by 90◦ to change the polarisation. Using the BB horns no rotation is needed; the
coaxial cable and coaxial crystal detector are simply removed from one coaxial port
and attached to the other again saving time and improving accuracy by reducing the
amount of re–alignment after every adjustment.
There are some disadvantages when using these BB horns. The main disadvantage is
the compromise of performance. Standard gain horns and waveguide–coaxial adaptors
are individually optimised for a set frequency band (detailed in table 4.1). The return
loss is a measure of the amount of signal reflected within the device back to the incident
port (for more information see [6]). Equation 4.3 shows the calculation for return loss
in terms of incident power (Pi) and reflected power (Pr), measured in dB.
RL = 10 log10
(
Pi
Pr
)
. (4.3)
This is one of the main parameters used to test primarily passive microwave compo-
nents. The waveguide–coaxial adaptor has a maximum return loss of −30 dB, the
waveguide standard gain horns (20 dB gain model) −20.8 dB ([90] page 89), whereas
the BB horns have a maximum return loss of −7.4 dB. A small negative return loss in
dB indicates a large loss in the system that reduces the proportion of signal that may
be transmitted or detected by the horn, thus requiring more power.
The second main disadvantage is that the BB horn assembly cannot be connected
to a waveguide coupler, so a reference cannot be taken at the source waveguide horn
antenna when using the SNA. Although the measurements are normalised to a free
space sample, this does not account for fluctuations in power from the source.
4.6.2 Vector Network Analyser
Until this point the experimental setup has been described in conjunction with the
Agilent 8757D SNA and Agilent PSG Signal Generator E8247C that measures only the
amplitude of the electrical signals. The VectorStar MS4640A Vector Network Analyser
(VNA) measures both amplitude and phase (as used in Chapter 8). Here the coupler
providing the reference signal and crystal detectors are incorporated in the assembly
of the instrument and therefore no external coupler or crystal detectors are required.
The VNA is comprised of a source module, a test set module and an analyser
module. The source module defines the operational frequency range of the unit, here
being 70 kHz to 70 GHz, offering the potential to operate below 5 GHz with different
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emitters (such as stripped coaxial probes as used in [92]) and above 40 GHz without the
use of external multipliers. In order to span this frequency range of nearly 20 octaves,
this VNA essentially combines two VNAs, one operates from 70 kHz to 2.5 GHz, and
the second from 2.5 GHz to 70 GHz, using a doubler module to cover the ranges 5
to 20 GHz, followed by a switched doubler module to cover the range 20 to 38 GHz,
and finally a quadrupler module to cover the final range above 38 GHz [93]. The
source for both units is a varactor-tuned voltage controlled oscillator [94], which is an
electronic harmonic oscillator controlled by the voltage input using the varactor diode
to control the capacitance of the resonant circuit, allowing the device to produce a range
of frequencies. In order to perform phase measurements this internal sweep oscillator
is connected to a phase detector to ensure the source remains “phase locked” (or phase
matched).
The test set module includes the internal couplers that reference the signal at the
ports (connection from the VNA to the device/structure under test). The intermediate
frequency (IF) conversion is also performed here. This down-converts the reference
or detected signals into the pass band of the lower IF. Reducing the IF will increase
the sensitivity of both the amplitude and phase of the measurement by reducing the
bandwidth of the signal. Finally the analyser module receives and interprets the IF
signal for amplitude and phase detection, using two tuned receivers; one mixer based
(low frequency), the second sampler based (high frequency) [94].
To obtain accurate amplitude and phase measurements the electrical length of the
system must be calibrated. There are many types of calibration, for example three of
the most commonly used are: SOLT (short, open, load, through), LRL (line, reflect,
line), and LRM (line, reflect, match). When used in conjunction with the transmission
setup (as used in Chapter 8), the system was calibrated to the end of coaxial cables
(where they connect to the waveguide–coaxial adaptors) using a SOLT calibration.
This was followed by the free space sample normalisation described in section 4.5. With
suitable adaptations to the experimental equipment a more accurate calibration could
be performed using the LRL calibration where the transmission response through the
system measured using no sample (line 1), followed by a flat metal sheet (reflect - 100%
reflection, 0% transmission), and finally (line 2) by offsetting the second mirror and
horn by λ4 (where λ is the central wavelength of the frequency band used). Although
this calilbration would be valid for a much narrower frequency band (compared to the
SOLT calibration on the coaxial cable that spans DC to the coaxial cut off frequency),
the waveguide horn response would be included, allowing for more accurate results in
phase and amplitude measurements.
The Anritsu VectorStar MS4640A offers a much more flexible user interface com-
pared to the Agilent 8757D that allows many types of signal manipulation and plotting,
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however the signal measured here is still processed using the same Equation 4.1 or 4.2
to find the normalised transmission or reflection response for the measured structure
as a function of frequency.
4.7 Concluding Remarks
In this chapter the experimental apparatus, its operation and arrangement have been
discussed for transmission and reflection measurements. First individual elements of
the experimental setup were discussed, followed by an explanation of the combination
used to measure the transmission and reflection properties of planar or stacked samples.
Finally the SNA and VNA operation are discussed in combination with the broad band
horns that offer a larger operational frequency range.
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Metamaterial Tunnel Barrier
Gives A Broad Band of
Microwave Transmission
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter a subwavelength metallic mesh clad with two layers of low loss dielectric
is shown to produce a band of near total microwave transmission over a broad frequency
range. The metallic mesh is considered as a tunnel barrier and the response is shown
to be analogous to that of a plasmonic metal in the visible regime, with no loss. Upon
applying the two dielectric layers on either side of the metallic mesh, two modes arise
due to the hyperbolic form of the electromagnetic (EM) field within the subwavelength
holes of the metallic mesh. The modes of the whole system are shown to originate from
the zeroth–order and first–order Fabry–Pe´rot modes of the system. The overlap of
these modes constructively interferes to give the broad band of transmission. By con-
sidering the gradient of the EM fields at the dielectric–metallic mesh interface, almost
independent control of each mode is achieved through a suitable choice of geometric
parameters.
5.2 Background
The microwave response of metallic meshes has been extensively studied since the mid
20th century. Such regular arrays of holes have been optimised for use as frequency
selective surfaces (FSS) and band pass filters based upon the transmission peak that
occurs near the hole cut–off frequency [1, 2, 45, 95, 96] (see section 2.3.1). Below
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this cut–off frequency the metallic meshes essentially behave as imperfect mirrors with
evanescently decaying EM fields in the holes, as predicted by Bethe [4], and for this
reason have historically attracted little interest. However, Ebbesen et al.’s observation
in the visible regime of enhanced optical transmission (EOT) via tunnelling of the EM
fields associated with surface waves (surface plasmon polaritons) through perforated
metal films [3] has changed this view (see section 2.3.2). Ebbesen et al.’s work helped
to ignite interest in the field of patterned and perforated metal structures, that were
part of the reinvention of “metamaterials”(see section 2.4.4).
The metallic mesh considered in this study was explored in the non–diffracting
regime, i.e. the periodicity of the metallic mesh and therefore the size of the holes are
subwavelength, supporting no propagating orders. Recently much work has been con-
ducted on subwavelength metallic meshes demonstrating narrow band resonant EOT
for wavelengths near the diffraction edge [97, 98]. Both Dragila et al. and Ortuno et al.
studied the dielectric clad metallic mesh structures in this regime and observed surface
wave induced transparency [99, 100]. However, the broad band enhanced transmission
observed here cannot be attributed to the excitation of diffractively coupled surface
waves due to the very subwavelength nature of the structures considered.
The EM fields in the subwavelength holes decay near–exponentially, that is anal-
ogous in character to the fields in a plasmonic metal with a Drude–like dispersion in
the visible domain, but here the imaginary effective permittivity is close to zero as
discussed in section 2.4.1.1. Hooper et al. recently considered a plasmonic metal clad
in thin dielectric in the optical regime [101] and noted the parallel between this system
and a quantum mechanical tunnel barrier.
A quantum mechanical tunnel barrier must have a potential greater than zero (see
Figure 5.1), that is equivalent optically to the square of the wave vector in the incident
dielectric medium −n2k20 > 0 with the total energy equivalent to −k2z = −n2mk20 sin2 θm,
(where n is the refractive index, k0 = 2pi/λ the free space wave vector, kz is the wave
vector in the direction of propagation, θ is the incident angle and the subscript m
relates to the incident medium). The potential is greater than zero if the material that
is to act as the tunnel barrier has a purely imaginary or large negative real refractive
index. Hooper et al. state that ordinary dielectrics correspond to a material with a
negative potential, and so only act as tunnel barriers when kz in the incident medium
is less than that in the dielectric. This occurs when θm < θc (θc is the critical angle) at
which point total internal reflection occurs. Here materials with an effective negative
real permittivity are utilised. Figure 5.1 shows the EM equivalent of a the potential
diagram in quantum mechanics for the three layer structure (5 interface) considered in
this chapter. The black line indicates the potential for a dielectric cladding of refractive
index greater than the semi-infinite incident medium. The tunnel barrier of a dielectric
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Figure 5.1: The EM equivalent of the potential diagram in quantum mechanics. The
blue line indicates the height of the potential for a dielectric at the critical angle, the
red dashed line indicates the potential for a lossless metal, and the black line indicates
a dielectric cladding.
when the incident EM radiation is at the critical angle is shown by the solid blue line,
and the tunnel barrier response of a lossless metal is shown by the dotted red line, that
is equivalent to the structure studied here.
Hooper et al. showed that the second and third order Fabry–Pe´rot modes [102]
of the dielectric (either side of the metallic mesh) merged into a composite mode as
the tunnel barrier thickness increased. The authors employed an idealised analytical
system with the optical plasmonic metal represented as a large negative real permit-
tivity with no loss, to gain insight into the nature of these modes. It is not possible to
fabricate this idealised structure in the visible regime due to the inherent loss of optical
plasmonic metals (such as silver) as well as fabrication and experimental restrictions.
Here this is overcome by employing a subwavelength metallic mesh as a plasmonic–like
metamaterial in the microwave regime with a large negative real part of the effective
permittivity. This produces a zero loss tunnel barrier that can be easily experimentally
realised, enabling a detailed investigation into the lower frequency Fabry–Pe´rot type
modes for normal incidence radiation.
Similar structures for transmission through tunnel barriers have been considered
where a metallic mesh has been surrounded by layers of metamaterials. Zhou et al.
used a resonant “H” shaped metallic mesh that was represented as an effective medium
[103], with a high permittivity (εr = 4). These metamaterial layers allow the EM
wave to tunnel through the effective negative permittivity metallic mesh producing two
resonant peaks that exhibit transmittance, due to enhanced tunnelling over a frequency
range of approximately 1 GHz. Zhou et al. also investigated the effect of changing the
air gaps between the layers of the structure to show tuning of the two individual modes
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observed.
In addition Hou et al. undertook a study where subwavelength split ring resonators
(SRRs) were fabricated around foam balls and held in an array orientated normal to the
metallic mesh [104]. When subwavelength SRRs are arranged as an array, the combined
response exhibits a large negative permeability over a narrow frequency range [64].
Further, when the SRR arrays are positioned either side of a subwavelength metallic
mesh (that exhibits a negative permittivity) a narrow transmittance peak is observed
due to a negative refractive index (negative permittivity and negative permeability).
Two further narrow peaks are observed at higher frequencies as in this regime the
SRR arrays no longer have negative permeability but act as high permittivity dielectric
layers that facilitate the EM wave tunnelling through the metallic mesh.
Of direct relevance to this study is an analytical and numerical investigation by
Lomakin and Michielssen in 2005 that provides a very thorough discussion of enhanced
transmission through a subwavelength metallic mesh sandwiched between two dielectric
plates [105]. It is shown that resonant modes can be supported by the metallic mesh
coupled to standing waves in the dielectric layers. Two regimes are explored, referred
to as the “single resonance” and “double resonance” regimes. In the single resonance
regime the incident wave couples to a resonant mode in a single dielectric layer (top
or bottom), enhancing the EM fields at a single interface, allowing tunnelling. The
resultant resonant transmission feature is very narrow in frequency and does not give
100% transmission. In the double resonance regime, two resonant modes exhibiting
100% transmission are observed where the incident wave couples to standing wave–like
solutions in both dielectric layers, this time enhancing the fields on both dielectric–
metallic mesh interfaces, allowing strong transmission. This study went on to show
the affect of varing the parameters in the system, demonstrating that both regimes
may be supported for symmetric as well as asymmetric dielectric cladding, and more
importantly exploring the transition from infinitesimally thin to very thick perforated
metal plates: for very thin plates the higher frequency mode is much narrower, whereas
for very thick plates only one mode is observed with reduced magnitude. This study
is in excellent agreement with the numerical and experimental results presented in this
chapter.
Here the lowest two Fabry–Pe´rot modes studied in the aforementioned numerical
and analytical work were observed experimentally. In particular a thorough explanation
of the lowest frequency mode is presented and its origin as the zeroth–order Fabry–
Pe´rot mode explored. By demonstrating that the metallic mesh may be considered as
a metamaterial with a large negative real effective permittivity with no loss it is shown
that the zeroth–order and first–order Fabry–Pe´rot modes can be brought together by
manipulation of the sample geometry to result in a broad transmitting band.
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Figure 5.2: Exploded schematic of the experimental sample metallic mesh (orange) of
thickness tm = 18 µm, between two low loss dielectric layer (blue) td = 3.175 mm thick.
The copper subwavelength mesh has pitch d = 5.00 mm, and hole width a = 4.85 mm.
5.3 Experimental Measurement
In order to investigate the lowest order modes of this system in the microwave regime
the experiment was performed using the three layer sample, an exploded schematic
of which is shown in Figure 5.2. A hole array (referred to as the metallic mesh) is
chemically etched from a copper clad printed circuit board (PCB) [106]. The resultant
copper mesh is 18 µm (± 0.5 µm) thick and comprises of square air filled holes of width
a = 4.85 mm (± 0.02 mm) and pitch d = 5 mm (± 0.02 mm). An identical copper
clad PCB is fully etched and placed so as to sandwich the metallic mesh and bolted
into place in a wooden frame to prevent air gaps between the two layers. The PCB
is Nelco NX9255 of thickness td = 3.175 mm (± 0.03 mm). The relative permittivity
and dielectric loss tangent were experimentally measured to be 2.96 ≤ ε ≤ 3.08 and
0.001 ≤ tan δ ≤ 0.009 respectively, using the process detailed below (section 5.4.1).
The experimental sample was considered as infinite in the xy–plane since the area is
much greater than the finite size of the microwave beam spot.
5.3.1 Transmission Measurements
A collimated beam of microwave radiation was used to investigate the transmission
response of this sample. The experimental arrangement, described in Chapter 4 consists
of a waveguide standard gain horn antenna placed at the focus of a spherical mirror,
that produces near parallel wave fronts perpendicular to the direction of propagation,
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Figure 5.3: Experimentally measured (black circles), and numerically modelled (red
continuous line) normal incidence transmittance for the dielectric–clad subwavelength
metallic mesh shown in Figure 5.2. The black dashed line is the numerically modelled
response of the unclad subwavelength metallic mesh in free space and the black dotted
line is the modelled response of the sample without the metallic mesh layer. Points A
and B represent the approximate position of the maxima of the two resonant features
that combine to give the broad transmission band.
and a similar mirror collects radiation transmitted through the sample (placed between
the mirrors) focusing it into a detector. The transmitted radiation is converted into an
electrical signal that may be interpreted by the scalar network analyser (SNA).
5.4 Experimental Results
The experimentally measured normal incidence transmittance of this sample is shown
in Figure 5.3 (black circles), together with a best fit from a finite element method
(FEM) numerical model (continuous red line). To fit the experimental data a dielectric
thickness of 3.15 mm was used consistent with the experimental average thickness of
3.175 mm ± 0.030 mm. A band of near–complete transmission is observed over the
frequency range 7 − 15 GHz. This structure exhibits greater than 300% transmission
enhancement when compared to the FEM modelled response of a single freestanding
metallic mesh with no dielectric cladding (Figure 5.3 - dashed line).
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Figure 5.4: Schematic of an EM wave propagating in a three layer system, where I
is the incident wave, R and T are the reflection and transmission coefficients at each
interface, and nm is the refractive index in medium m (where m = 1, 2, or 3).
5.4.1 Measuring the Properties of the Dielectric
After initial FEM modelling failed to fit the experimentally obtained spectra using
frequency independent permittivity and dielectric loss tangent values of ε = 2.59 and
tan δ = 0.0018 (specified by the manufacturer at 10 GHz), the complex permittivity
was experimentally quantified more accurately by obtaining the complex transmission
through one, two and three blank PCBs using a vector network analyser (VNA) be-
tween 5 GHz and 26 GHz. The resultant transmission values were then entered into a
numerical fitting code, written by Dr. Hendry (University of Exeter). This numerical
fitting routine solves the three layer (two interface) Fresnel equations (shown below)
using a predefined range of the real and imaginary parts of the refractive index (n and
k). For a derivation of the Fresnel equations for single and recursive interfaces see [107].
tnu,nv =
2
√
nunv
nu + nv
, (5.1)
rnv ,nu =
nv − nu
nu + nv
, (5.2)
where tnu,nv is the transmission amplitude, rnv ,nu is the reflection amplitude, nv, nu are
either n1, n2 or n2, n3 as shown schematically in Figure 5.4. In this instance n1 = n3 = 1
(air), and n2 = n+ ik is the refractive index of the dielectric in question. By entering
limits for the values of n and k and the resolution required, the complex transmission
amplitude is calculated using the equations below for each combination of n and k.
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t1,3 =
tn1,n2tn2,n3e
β
1 + rn2,n1rn3,n2e
β
, (5.3)
β = i2pik0n2l, (5.4)
where l is the sample thickness. At this point Equation 5.3 is compared to the corre-
sponding parts of the experimentally measured data. The difference between the two
is calculated and the result with the smallest difference chosen for each frequency. This
was repeated for a single layer of thickness l = td = 3.175 mm, two layers bolted to-
gether of thickness l = 2× td = 6.35 mm, and three layers bolted together of thickness
l = 3× td = 9.525 mm and the results averaged.
It was found that the relative permittivity varied from ε = 2.96 to ε = 3.08 and the
dielectric loss tangent (tan δ = ε′′/ε′) remained at ∼ 0.001 for frequencies 5− 15 GHz,
followed by a large increase, peaking at tan δ = 0.009 at 23 GHz. Using these values a
much improved numerically modelled response is shown in Figure 5.3 (continuous red
line).
5.5 Analysis Using the Numerical Model
Numerical modelling helps to gives physical insight into the origins of the broad highly
transmitting region, showing it to be comprised of two modes with their overlap sum-
ming to give a transmissivity much higher than that of an isolated metallic mesh (dashed
line in Figure 5.3). A low frequency mode is centred about point A in Figure 5.3 and a
higher frequency mode is centred about point B. Since the frequencies of both modes
are below the cut–off frequency of the holes, the EM field within the metallic mesh is
evanescent.
Point B defines the upper edge of the highly transmitting band, the electric field
at this frequency is plotted in Figure 5.5 for a line taken through the centre of a
subwavelength hole in the propagation direction. This mode is essentially the first–
order (half wavelength) Fabry–Pe´rot mode of the dielectric block. This is unsurprising
as for a block of dielectric 6.35 mm thick with no metallic mesh, Fabry–Pe´rot type
modes [102] (see section 2.4.2) were expected and duly observed (Figure 5.3 – dotted
line) with the first–order mode occurring at 13.5 GHz, just above point B. The addition
of a very thin subwavelength metallic mesh has almost no influence on this mode as the
evanescent decay of the EM fields within the metallic mesh couple between the front
and back faces where the electric field forms an asymmetric mode with a hyperbolic sine
(sinh) character about the centre of the structure that passes through zero at the centre
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of the holes (in z). The hyperbolic form of the EM fields within the subwavelength
holes was first described by Gadsdon et al. in [108] for a finite stack composed of
metal–dielectric unit cells in the visible regime where the thickness of the dielectric
was greater than twice the evanescent decay length. The authors considered analytical
expressions for the EM fields for all the modes. Here comparisons can be drawn with
the high frequency band edge modes where the character in the metal regions is shown
to be sinh–like. The form of the electric field within the subwavelength holes of the
metallic mesh couples to the standing waves in the dielectric, forming an asymmetric
mode in the overall structure (relative to the centre of the structure in z).
However, it is mode A, the low frequency edge of the enhanced transmission band,
that is of most interest. In the same way as we have considered mode B to be a modifica-
tion of the first–order Fabry–Pe´rot mode, mode A can be considered as a perturbation
of the zeroth–order Fabry–Pe´rot mode. Without the metallic mesh acting as a tunnel
barrier, the zeroth–order Fabry–Pe´rot mode of the dielectric is supported at an infinite
wavelength with a uniform EM field profile across the dielectric cavity. However, when
the metallic mesh, acting as a tunnel barrier, is introduced the standing waves in the
dielectric couple via the evanescent fields supported in the metallic mesh, and give
rise to a symmetric mode of the whole system and a hyperbolic cosine–like (cosh–like)
electric field distribution. Gadsdon et al. predicted the cosh-like electric field profile
within the metal layer of the analytical representation of the metal–dielectric stack in
the visible regime for the lowest frequency mode of the transmitting band. Figure 5.3
illustrates the numerically modelled electric field profile of mode A, plotted along a
line through the centre of one metallic mesh hole: here the cosh–like function extends
far beyond the confines of the metallic mesh (represented by a vertical black dashed
line) due to the slow gradient across the metallic mesh–dielectric boundaries. The
thickness of the metallic mesh, the pitch and hole filling fraction, dictate the fields and
their gradients at the metallic mesh–dielectric interface. The matching condition at
this interface therefore defines the mode’s apparent wavelength in the dielectric, that
is much greater than twice the overall sample thickness (i.e., the na¨ıve Fabry–Pe´rot
wavelength), and therefore its resonant frequency. As expected, mode A is highly sen-
sitive to these three metallic mesh parameters and this allows for a substantial degree
of freedom in dictating the low frequency edge of the transmission band.
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Figure 5.5: Electric field profile for the two modes labelled as A and B in Figure
5.3 plotted along a line in the z direction that passes through the centre of a hole in
the subwavelength metallic mesh. Mode A was plotted at 7.42 GHz and mode B was
plotted at 12.06 GHz.
5.5.1 The Affect on the Transmission Response When Varying the
Metallic Mesh Parameters
In Figure 5.6 the transmissivity arising from these two modes is plotted as a func-
tion of frequency and metallic mesh thickness using recursive Fresnel equations for a
five layer system; the semi-infinite incident medium (air), the dielectric superstrate,
the metallic mesh, the dielectric substrate and the semi-infinite exit medium. Such
a modelling code was implemented by Dr. Hooper (University of Exeter), using an
effective permittivity for the metallic mesh. In this arrangement the metallic mesh can
be represented as an effective medium because pitch and hole size associated with the
metallic mesh are much smaller than the wavelength of the incident radiation (∼ λ2.4).
The effective parameters of the metallic mesh were obtained for each thickness using a
combination of modal matching and effective medium theory developed by Dr. Taylor
(University of Exeter) [88]. The reflection and transmission amplitudes (r and t respec-
tively) were found using a modal matching technique as a function of frequency and
the metallic mesh dimensions (assumes the metal is PEC). These values were then used
to calculate an effective impedance (Zeff ) and effective refractive index (neff ) of the
metallic mesh layer using the relationships in [109]: Equations 5.5 and 5.6 respectively.
From the effective impedance and refractive index, the effective permittivity (εeff ) and
permeability (µeff ) can be found using Equations 5.7 and 5.8 (only valid for normal
incidence). These effective parameters reveal a large negative effective permittivity
at low frequencies that follows a Drude–like dispersion (see section 2.4.1.1) with an
imaginary permittivity equal to zero (as expected). The permeability was found to
have a real part equal to unity and a imaginary part equal to zero. The frequency
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dependent effective permittivity values obtained for each metallic mesh thickness were
used in Figure 5.6 (tm = 1 µm− 2000 µm) and are shown for a range of metallic mesh
thicknesses in Figure 5.7.
Zeff =
√
1 + 2r + r2 − t2√
1− 2r + r2 − t2 , (5.5)
neff =
ctm
2pif
sin−1
(
2iZeff
Zeff − 1
r
t
)
, (5.6)
εeff =
neff
Zeff
, (5.7)
µeff = neff ·Zeff . (5.8)
For a real plasmonic metal in the visible regime the permittivity does not change
with thickness. Here Figure 5.7 shows the effective permittivity does vary with thick-
ness for the metallic mesh. Effective medium theory considers only the reflection and
transmission coefficients for each metallic mesh thickness and assigns an effective per-
mittivity (and permeability) to a 2D sheet. It does not account for the evanescent
decay inside the layer, and so as the thickness increases, the electric field gradient of
the metallic mesh reduces, so reducing the magnitude of the effective permittivity.
Consider reference [101] in which the variation of the tunnel barrier thickness corre-
sponds to variation in the real thickness of the real optical metal. Here variation of the
effective tunnel barrier thickness that corresponds to a change of the coupling through
the metallic mesh, can be achieved by either changing the real thickness of the metal-
lic mesh (Figure 5.6) and/or the filling fraction of the hole with respect to the pitch
(Figure 5.10). Both Figures show that the higher frequency mode B is only weakly
frequency dependent upon changes in the metallic mesh thickness. This is because the
electric field within the subwavelength holes of the metallic mesh is near zero for this
mode, as shown in Figure 5.5. However for the low frequency mode A, the high regions
of electric field are concentrated within the subwavelength holes of the metallic mesh.
As the thickness of the metallic mesh increases (Figure 5.6), mode B decreases in
frequency as the amplitude of the hyperbolic fields inside the subwavelength holes of the
metallic mesh decreases. The gradient of the EM fields at the metallic mesh–dielectric
interface shallows supporting a longer effective wavelength. For clarity see Figure 5.9
lower left and right panels where an exaggerated schematic illustrates the form of the
electric fields when changing the thickness of the metallic mesh. On the other hand,
mode A increases in frequency as the amplitude of the cosh-like form of the electric
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Figure 5.6: Transmission as a function of frequency and tunnel barrier thickness for the
dielectric clad metallic mesh where the dielectric has a thickness td = 3.175 mm, and
a relative permittivity εr ∼ 3 and the metallic mesh is represented by frequency and
thickness dependent effective permittivity (shown in Figure 5.7) following a Drude–like
character with no loss. Note: Black 0%, White 100% transmission.
fields in the metallic mesh decreases. The shallowing of the gradient at the metallic
mesh–dielectric interface leads to a decrease in the effective wavelength of the resonant
mode. As the metallic mesh thickness increases, the modes converge, narrowing the
transmission band with decreasing intensity, again see Figure 5.9. The response of the
sample thickness experimentally studied is indicated by the vertical red dashed line
close to the origin in Figure 5.6.
In a similar way by changing the size of the holes in the subwavelength metallic
mesh the amplitude of the evanescent fields can be varied, and the transmission band
width tuned. Figure 5.10 shows the FEM modelled transmission response as the hole
width is increased while the pitch stays constant. Decreasing the hole size increases the
frequency of the waveguide cut off, allowing a shorter decay length at these frequencies;
mode A rises in frequency towards mode B, that also reduces in frequency a small
amount, overall reducing the transmission bandwidth.
5.5.2 The Affect on the Transmission Response When Varying the
Properties of the Dielectric
It is also instructive to establish how the highly transmitting region varies with dielec-
tric parameters. Increasing the permittivity of the dielectric layers whilst reducing the
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Figure 5.7: A selection of frequency dependent effective real permittivities for varied
metallic mesh thicknesses.
Figure 5.8: Transmission line plots as a function of frequency extracted from Figure
5.6 corresponding to metallic mesh thicknesses of tm = 10 µm (solid line), tm = 400 µm
(dashed line) and tm = 2000 µm (dotted line).
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Figure 5.9: Exaggerated schematic showing the electric field profiles (black) for the
low and high frequency resonant modes (top and bottom respectively), for the dielectric
clad (light grey) metallic mesh (dark grey) of two thickness tm and 2 × tm (left and
right respectively).
Figure 5.10: FEM modelled normal incidence transmittance for the metallic mesh clad
in dielectric, the pitch is fixed at d = 5 mm, and the hole side is varied. The metallic
mesh thickness is tm = 18 µm and dielectric thickness is td = 3.175 mm.
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Figure 5.11: FEM modelled normal incidence transmittance for the metallic mesh
clad in dielectric where the metallic mesh parameters and optical length of the dielec-
tric layers are kept constant, two frequency dependent refractive indicies are used in
combination with dielectric thicknesses of td = 3.175 mm (solid line) and td = 1.8 mm
(dashed line).
thickness, the optical length (n · td) is kept constant, modes A’ and B’ may be clearly
separated as shown in Figure 5.11. Here the optical length was found using the mea-
sured frequency dependent permittivity values used in the numerical model (Figure 6.3
continuous red line). The thickness of the dielectric layers was reduced to td = 1.8 mm
(from td = 3.175 mm) and the frequency dependent permittivity and dielectric loss
tangent values adjusted accordingly 9.19 ≤ ε ≤ 9.59. The separation of the resonant
transmission peaks arises from the increased reflectivity at the air–dielectric boundary,
giving sharper modes so mode B tends towards the perfect Fabry–Pe´rot limit. The low
frequency mode A reduces in frequency due to the increase in the field gradient at the
metallic mesh–dielectric interface, supporting a longer effective wavelength.
By decreasing the dielectric thickness (td) alone whilst maintaining a constant re-
fractive index, the band width may be increased whilst maintaining a high level of
transmission. This effect is shown in Figure 5.12 where as the thickness decreases,
mode A increases only slightly in frequency as the response of this mode is dominated
by the gradient at the metallic mesh–dielectric boundary and therefore the reduction
in the thickness of the dielectric only weakly perturbs it. By contrast, mode B is al-
most entirely dependent upon the partial standing waves in the dielectric layers. As
the thickness of the dielectric decreases this mode shifts to much higher frequencies.
Both modes broaden as the reflectivity at the air–dielectric boundary reduces with in-
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Figure 5.12: FEM modelled normal incidence transmittance for the metallic mesh clad
in dielectric of varying thickness: td = 3.15 mm (dotted line); td = 1.5 mm (dashed
line) and td = 1 mm (continuous line).
creasing frequency. Through a suitable choice of parameters a pass band with a width
> 20 GHz, with a transmission of almost 100% may be experimentally realised in this
three layer system. The upper bound of this pass band is largely limited by the onset
of diffraction that is determined by the pitch of the metallic mesh.
5.6 Concluding Remarks
The transmission response of a structure composed of a subwavelength metallic mesh
symmetrically clad in dielectric layers has been experimentally measured and explained
using a combination of numerical and analytical modelling. The experimentally ob-
served broad, highly transmitting band was shown to be due to the superposition of
two non interacting modes. Both modes originate from Fabry–Pe´rot modes of the di-
electric cladding. Below the cut off frequency of the subwavelength holes the metallic
mesh may be considered as analogous to a metamaterial with a frequency dependent
effective permittivity similar in character to a plasmonic visible metal with a Drude–
like dispersion. However, in this structure there is no loss so the imaginary part of the
effective permittivity is zero, and therefore this structure may act as an ideal tunnel
barrier. The electrical field profile for Mode B reveals a small modification to the first–
order (half wavelength) Fabry–Pe´rot mode in the dielectric, through the introduction of
the metallic mesh the evanescent fields that couple between the front and back faces of
the metallic mesh to form an asymmetric sinh–like mode. Mode A, more surprisingly,
reveals a symmetric (cosh–like in the metallic holes) mode that is derived from the
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zeroth–order Fabry–Pe´rot mode of the dielectric. Without the metallic mesh this mode
would exist at infinite wavelength; by introducing a tunnel barrier the EM fields within
the structure are quantised. The corresponding wavelength is much greater than twice
the thickness of the structure. Analytical modelling shows an increase in the resonant
frequency of mode A as the metallic mesh thickness increases. The combination of
these two modes gives a transmission pass band with a transmission coefficient almost
equal to 1 for the frequency range 7− 15 GHz. By suitable optimization of parameters
this near unity transmission band could be maintained over 50% of the frequency band
(> 20 GHz) below diffraction.
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Chapter 6
Microwave Transmissivity of a
Metamaterial–Dielectric Stack
6.1 Introduction
In this chapter a series of subwavelength metallic meshes are considered as metamaterial
layers with an individual microwave response analogous to that of a plasmonic metal
in the visible regime, however these metamaterial layers exhibit no loss. By stacking
these layers between thick dielectric slabs the analogy is extended to the response
of a metal–dielectric stack in the visible regime. Experimental transmission data is
recorded and compared to a numerical model that is used to plot the electric field
profiles for each resonant transmission mode and the frequency of each is shown to
depend on the combination of cosh-like and sinh-like form of the electric field in the
metamaterial layers. The frequency of the lowest frequency resonant mode is shown
to be predominantly dependent on the metallic mesh properties, not the number of
unit cells in the stack. Finally “cladding” - dielectric that is half the thickness of the
dielectric cavities is applied to the top and bottom of the stack, and the numerically
modelled transmission band pass is smoothed from discrete peaks to a series of broad
transmission peaks creating a continuous highly transmitting band.
6.2 Background
Multilayer metal–dielectric structures have been extensively studied at visible frequen-
cies since the beginning of the 20th century. Geffcken in 1939 [110] fabricated metal–
dielectric thin film stacks that exhibited transmission features that were significantly
narrower than those previously observed in conventional dielectric–dielectric multilayer
arrangements, due to the reflectivity of the metal layers [54]. The spectral response
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of metal–dielectric stacks in the visible regime comprises a series of band gaps where
the reflectivity is high (and the transmissivity is low), separated by a series of peaks
of high transmissivity. The transmission peaks observed in the visible response of a
metal–dielectric stack correspond to near-standing-wave resonances within each dielec-
tric cavity, that couple together via exponential fields within the metal film. Near the
high frequency band edge of the first transmission band, the electric fields are predomi-
nantly confined to the dielectric and pass through zero in the metal region. In contrast,
at the low frequency band edge a significant proportion of the field enhancement occurs
inside the metal regions [68, 111, 112].
Gadsdon et al. [108] considered alternating layers of metal and dielectric films in
the visible regime, and showed through analytical manipulation that the metal film
acts as a tunnel barrier with the electric fields within the metal films taking either
a hyperbolic sine (sinh)–like or hyperbolic cosine (cosh)–like form. More recently a
structure consisting of many stacked periods of a metal–dielectric unit cell demonstrated
resonant transmission many order of magnitude greater than that of a single metal layer
of equivalent thickness [113].
An equivalent study of the metal–dielectric stack in the microwave regime is possible
using metallic meshes as a plasmonic metamaterial layer with a Drude-like permittivity
but exhibiting no loss as previously discussed. The metamaterial layer consists of a
non-diffracting square metallic mesh of air filled square holes. At wavelengths greater
than the size of the holes, the electromagnetic (EM) fields are evanescent within the
holes with a decay length that is primarily dictated by the metamaterial geometry.
Consequently the metallic mesh exhibits a large effective permittivity dominated by the
negative real part that is equivalent to a thin continuous layer with a pure imaginary
refractive index (such as a plasmonic metal in the visible regime) [3, 114–116].
The transmission resonances observed in the experimental results presented in this
chapter should not be confused with the enhanced optical transmission (EOT) phenom-
ena first recorded by Ebbesen et al. [3], that relies on the excitation on diffractively
coupled surface plasmons. A wealth of work shortly followed demonstrating Ebbesen
et al.’s EOT for stacked structures in both the optical regime [117–125] and the mi-
crowave regime [41, 126–136]. Subsequently these structures were also shown to exhibit
a negative refractive index in this EOT regime where the wavelength is comparable to
the pitch λ ≈ d.
One such structure that exhibits a negative refractive index over a specific frequency
range is the “double fishnet” structure, an exploded schematic of which is shown in
Figure 6.1. The structure consists of alternating thin layers of subwavelength metallic
mesh and dielectric, that are stacked such that neighbouring metallic mesh layers are
separated by dielectric of thickness less than twice the evanescent decay length of the
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EM fields. The EM response of this structure possesses a frequency region close to the
onset of diffraction where both the effective permittivity and effective permeability are
negative simultaneously. When the incident electric field is orientated parallel (and the
magnetic field perpendicular) to the narrow metal strips, the structure supports sur-
face plasmons (or spoof surface plasmons for a PEC mesh) enhancing the transmission
through the meshes (EOT). Different elements of the structure are responsible for cre-
ating the effective negative permeability and negative permittivity. The broad metallic
strips provide the negative permeability; the incident magnetic field perpendicular to
the strips induces anti-parallel currents in neighbouring layers. The response will be
dia- or para-magnetic depending on whether the incident wavelength is shorter or longer
than the magnetic resonance of the coupled strips [137]. This has also been described as
the gap (spoof) surface plasmon, as the metallic meshes support anti-parallel (spoof)
surface plasmons that couple between metallic meshes causing the negative effective
permeability [135]. The negative permittivity is determined by the size of the holes
(width ax and ay) and pitch (dx and dy). For a PEC mesh the effective permittivity is
determined by the proximity to the cut–off frequency associated with the holes, when
the incident wavelength is larger than the holes the effective permittivity is dominated
by the negative real part as explained previously. However for metals in the optical
regime, it is the proximity to the surface plasmon resonance that determines the form
of the permittivity [135]. Originally designed as two metallic meshes separated by a
single dielectric in the optical regime the theoretical analysis and experimental response
both showed a tunable frequency range where a negative refractive index was supported
[122–125]. This work was then replicated in the microwave regime in a stacked form
[127, 138]. The response of this structure bears similarities to the work considered
in this chapter. However the frequency range used in the present study is far below
the onset of diffraction at 60 GHz, and hence these surface plasmon modes, “spoof”
or otherwise, cannot play a role. Also the dielectric spacing between metallic meshes
considered here is much larger than twice the evanescent decay length. Therefore the
metallic meshes are not placed close enough for the evanescently diffracted fields to
interact, as shown in section 6.8.
Here by measuring the transmission through a metallic mesh–dielectric stack and fit-
ting a numerical model to these results, the electric field profiles may then be extracted
for each resonant mode showing the sinh or cosh-like nature of the fields inside the sub-
wavelength holes of the metallic mesh. These couple to a cosine-like half wavelength
mode in the dielectric regions for the first transmission band pass. The parameters
that allow tuning of the transmission response are discussed and particular attention
paid to the lower frequency band edge. With the possibility of shifting the resonant
frequency of the lowest frequency mode to a corresponding wavelength larger than the
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Figure 6.1: Exploded schematic of the double fishnet structure, where dx and dy are
pitches in the x and y direction, here set to be equal. The hole widths ax and ay are
unequal. The thickness and the metallic mesh tm and separating dielectric td are of the
same order of magnitude. (not to scale)
physical length of the whole structure by changing only the metallic mesh parameters
and not the number of unit cells (as expected for a dielectric–dielectric stack).
6.3 Experimental Measurement
The experimental sample shown in Figure 6.2 is comprised of eight copper clad printed
circuit board (PCB) layers. The copper is removed from three of these substrates, the
remaining five being etched to leave a copper square mesh of thickness tm = 18 µm
(± 0.5 µm) with periodicity d = 5 mm (± 0.02 mm) and hole side length a = 4.85 mm
(± 0.02 mm). The PCB substrate is a commercially available dielectric (Nelco NX9255)
of thickness 12 td = 3.175 mm (± 0.03 mm) (stacked in pairs with metallic meshes either
side td = 6.35 mm), with experimentally measured frequency dependent permittivity
and dielectric loss tangent 2.96 ≤ ε ≤ 3.08 and 0.001 ≤ tan δ ≤ 0.009 as described in
section 5.4.1. For the purposes of this discussion a unit cell is considered as a dielectric
cavity bounded by metallic meshes either side. However, strictly this structure is
composed of 4 unit cells, each containing single a metallic mesh and a single dielectric
cavity, plus an extra metallic mesh.
The sample is considered as infinite in the xy–plane since the sample area is much
greater than the finite size of the microwave beam spot. In order to experimentally
investigate the EM transmission response of this sample, a collimated plane wave of
microwave radiation (5 GHz ≤ ν ≤ 30 GHz) is directed onto the xy–plane of the sample
at normal incidence as described in Chapter 4.
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Figure 6.2: Exploded schematic of the metamaterial–dielectric experimental sample,
blue regions represent the low loss dielectric Nelco NX9255 of total thickness td =
6.35 mm and orange layers represent the metallic mesh of square air filled holes of
pitch d = 5 mm, hole size a = 4.85 mm, and thickness tm = 18 µm. (not to scale)
6.4 Experimental Results
The experimental transmission spectrum (Figure 6.3, black circles) shows the first two
transmitting band pass regions. Each transmission band is comprised of a set of N
resonant modes, where N is equal to the number of unit cells in the sample. In what
follows, discussion is limited to the first transmission band since this is sufficient to
fully understand the structure’s fundamental behaviour. The resonances in bands at
higher frequencies simply correspond to higher order modes in the dielectric cavities
(i.e. a full wavelength), retaining similar field distributions within the subwavelength
holes of the metallic mesh. The experimental transmission maxima relating to the four
resonant modes in the first transmission band are labelled A through D (Figure 6.3).
To obtain an accurate prediction of the microwave response of the stack using FEM
modelling shown in Figure 6.3, an adequate representation of the fields within the
subwavelength holes of the thin metallic mesh layers was essential. This was achieved
by increasing the density of the tetrahedral mesh employed in the model in these regions
until convergence was obtained, see section 3.4 for more details. The parameters used
in the model are as described in section 6.3.
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Figure 6.3: Experimental transmission response (black circles) illustrating the first two
pass bands separated by band gaps. Numerically modelled data are also shown (red
line) for the first pass band (5− 15 GHz).
6.5 Analysis Using the Numerical Model
Figure 6.4 illustrates the FEM modelled time-averaged electric field distributions along
a line running in the z-direction passing through the centre of the holes in the metallic
mesh. The transmission resonances observed (Figure 6.3) occur when sine or cosine-
like standing-waves in the dielectric layers (relative to the centre of each layer) couple
via evanescent fields within the subwavelength holes of the metallic meshes. The form
of the fields in the dielectric layers depends on the pass band. The fundamental pass
band supports a mλ/2 resonance where m = 1, corresponding to a half a wavelength
in each cavity. The second band pass, m = 2, supports a full wavelength resonance in
each cavity, and so on for increasing band pass regions.
By considering the metallic mesh as a plasmonic metamaterial with an effective
permittivity dominated by the large negative real part, these layers act as tunnel bar-
riers [101, 139]. The electric fields within the metal films take either a hyperbolic sine
(sinh) or hyperbolic cosine (cosh) form [108]. However here the hyperbolic fields ex-
tend outside the metallic mesh layer due to the shallow gradient of the evanescent field
decay across the metallic mesh–dielectric interfaces. The hyperbolic parts of the field
distribution do not occur symmetrically in the second and fourth metallic mesh layers
due to edge effects caused by the boundary condition at the top and bottom of the
stack with free space. This is also responsible for the appearance of a half wavelength
resonance corresponding to the length of the entire structure superimposed onto the
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Figure 6.4: Series of four graphs, labelled mode A through mode D, representing the
time-averaged electric field along a line plotted in the z-direction through the centre of
a hole for the four transmission maxima from Figure 6.3.
electric field profile for the mode A (Figure 6.4 - top left), this effect would decrease if
more unit cells where added to the stack.
The highest frequency mode (D, 12.11 GHz) approximately defines the upper band
edge (Figure 6.3), with an electric field profile in the subwavelength holes of the metal-
lic mesh layers that are sinh-like in character, where each passes through zero. There-
fore the fields in adjacent dielectric cavities oscillate out of phase, with the majority
of the cavity oscillation being excluded from the metallic mesh region (bottom right
panel of Figure 6.4). Hence the highest frequency mode (D) is associated with the
half-wavelength Fabry–Pe´rot condition (see section 2.4.2) for a single etalon, although
slightly reduced in frequency due to the reduced reflectance of the metallic mesh layers.
However, it is the lowest frequency mode (mode A, 6.93 GHz) that is the most
interesting, the field solution is shown in the top left panel of Figure 6.4. On reso-
nance the electric fields in the dielectric cavities (between metallic meshes) oscillate
in phase with each other, since the evanescent fields within the subwavelength holes
of the metallic mesh take a cosh-like form. The wavelength of the mode within the
dielectric cavity is much longer than simply twice the dielectric thickness because the
cosh-like electric field removes a significant proportion of the cavity oscillation from the
dielectric. This could also be described in terms of phase where the majority of a pi
phase cycle, is compressed into the subwavelength holes of the metallic meshes. The
effective half wavelength supported in each cavity is shown by the dashed red line, and
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is almost twice that shown in the profile of mode D.
The electric field profiles for modes B and C are composed of cosine-like profiles in
the dielectric regions coupled by a combination of cosh-like and sinh-like field profiles
in the subwavelength holes of the metallic mesh layers. The form of the EM fields
in the metallic mesh layer determines whether the EM fields in neighbouring dielectric
cavities couple in phase or out of phase with one another, thus determining the effective
resonant wavelength. Mode B, (top right in Figure 6.4) supports two cosh-like and one
sinh-like profiles in the metallic mesh regions, giving a longer effective wavelength than
mode C that supports supports two sinh-like and one cosh-like profiles (bottom left
in Figure 6.4). Due to the mixed character of the electric fields in the metallic mesh
layers, for clarity, this discussion will focus on the resonant modes that occur at the
transmission pass band edges.
6.6 Changing the Number of Unit Cells in the Stack
The numerically modelled transmission response of the structure when increasing the
number of unit cells from N = 4 to N = 10 is shown in Figure 6.5. For ease of modelling
frequency independent values were used for the permittivity and dielectric loss tangent
being ε = 3 and tan δ = 0.008 respectively.
In the transmission response of the N = 10 structure, 10 transmission peaks are
recorded, all have a reduced Full–Width–Half–Maximum (FWHM) compared to the
response of the N = 4 structure. This occurs due to the decreasing the influence
of the incident and exit faces on the resonant mode EM field profile. A stack with
N = ∞ would have an infinite number of modes creating a square transmission band
pass region, where the transmission intensity would be determined by the loss of the
system. Here frequency resolution of the model limits the recorded transmission of
these modes as well as the loss in the dielectric cavities. The lowest frequency mode
(A) does not significantly change in frequency with the increase in the number of unit
cells in the stack. For an all–dielectric stack the lowest frequency mode would have
an approximate wavelength twice the optical length of the overall structure and would
linearly depend on the number of repeat unit cells, however here it is the properties
not the number of unit cells and in particular the geometry of the metallic mesh that
dictate the frequency of the lower transmitting band edge. The small shift in frequency
observed here is due to the edge effect imposing a small half wavelength resonant form
over the whole structure as shown in Figure 6.4 - top left, however, this reduces as more
unit cells are added to the structure.
The highest frequency mode appears to be the most affected by the addition of
extra unit cells. The resonant electric field profile tends to that of a perfect half
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Figure 6.5: Transmission spectra for the first pass band region of two structures: the
four unit cell stack (black line) and the ten unit cell stack (red line). Frequency inde-
pendent permittivity ε = 3 and dielectric loss tangent tan δ = 0.0018 values used.
wavelength resonance in each dielectric cavity, the half wavelength mode supported
between two metallic mesh mirrors separated by 6.35 mm of dielectric. The apparent
shift in frequency observed in the N = 10 structures response corresponds to a better
definition of the high frequency band edge not a significant shift in the frequency of the
modes.
The overall effect of the addition of extra cavities is only to increase the number of
modes within the bandwidth; the width of the transmission band is largely governed
by the geometry of the unit cell as shown below.
6.7 Tuning the Frequency of the Transmitting Band Edges
As with the single metallic mesh layer clad in dielectric considered in Chapter 5, the
upper and lower band pass edges may be controlled almost independently though a
suitable choice of parameters. The low frequency modes are controlled predominantly
by the metallic mesh geometry, and the high frequency modes are controlled predomi-
nantly by the properties of the dielectric. This effect is much more pronounced in this
structure when compared to the dielectric clad single metallic mesh structure (Chapter
5), as the modes are well defined due to the increased reflectivity of the outer boundaries
here (metallic mesh, previously dielectric), leading to the small FWHM.
To provide further clarity to the following discussion, first the influence of changing
the electric field gradient at the metallic mesh–dielectric boundary on the effective
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wavelength will be considered. Following this the geometric changes that lead to the
change in electric field gradient will be discussed.
When the gradient of the electric field at the boundary shallows, the transmission
peak corresponding to mode A increases in frequency. This is due to the cosh-like
form of the electric field becoming shallower, and therefore the electric field in the
dielectric cavity has a decreased amplitude, leading to a shorter effective wavelength.
By contrast the transmission peak corresponding to the higher frequency mode D,
increases in frequency. As the gradient of the electric field shallows the half wavelength
cosine-like form of the electric field in the dielectric region tends to the form of the
transmission response of a PEC bounded half wavelength Fabry–Pe´rot cavity.
Conversely when the electric field gradient at the metallic mesh–dielectric boundary
increases the hyperbolic form of the electric field in the metallic mesh layer for the
lower frequency mode A, has a sharper and therefore deeper cosh-like form that allows
a much longer effective wavelength be be supported overall. On the other hand mode
D, supports a shorter effective wavelength as the sharper sinh-like mode decreases with
the reflectivity of the metallic mesh.
6.7.1 Variation in the Metallic Mesh Parameters
The low frequency pass band edge is predominantly dependent on the geometry of the
metallic mesh. Figure 6.6 shows the modelled response (using frequency independent
permittivity and dielectric loss tangent values of ε = 3 and tan δ = 0.008 respectively)
when changing the pitch and hole size. Varying these parameters affects the reflectivity
of the metallic mesh. This has a small influence on the frequency at which the higher
frequency modes occur, as the response of the metallic meshes tends towards that of
a PEC, mode D increases in frequency towards the ideal half wavelength Fabry–Pe´rot
limit. The electric field profile for mode A are highly dependent on these metallic mesh
parameters.
By changing the pitch, the penetration depth (discussed in section 2.4.1.1) of the
EM fields in the subwavelength holes can be varied. The transmission response of
such a system is shown in Figure 6.6 for pitch d = 5 mm and d = 4 mm (solid and
dashed lines respectively); reducing the pitch increases the diffraction edge that in turn
reduced the decay length at this frequency. The evanescent field in the subwavelength
holes couple to form a shallower cosh-like electric field profile, shortening the effective
resonant wavelength of this mode. This has the affect of increasing the reflectivity of
the metallic mesh layers.
By changing the size of the holes, the amplitude of the EM fields is varied. In Figure
6.6 (solid and dotted lines) the hole size is increased from a = 4.85 mm to a = 4.9 mm.
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Figure 6.6: Modelled transmission response for the metallic mesh–dielectric stack using
frequency independent permittivity and dielectric loss tangent ε = 3, tan δ = 0.008,
other parameters as in section 6.3 (solid line), the dashed line represents the response
when the pitch is reduced to d = 4 mm (previously d = 5 mm), and the dotted
line represents the response when the hole width in the metallic mesh is increased to
a = 4.9 mm (previously a = 4.85 mm).
Increasing the amplitude of the fields allows a sharper gradient at the metallic mesh–
dielectric interface, (decreasing the reflectivity) and so supporting a longer effective
wavelength for the whole structure.
The simplest way to tune only the low frequency pass band edge is to change the
thickness of the metallic mesh. As in Chapter 5 the metallic mesh can be considered
as a tunnel barrier, by changing the thickness of this barrier the form of the cosh-like
electric field profile can be varied almost independently of the higher frequency modes
where the sinh-like fields are small and pass through zero see section 5.5.1 for more
detail. The transmission response of a system where this is considered is shown for an
increase of tm = 18 µm to tm = 100 µm in Figure 6.7 (solid and dashed lines), with the
gradient at the interface decreasing leading to a shorter effective wavelength overall.
6.7.2 Variation of the Properties of the Dielectric Cavity
The high frequency band edge is controlled by the properties of the dielectric cavities,
where the electric field amplitude is the greatest. Figure 6.7 shows the transmission
response when reducing the dielectric thickness from td = 6.35 mm to td = 5 mm. The
high frequency band edge increases in frequency by almost 3 GHz, however the low
frequency band edge is also increased, mode A increases by ∼ 1 GHz. The response
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Figure 6.7: Modelled transmission response for the metallic mesh–dielectric stack using
frequency independent permittivity and dielectric loss tangent ε = 3, tan δ = 0.008,
other parameters as in section 6.3 (solid line), the dashed line represents the response
when the metallic mesh thickness is increased to tm = 100 µm (previously tm = 18 µm)
and the dotted line represents the response when the dielectric thickness is reduced to
td = 5 mm (previously td = 6.35 mm).
of mode D is expected as the behaviour of this mode is similar to that of a first order
Fabry–Pe´rot mode, the frequency of which can be tuned by varying the optical length
of the cavity defined as the refractive index multiplied by the physical length. However
mode A is also dependent on the optical length of the dielectric cavity, causing a shift
in the resonant frequency of the lower band edge, but as the majority of the electric
field is contained within the metallic mesh, the observed change in frequency is less
dependent on the dielectric properties.
6.8 Alignment of the Metallic Meshes
Until this point the numerically modelled response of this structure assumes that the
metallic meshes are all aligned in the xy–plane. It is now shown that translational mis-
alignment of the meshes does not perturb the microwave response of the experimentally
considered sample. Since the penetration depth of the near fields (evanescent diffracted
orders) associated with each subwavelength metallic mesh layer is approximately 1 mm
or less at these frequencies (as shown in section 2.4.1.1, Figure 2.10), i.e. much smaller
than the spacing of the metamaterial layers (td = 6.35 mm), they do not directly in-
teract. Of course if the thickness of the dielectric layer is reduced, or the periodicity of
the array increased such that the diffracted evanescent fields interact, then transverse
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mesh displacement may indeed perturb the response, as shown by Taylor et al. in [88]
for a two layer PEC metallic mesh, and in Figures 6.9 and 6.10.
The transmission response is shown for a structure where the pitch has been in-
creased from d = 5 mm to d = 10 mm corresponding to decay lengths for the diffracted
evanescent fields of 0.807 mm and 1.688 mm respectively at 10 GHz. The dielectric
thickness was reduced from td = 6.35 mm to td = 1 mm, frequency invariant permit-
tivity and dielectric loss tangent values ε = 3 and tan δ = 0.0018 were used, all other
parameters are as in the experimental sample.
The stacked metallic mesh layers are first considered aligned (i.e. the centre of each
subwavelength hole is aligned in the z direction) as in Figure 6.2. The transmission
response is shown as black lines in Figures 6.9 and 6.10. This is compared with the
transmission response of a stack where the metallic mesh in layers 2, 3, 4, and 5 are
given a translation displacement as shown in Figure 6.8. The translation is the same
for both dielectric thickness samples. The first metallic mesh (layer 1 in Figure 6.8)
undergoes no displacement, the second metallic mesh is displaced by x = −4 mm, the
third by y = −6 mm, the fourth by x = y = −6 mm, and finally the fifth mesh by
x = 4 mm, y = −1 mm.
Figure 6.9 shows the transmission response for the aligned and misaligned stacks
with a pitch of d = 10 mm is invariant until ∼ 17 GHz. Here the decay length of the
diffracted fields outside the holes close to 12 td. Therefore the response under translation
changes with the interaction of the evanescent fields. Note, the diffraction edge here
occurs at 30 GHz.
To illustrate this point further the dielectric spacing between the metallic meshes is
reduced to td = 1 mm and the transmission response again is considered for an aligned
and a misaligned stack (Figure 6.10). The transmission response here is drastically
different. Here the evanescent fields interact allowing a series of strong transmission
modes that are dependent upon the alignment of the metallic meshes showing four
strong transmission peaks when aligned, that are split into two bands of much weaker
transmission peaks when misaligned.
6.9 The Transmission Response of the Stacked Dielectric–
Metallic Mesh–Dielectric Unit Cell
Thus far the unit cell considered has resembled a single Fabry–Pe´rot etalon with two
metallic meshes acting as partial mirrors separated by dielectric. Now consider stacking
the inverse structure, where the unit cell comprises of a metallic mesh clad in dielectric
of thickness 12 td, as investigated for a single unit cell in Chapter 5.
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Figure 6.8: Exploded schematic of the numerically modelled metallic mesh–dielectric
stack, showing misalignment of the metallic mesh layers, all parameters as in Figure
6.2 unless otherwise stated. (not to scale)
Figure 6.9: Numerically modelled transmission spectra for the first transmission band,
when the metallic mesh layers of the metallic mesh–dielectric stack are aligned (solid
black line) and misaligned (solid red line) in the xy–plane as shown in Figure 6.8, where
the pitch is d = 10mm and the dielectric thickness is td = 6.35mm.
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Figure 6.10: Numerically modelled transmission spectra for the first transmission
band, when the metallic mesh layers of the metallic mesh–dielectric stack are aligned
(solid black line) and misaligned (solid red line) in the xy–plane as shown in Figure 6.8
where the pitch is d = 10mm and the dielectric thickness is td = 1mm.
The modelled sample from Figure 6.2 is now clad in dielectric of thickness 12 td =
3.175 mm as shown in Figure 6.11. It is clear from the modelled transmission response
shown in Figure 6.12 that the band pass region observed in Figure 6.3 (solid red line,
here Figure 6.12 - solid black line) now transmits across the entire frequency range of the
pass band - the discrete transmission peaks have merged together (Figure 6.12 - solid red
line). This is due to the change in reflectivity of the overall structure. By decreasing
the refractive index contrast at the outer boundaries of the structure, the reflection
coefficient also decreases, and the previous experimentally observed transmission peaks
broaden in frequency. Decreasing the reflectivity leads to a shallower gradient at the
metallic mesh–dielectric boundary causing mode A to increase, and mode B to decrease
in frequency, however this is countered by the broadening of the transmission peaks.
Also, decreasing the overall reflection of the structure increases the transmission, this
is particularly noticeable in the band gap regions.
Although a flat transmission band is not fully observed here, through optimisation
of the parameters the band pass could be smoothed and increased in width by changing
the optical length of the cladding as shown in Chapter 5. This technique, also known as
impedance matching, has been extensively used in Frequency Selective Surface (FSS)
work and is discussed in detail in ref [1, 140].
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Figure 6.11: Exploded schematic of the numerically modelled clad metamaterial–
dielectric stack, as before blue regions represent the low loss dielectric Nelco NX9255 of
total thickness td = 6.35 mm and orange layers represent the metallic mesh of square
air filled holes of pitch d = 5 m, hole size a = 4.85 mm, and thickness tm = 18 µm,
here the dielectric cladding added to the top and bottom of the stack is of thickness
1
2 td = 3.175 mm. (not to scale)
Figure 6.12: Transmission spectra for the first and second pass band region of two
structures: the original metallic mesh–dielectric stack (black line) and stack clad in di-
electric of thickness 12 td (red line). Modelled using a frequency independent permittivity
ε = 3 and dielectric loss tangent tan δ = 0.0018.
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6.10 Concluding Remarks
Novel experimental observations of the transmission bands in the microwave response of
a metallic mesh–dielectric multilayer stack have been presented. As the metallic mesh
has an effective permittivity dominated by the negative real part, the frequency of the
transmission band edges are mainly determined by the form of the evanescent field
distribution in these metamaterial layers, that can take either a hyperbolic cosine or
hyperbolic sine form. For the hyperbolic sine case, the fields within the subwavelength
holes of the metallic mesh are small and pass through zero and the electric field in
adjacent dielectric cavities oscillate out of phase. Therefore the high frequency band
edge is in close agreement with that expected for a single Fabry–Pe´rot etalon of the
thickness of the dielectric, and has a very weak dependence on the overall length of the
structure. However when the fields in the subwavelength holes of the metallic mesh are
of hyperbolic cosine form a significant proportion of the cavity oscillation is removed
from the dielectric and each dielectric cavity supports a standing wave of wavelength
much longer than its optical length. Furthermore, the frequency of the lower band
edge is almost completely independent of the number of unit cells but is highly tunable
by appropriate design of the geometrical properties of the metallic mesh. Therefore it
is possible that when the thickness of the metallic meshes are reduced, the resonant
wavelength of the low frequency mode will become larger than the thickness of the
entire structure.
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Chapter 7
Microwave Reflectivity of an
Alternating Metamaterial Stack
7.1 Introduction
In this chapter the microwave response of a metamaterial–dielectric stack is experimen-
tally and numerically investigated. The metamaterial layers are formed of dissimilar
metallic meshes that alternate through the stack. By varying the thickness of the
metallic meshes in the stack, the reflection band stop region can be significantly al-
tered, with the creation of band gaps and a defect mode. Here the reflection response
of a stack composed of a half integer number of unit cells is used to show this phe-
nomenon. An analogy is drawn between quantum mechanical tunnel barrier systems
and this metamaterial–dielectric stack, with a view to discussing the defect mode as a
topological state.
7.2 Background
Much work described in previous chapters has considered metal–dielectric stacks, and
metallic mesh–dielectric stacks in both the optical and microwave regimes. Here the
unit cell of the experimentally investigated structure contains two dissimilar metallic
meshes separated by dielectric. Most experimental and numerical studies using dis-
similar patterned metallic structures have used electrically connected and disconnected
structures in alternating layers, such as that described in Chapter 5 (see Hou et. al.
[104] and others [141–144]). Here two dissimilar but electrically connected metallic
structures are considered in each unit cell.
In the mid-1990’s the electromagnetic (EM) response of the “wood pile” or “layer-
by-layer” photonic band gap structure was investigated. Originally this structure,
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(a) (b)
Figure 7.1: Schematic of the “wood pile” or “layer-by-layer” structure. Metallic rods
are placed parallel to one another and rods in neighbouring layers are at 90◦ to one
another. The lower structure contains the defect layer (indicated in red) where a single
rod is removed from the structure.
shown in Figure 7.1, was constructed of dielectric rods, as in [145–147], and later
using metallic rods [148–151]. More interesting to this discussion was the introduction
of “defect” layers in alternating layers of the stacks. In reference [152], Ozbay et al.
used layers of square-cross sectional rods arranged parallel to one another in the plane
and at 90◦ to neighbouring layers. The “defect” layers contained fewer rods leading
to an ABCB structure, described as a “tetragonal crystal” (compared to the “face-
centred-tetragonal crystal” with no defects). (Note these metallic rods were closely
spaced and therefore do not support the same electric field profiles as shown in the
experimental measurements of this chapter). A defect mode is shown to occur in the
“metallicity” gap, or band gap that extends from DC to the cut–off frequency associ-
ated with the gaps between the rods acting as waveguides. Below the cut off frequency
the defect mode occurs when the exponentially decaying EM fields in the stack couple
together to allow transmission. Later it was shown that the frequency and quality
factor of the defect mode is dependent upon the filling fraction and layer separation
[153], where the quality factor is defined as the ratio of the resonant frequency divided
by the Full-Width-Half-Maximum (FWHM).
McCalmont et al. were one of the first groups to use subwavelength square metallic
meshes instead of rods [154]. Three metallic meshes were closely spaced with low loss
dielectric, such that no Fabry–Pe´rot modes were observed within the experimental
frequency range. In this study defects were introduced to the second layer by removing
square sections of the metallic mesh. The quality factor of the defect modes was shown
to be a function of the “defect radius”, that is equivalent to the filling fraction of the
metallic mesh.
In this chapter the form and evolution of the “defect mode” is explored. Instead
of changing the filling fraction by removing rods or sections of the mesh, the thickness
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of the metallic meshes in the stack are varied. Both methods dictate the evanescent
decay length of the EM fields through the subwavelength holes of the metallic meshes.
The reflection response is experimentally recorded for an alternating metamaterial–
dielectric stack, the results of which are used to validate the numerical model that
provides insight into the form of the electric fields inside the structure and the origin of
the defect mode that occurs in the band gap region. The exponential decaying electric
field profile is shown be a surface state. Using a half integer number of unit cells means
that this structure is symmetric about its midpoint which becomes important when the
EM response is discussed in terms of topology in section 7.8.
7.3 Experimental Sample and Setup
The experimental sample consists of a stack of 3.5 unit cells, each composed of three
layers labelled A, B, and C, arranged in the order: ACBC. Layers A and B correspond
to metallic meshes of thickness 0.55 mm± 0.1 mm and 2.4 mm± 0.3 mm respectively.
These metallic meshes are formed by stamping square holes through solid aluminium
plates (this metal is assumed to be a perfect electrical conductor (PEC) at microwave
frequencies). Both metallic meshes have a square pitch of d = 7.6 mm ± 0.2 mm and
a hole size a = 6 mm± 0.2 mm. The thicker metallic mesh B is constructed from two
metallic meshes each 1.2 mm thick, held together with a thin layer of epoxy, leading to
a larger error associated with the thickness parameter.
An exploded schematic of the experimental sample is shown in Figure 7.2. When
illuminated with microwave radiation between 12 and 20 GHz the metallic meshes act
as a series of below cut–off waveguides, supporting only evanescently decaying diffracted
fields in the subwavelength holes as described in section 2.4.1.1. Layer C is a dielectric
spacer layer that separates layers A and B. In the experimental sample the metallic
meshes are free standing and metallic spacers used around the edge of the sample to
maintain an air spacing of 7.5 mm with an associated error of ± 0.1 mm at the spacers,
and estimated ± 0.5 mm across the metallic mesh due to bowing.
The experimental configuration is designed to illustrate the splitting of a band stop
region and the formation of a defect mode. In this instance the sample was investigated
in reflection, as transmission samples exhibited significant bowing that worsened with
increasing numbers of metallic mesh layers. This caused large variations in the dielectric
separation between the metallic meshes (td = 7.5 mm±2 mm across the sample). This
problem also occurs in reflection but to a much lesser extent. The experimental and
numerical results in the previous Chapter 6 show the transmission band pass regions
containing a series of highly transmitting peaks, where the structure supports resonant
modes allowing large transmission and almost zero reflection. Here the inverse of the
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Figure 7.2: Exploded schematic of the experimental sample. An enlarged section shows
the dimensions of the structure where the pitch d = 7.6 mm, hole size a = 6 mm, and
dielectric thickness (air) td = 7.5 mm. The dissimilar metallic meshes, A and B, are
shown in red and blue of thickness tmA = 0.55 mm and tmB = 2.4 mm respectively.
transmission band pass regions, the reflection band stop regions are measured that
contain a series of minima which will be investigated.
In order to measure the reflection response of this sample a collimated plane wave
of TE (or s-polarised) radiation was incident on the sample surface at θ = 10◦ (relative
to the normal). As for the transmission experiments discussed in previous chapters,
the collimated beam was produced using a waveguide horn placed at the focus of a
spherical mirror. The reflected beam was collected using a secondary mirror with a
detector horn at its focal point. Due to the transmission properties associated of the
sample, it was placed 50 cm above sheets of pyramidal absorber to reduce reflection
from the bench on which the reflection setup is mounted. For details of the reflection
setup see section 4.4. The normalised signal is recorded (via a scalar network analyser)
and shown later in Figure 7.4.
7.4 The Response of a Metallic Mesh–Dielectric Stack
with Identical Thickness Metallic Meshes
As way of an introduction to understand the results consider the response of a stack
containing unit cells where layer A is identical to layer B (i.e. thickness, pitch, hole
size). If the stack contains N = 3.5 ACBC unit cells, which is equivalent to N = 7
AC unit cells. The numerically modelled reflection response of this structure is shown
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Figure 7.3: The numerically modelled reflection response for TE polarised radiation
incident at θ = 10◦ of a N = 3.5 ACBC unit cell stack where layers A are identical
to layers B. The parameters used in the model where: pitch d = 7.6 mm, hole size
a = 6 mm, dielectric thickness (air) td = 7.5 mm and the thickness of both metallic
meshes tmA = tmB = 1.5 mm.
in Figure 7.3 where the stop band comprises of six reflection minima. This model uses
all the parameters stated in section 7.3 except the metallic mesh thickness, here both
metallic mesh layers A and B are of thickness tmA = tmB = 1.5 mm. The reflection
minima are referred to by letter where D corresponds to the lowest frequency reflection
minimum, and I is the highest frequency reflection minimum as shown in Figure 7.3.
As described in Chapter 6 the effective wavelength of each resonant mode is dictated
by the form of the electric fields in the metallic mesh layers. The lowest frequency
resonant mode, mode D, supports an electric field profile that is hyperbolic cosine
or cosh-like in this region, together with the half wavelength-like profiles that couple
in phase via the evanescent field in the subwavelength holes of the metallic mesh.
Consequently this mode has a long effective wavelength and is highly dependent on
the geometry of the metallic mesh. The highest frequency resonant mode, referred to
as mode I, supports a sinh-like mode in the metallic meshes, passing through zero,
therefore adjacent dielectric cavities couple via the evanescent electric fields in the
metallic mesh to oscillate out of phase with one another. The highest frequency resonant
mode resembles the first order half-wavelength Fabry-Pe´rot mode of each dielectric
cavity, and so the response is dominated by the properties of the dielectric cavity with
the metallic mesh changing only the reflectivity of the cavity walls [108, 155].
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Figure 7.4: The experimentally recorded (black circles) and numerically modelled (red
line) reflection response at θ = 10◦ of a N = 3.5 ACBC unit cell stack where layers A
is not identical to layer B.
7.5 The Reflection Response of Alternating Dissimilar Thick-
ness Metallic Mesh–Dielectric Stack
When the thickness of metallic meshes A and B are not equal to one another the
response changes, opening a band gap at the centre of the stop band and in certain
cases forming a defect mode. Figure 7.4 shows the experimentally recorded reflection
response (black circles) for TE (s) polarised radiation at θ = 10◦. Five reflection
minima are recorded, two minima (D, E, and H, I) occurring either side of a broader
minimum which occurs at 16.01 GHz, labelled F∗. The numerically modelled response
(red line) was produced using an FEM model with parameters: pitch d = 7.6 mm, hole
size a = 6.15 mm, dielectric thickness (air) td = 7.5 mm, metallic mesh A thickness
tmA = 0.8 mm and metallic mesh B thickness tmB = 2.0 mm as defined in Figure 7.2.
It is clear that not all the parameters used to produce this numerical fit to the
experimentally recorded results are within the tolerances measured from the experi-
mental sample. Those that vary from the measured parameters are the hole size and
the metallic mesh thicknesses. Increasing the hole size has the affect of increasing the
bandwidth of the stop band, by reducing the frequency position of the lower frequency
reflection minima, and to a lesser extent increasing the frequency position of the higher
frequency modes, by changing the reflectivity of the metallic mesh mirrors bounding
each resonant cavity as discussed in section 6.7.1. The number of reflection minima in
each stop band is determined by the difference between the parameters of the alternat-
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ing metallic meshes, as will be shown below. However, in this numerical fit the values
used for the thickness of the metallic mesh layers A and B were outside the thickness
tolerances of the metallic mesh.
Although it is still unknown why the modelled parameters for the metallic meshes
are outside the tolerances measured, two suggestions are discussed that may be re-
sponsible. The first is the variation in spacing between the metallic meshes across the
sample. This variation would change the Fabry–Pe´rot like mode between the metallic
meshes, making both metallic meshes appear thicker, moving the whole band pass up
in frequency. This increase in the effective thickness is observed for metallic mesh A,
however, the modelled metallic mesh B parameter decreases in thickness.
Secondly, the construction of metallic mesh B from two thinner metallic meshes
held together with epoxy is discussed. While every care was taken to perfectly align the
metallic meshes using location pins to hold the metallic meshes in the correct position
during construction, a small offset between would create smaller holes. Reducing the
hole size has the same affect as decreasing the thickness of the metallic mesh, therefore
this could be partly responsible. However, the main suggested cause of the decreasing
in effective thickness is the layer of epoxy. As with the misalignment, every care was
taken to apply as thin as layer as possible. However it is known that when the electric
field inside a metallic bounded cavity becomes high, some absorption is observed into
the metal. Here instead of the metallic mesh allowing fields to penetrate the surface,
the layer of epoxy may be acting as an absorber, making the metallic mesh appear
much thinner than it’s physical size.
The FWHM of each reflection minimum is also greater in the experimental results
when compared to the response predicted by the numerical model. This broadening
is due to the imperfection in the wave fronts of the radiation incident on the sample.
As discussed in Chapter 4, the collimating mirrors are spherical as opposed to being
parabolic forming a collimated plane wave from a source, that may lead to spherical
aberration. However, here it is the nature of the source, that is assumed to be a point
source, that is responsible. In reality the waveguide horn emits a more Gaussian beam
profile causing a small divergence in the resultant beam. This leads to a range of angles
θ = 10◦±2◦ impinging on and being detected from the sample. This is known as beam
spread, and manifests itself as an increase in the FWHM of the experimentally observed
reflection minima.
Using the numerical model it is interesting to plot the electric fields along a line
through the alternating metallic mesh and dielectric layers of the stack in the propa-
gation (z) direction at the resonant frequencies. These electric field profiles are shown
in Figure 7.5. Modes D, E, H, and I are as expected considering the work discussed
in Chapter 6. It is mode F∗, the broad defect mode, that is the most interesting. The
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Figure 7.5: The numerically modelled complex magnitude of the electric field profiles
for the reflection minima shown in Figure 7.4 (red line) labelled D,E, F∗, H, I. The
normalised complex magnitude taken at a phase corresponding to the maximum field
enhancement.
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electric field profile of mode F∗ shows characteristics expected for both modes F and
G at different points in the 2pi phase cycle.
The electric field profile for mode F (similar to the solid black line in Figure 7.5
Mode F∗), would show that fields in pairs of cavities oscillate in phase via a cosh-like
electric field profile in the metallic mesh region, with sinh-like modes coupling cavities
through the second and third metallic mesh A layers to oscillate out of phase. Whereas
the electric field profile for Mode G (similar to the dashed black line in Figure 7.5
Mode F∗), would show three sinh-like electric field profiles occur in the corresponding
three metallic mesh B layers with the second and third metallic mesh A layers now
supporting cosh-like electric field distributions. The magnitude of both of these modes
would be symmetric about the centre of the stack in the propagation direction.
The electric field profile for mode F∗ is not symmetric about the centre of the
stack. It is exponential, where the rate of decay increases as the reflectivity of the
mode increases (and the transmission reduces). This indicates that the electric field
is greatest at the incident surface, suggesting a bound surface state between the first
metallic mesh layers A and B.
7.6 Variation of the thickness of the Metallic Meshes
To understand the origin of this mode, the evolution from identical to dissimilar metallic
mesh thicknesses is considered, here yielding substantially different results when one
metallic mesh thickness (layer A or B) is reduced compared to the other, as shown
in Figures 7.6 and 7.7. To undertake this a series of numerically modelled reflection
responses were obtained for metamaterial dielectric stacks with varying metallic mesh
thicknesses using parameters as stated in section 7.3. The metallic mesh thicknesses
are both initially set to be equal at tmA = tmB = 1.5 mm.
7.6.1 Reducing the Thickness of Metallic Mesh Layer B
First consider Figure 7.6 where the thickness of the metallic mesh in layer A is kept
constant at tmA = 1.5 mm while the thickness of metallic mesh in layer B (tmB)
decreases. Figure 7.6 shows the numerically modelled reflection response for tmB =
1.5 mm, tmB = 1 mm, and tmB = 0.5 mm (black dashed, solid red, and solid blue
lines respectively). As the thickness of metallic mesh layer B decreases modes D,E, F
and G,H, I separate forming two sub-band stop regions each containing three reflection
minima. As the thickness reduces further the system tends to the limit where tmB = 0,
so the stack will contain four metallic meshes of thickness tmA, separated by twice the
dielectric thickness (2× td). The double thickness dielectric layers reduce the position
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(a) (b)
Figure 7.6: The numerically modelled reflection spectra when tmA = 1.5 mm is kept
constant and tmB is varied from tmB = 1.5 mm (black dashed line) to (a) tmB = 1 mm
(solid red line) and (b) tmB = 0.5 mm (solid blue line), all other model parameters are
as the experimental sample described in section 7.3.
of the reflection minima, D,E, F that continue to support the half wavelength resonant
condition in the double thickness dielectric cavity. Whereas the three higher frequency
reflection minima G,H, I move to higher frequencies to support a whole wavelength in
each double thickness dielectric cavity.
The formation of the reflectivity band gap when the metallic mesh layer B thick-
ness is decreased is due the splitting of the stop band region (containing six reflection
minima) into two bands (each containing three reflection minima) which in the limit
tmB → 0 becomes the first and second band stop regions, where the electric field pro-
files support a half wavelength and a full wavelength in each metallic mesh bounded
dielectric cavities respectively.
7.6.2 Reducing the Thickness of Metallic Mesh Layer A
Now consider a stack where the thickness of metallic mesh layer B is kept constant at
tmB = 1.5 mm, and the thickness of metallic mesh layer A is reduced. Figure 7.7 shows
the numerically modelled transmission response where tmA = 1.5 mm, tmA = 1 mm,
tmA = 0.5 mm , and tmA = 0.1 mm (black dashed, solid red, solid blue lines and solid
green lines respectively). As the thickness of metallic mesh layer A decreases, reflection
minima F and G merge together to form a composite electric field profile shown in
Figure 7.5 Mode F∗. As the thickness decreases further the amplitude of the electric
field for the defect mode reduces exponentially, therefore increasing the reflectivity,
leaving a band gap in between two sub–bands each containing two reflection minima
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D, E and H, I.
As the stack contains one less metallic mesh layer A than B, when thickness of
metallic mesh layer A tends to zero, the stack will contain three metallic mesh B layers
separated by twice the thickness of dielectric. Then only two reflection minima are
expected in each reflection band stop region. As before, the higher frequency reflection
minima increase a small amount in frequency while the lower frequency reflection min-
ima substantially reduce in frequency. The lower frequency band (containing modes
A and B), supports half wavelength resonant modes in each dielectric cavity, whereas
the higher frequency band supports a full wavelength resonant mode in each dielectric
cavity. Each of the two new bands contains two reflection minima relating to two reso-
nant modes: one supporting a cosh-like and a second supporting sinh-like electric field
profile in the central metallic mesh.
In summary the defect mode F∗ experimentally observed in Figure 7.4, is formed
by the reflection minima F and G merging into a composite mode. As the structure’s
response becomes dominated by metallic mesh layer B when increasing it’s thickness
(or equally decreasing metallic mesh layer A’s thickness), the defect mode is created,
and two sub–bands form either side, each containing two reflection minima. As metallic
mesh layer A tends to zero thickness the reflection intensity of the defect mode increases,
forming a band gap region between the two sub–bands. On the other hand, when the
structure’s response becomes dominated by metallic mesh layer A when increasing it’s
thickness (or decreasing metallic mesh layer B’s thickness), the band separates into two
sub–bands each containing three resonant modes, so no defect mode occurs.
7.7 Tunnel Barrier Analogy
As discussed in Chapter 5 the EM transmission response through a subwavelength
metallic mesh is analogous to the quantum mechanical tunnel barrier system. In this
section each metallic mesh layer is considered as a tunnel barrier with an equivalent
potential. The dielectric spacing is considered the same as the semi-infinite incident and
exit media. The tunnel barrier height, that corresponds to the potential associated with
each metallic mesh layer, is a function of the geometry of the metallic mesh dictated
by the pitch, hole size and thickness. In this investigation, the thickness of the metallic
mesh has been varied, however it is equally productive to consider the variation in
pitch, or as Taylor has investigated in [89] (using effective medium theory), consider
the variation in hole size.
Figure 7.8 shows three diagrams that are the EM equivalent to the quantum me-
chanical potential diagrams. The first, Figure 7.8 (a) is for a structure where layers A
and B are identical, yielding six tunnel barriers of equal height. The height of the first
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 7.7: The numerically modelled reflection spectra when tmB = 1.5 mm is kept
constant and tmA is varied from tmA = 1.5 mm (black dashed line), to (a) tmA = 1 mm
(solid red line), (b) tmA = 0.5 mm (solid blue line) and (c) tmA = 0.1 mm (solid green
line), all other model parameters are as the experimental sample described in section
7.3.
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and second tunnel barrier at the interface determines whether the system has an repul-
sive or attractive potential. To have an attractive potential there must be a negative
potential inside the surface. Figures 7.8 (b) and 7.8 (c) represent the equivalent poten-
tial diagrams for the symmetric structures where tmA < tmB (experimentally observed
and numerically modelled) and tmA > tmB (numerically modelled) respectively. Here
both the incident and exit faces share the same potential with Figures 7.8 (b) and 7.8
(c) having attractive and repulsive potentials respectively. Note that it is the structure
with attractive potentials on the incident and exit interfaces of the stack that supports
the defect mode.
7.8 Topological Insulator Analogy
The attractive potential in this structure has been identified as a requirement when
observing the physical realisation of a topological insulator state. Topology is the
mathematical study of systems that can’t be altered by stretching. It covers many
physical research areas from geometrical objects to the movement of an electron gas
and symmetry groups [156].
Atherton and Mathur [157, 158] predicted that to observe a topological insulator
mode physically, a system possessing an attractive potential was required. The attrac-
tive potential creates at least one bound state in the band gap region. Using a photonic
system to create such a structure may be possible. Although an in-depth discussion
on the concept of topological insulators is not considered here, the experimental and
numerical reflection response shown here represents a continuous transformation in the
thickness of alternate metallic meshes (from identical to dissimilar), with the response
showing the formation of the defect mode. This work may lead to advancements in the
search for the physical realisation of this topological state.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 7.8: The EM equivalent of the potential diagram in quantum mechanics. The
arrow indicates the incident potential, and the dashed lines indicate the position of the
tunnel barriers. (a) Tunnel barriers of equal height for a metamaterial–dielectric stack
where all the metallic meshes are identical. (b) Tunnel barriers of alternating height for
a metamaterial–dielectric stack where the thickness of metallic mesh A is greater than
metallic mesh B. (c) Tunnel barriers of alternating height for a metamaterial–dielectric
stack where the thickness of metallic mesh A is less than metallic mesh B.
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7.9 Concluding Remarks
In this chapter the EM response of a metallic mesh–dielectric stack has been experimen-
tally and numerically investigated using a unit cell comprising of two dissimilar metallic
meshes spaced by dielectric. The evolution from identical to dissimilar thickness metal-
lic meshes was shown for a metamaterial–dielectric stack containing N = 3.5 ACBC
unit cells. When the metallic meshes are of equal thickness the N = 3.5 ACBC unit
cell structure supports a series of six resonant modes that allow transmission, and no
reflection. However when the metallic meshes are dissimilar the structure is symmetric
about this midpoint. As the metallic mesh thickness in layer A becomes smaller than
that of layer B the three resonant modes that support the longest effective wavelengths
reduce in frequency creating a band gap in between the six reflection minima. In this
quantum mechanical tunnel barrier analogy this structure exhibits a repulsive potential
on both faces. In contrast as the thickness of the metallic mesh in layer A becomes
greater than that of layer B the central two reflection minima F and G merge and the
resulting mode, mode F∗, increases in reflection intensity forming the band gap region.
The merging of these transmission peaks creates a defect mode that has been identified
as possibly being the physical realisation of a topological state that may occur for a
quantum mechanical tunnel barrier system with an attractive potential.
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Chapter 8
Rotated Hole and Patch Arrays
for Polarisation Conversion
8.1 Introduction
In this chapter a new type of chirality is demonstrated at normal incidence by employing
two isotropic layers formed of non-chiral elements. Each layer is simply comprised
of identical square arrays of subwavelength square metallic meshes (hole arrays) or
patches. The holes or patches are arranged with their sides parallel to the axes of the
square lattice, and are placed in close proximity with the axes of one array rotated
relative to the other. The layers are aligned parallel to one another, and spaced such
that, at frequencies below the onset of diffraction, they are situated within a decay
length of each other’s evanescent diffracted fields.
8.2 Chirality in Nature and Man–made Structures
Chirality is determined by the symmetry, or lack thereof, of a structure. The most
obvious example of chirality is the symmetry of our hands. The left and right may be
identical to their mirror image, however one cannot be translated to become the other.
Lord Kelvin described chirality in 1904...
“I call any geometric figure, or group of points, chiral, and say it has chi-
rality, if it’s image in a plane mirror, ideally realised, cannot be brought to
coincide with itself.” [159]
One of the most abundant chiral objects in nature are chiral molecules. A small
selection of these is given in table 8.1.
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Object Left hand Right hand
Screws Left helix Right helix
Proteins Used by the body Rejected by the body
Carbohydrates Rejected by the body Used by the body
Sugars Rejected by the body Used by the body
Limonene Lemon smell Orange smell
Carvone Caraway seed smell Spearmint smell
Table 8.1: Left and right handed objects
One example of the affects of chirality, with shocking consequences was observed
worldwide. Synthesized in 1954 in West Germany and licensed to 46 countries, Thalido-
mide was a sedative advertised as helpful in treating anxiety, insomnia, and tension. It
was described as safe for pregnant women and prescribed as a treatment for morning
sickness [160–162]. In the 1960s medical research drew a correlation between Thalido-
mide when used in the first trimester of pregnancy and children born with teratogenic
(abnormalities in physiological development) and peripheral neuropathic conditions
(damage to nerves outside the brain and spinal chord) [163–165]. Thalidomide was
removed from commercial sale in 1961, however it is estimated that more than 10,000
children were affected [161, 166]. The Thalidomide molecule has two chiral optical
isomers being mirror images of one another. The ‘S’ optical isomer was found to be
teratogenic, and the ‘R’ optical isomer was found to be a powerful sedative [167, 168].
The Thalidomide tragedy led to much stricter testing being imposed on drugs and
pesticides before they could be licensed.
Another example of chirality existing in natural systems is in the structure that
forms the carapase of some vividly coloured beetles such as Chysina Gloriosa [169],
Eurpholus Magnificus [170], and Plusiotis Boucardi [171], many more can be found in
[172]. Here 3D photonic crystals have naturally evolved over more than 500 million
years into twisted multilayer systems, arranged in a helical form. Visible light interacts
with these 3D photonic chiral structures to produce bright iridescent colours. It has
also been found that these structures give a different response for different handed
circularly polarised light. Structures that are electromagnetically (EM) chiral give rise
to selective reflection or transmission of one specific circular polarisation state of EM
radiation, and may induce rotation of the plane of polarisation on transmission or
reflection.
The amount of rotation produced by a structure can vary according to many vari-
ables. Sugar solution, for example, gives rise to rather weak rotations of polarisation
when illuminated with visible light, due to the intrinsic chirality of the sugar molecules
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[173]. The molecules all have the same handedness even when viewed from different
positions, therefore an ensemble of randomly orientated sugar molecules (such as in a
sugar solution) will have a net handed response. Fructose molecules are left handed,
and so will have different refractive indices when illuminated by right and left hand
circularly polarised light. If linearly polarised light, made up of equal right and left
handed polarised light, illuminates the same sample, the transmitted radiation would
be elliptically polarised, as the left hand circularly polarised component would travel
faster through the sample than the right [174].
Anisotropic (uniaxial) liquid crystals, are made up of rod shaped molecules that can
flow like a fluid. By treating the surfaces containing the liquid crystal, alignment of the
“director” (long axis) of the liquid crystal may be achieved. Different orientations of the
liquid crystals have different optical properties due to their geometry. When arranged
so that the director of the molecules twists slowly (compared to the wavelength of
incident radiation) with distance perpendicularly away from the surface, very strong
polarisation rotation occurs over distances of tens of micrometers. This phenomenon
is used extensively in flat screen liquid crystal displays (LCDs) [175].
8.3 Electromagnetic Chirality
There is a long history in the study of chiral media in the EM regime, beginning in
the optical where the rotation of the plane of a linearly polarised light source in quartz
crystal, liquids and gases was studied in the early 19th century by Arargo, Biot and
others [173, 176, 177]. It was suggested that the cause of the rotation was the geometry
of the molecules making up the media, although the concept of molecule handedness
was not confirmed until the 1840s by Pasteur. In the 1910s Lindeman introduced the
concept of optical activity to radio waves, using helical coils as pseudo-molecules. Since
then chiral media have served in many applications in the microwave regime such as
antennas, polarisers and waveguides [176, 177].
Any material that rotates the plane of polarisation is said to be optically active
[178], and recently, the concept of chirality in subwavelength-structured metamaterials
has created much interest in the metamaterials research community after the possibility
of using chiral media to produce negative refractive index materials was suggested by
Pendry [179] and Tretyakov et al. [180, 181] independently, with potential applications
as superlenses for circularly polarised waves. It was proposed that in order to provide
a negative refractive index for one circularly polarised state the chirality parameter, a
normalised measure of the difference between the left and right handed eigenvectors,
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needs to be larger than
√
εµ. Where the chirality parameter is formally defined as:
κ =
(
k+ − k−
2× k0
)
(8.1)
When κ 6= 0, the material is chiral. Here k− and k+ are the eigenvectors for right and
left handed circularly polarised radiation respectively (as seen from the source, in the
direction of propagation), and k0 = ω/c is the free-space wavevector. Further details
for the process of obtaining the chirality parameter from experimental parameters can
be found in [182].
In naturally occurring materials the chirality parameter is smaller than 1, while
the
√
εµ is greater than one. By artificially structuring a chiral metamaterial, the
permittivity and permeability may be designed to be close to zero and the chirality
designed to ensure the refractive index for one circular polarisation state is negative.
This has led to an explosion in the work searching for a structure that may possess these
characteristics. The study of these chiral metamaterials can be split into two broad
categories: 2D and 3D structures, each exhibiting its own brand of optical activity.
8.3.1 3D Chirality
As previously mentioned 3D chirality in nature has been studied since optical activity
was first observed by Arago in 1811 [173]. For more information, a thorough historical
overview is given by Plum [183]. It is now widely accepted that materials with a 3D
electromagnetically chiral nature exhibit circular birefringence and circular dichroism,
together these are termed optical activity.
Circular birefringence the ability to rotate the plane of polarisation of EM waves
regardless of the plane of polarisation.
Circular dichroism the difference in transmission for right and left handed circularly
polarised waves.
In a bulk medium such as quartz this corresponds to different refractive indices for left
and right hand circularly polarised waves. The real part (responsible for circular bire-
fringence) results in different phase delays for each circular polarisation state, while the
imaginary part (responsible for circular dichroism) determines the absorption losses.
3D chiral metamaterials are independent of the direction of propagation. Recently
researchers have also considered structures with relatively complex chiral elements in-
cluding helices [184], multiple layers of rosettes [185] and gammadions [186, 187] (for
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(a) (b)
Figure 8.1: The unit cell of two 3D chiral materials arranged in two arrays separated
by dielectric in the propagation direction. The unit cell for (a) an array of cut wire
pairs and (b) an array of rotated crosses .
the geometry of a gammadion see the array in Figure 8.2), as well as much simpler ge-
ometries such as wire pairs [175, 188] (see Figure 8.1(a)), and layers of rotated crosses
[189, 190] (see Figure 8.1(b)) in which individual elements are not chiral however the
azimuth rotation of each inside the unit cell (not the array itself), combined with a
second layer of a different rotation angle, render multilayer structures chiral.
Considering the work on rotated wire pairs in more detail [175, 188, 191], each
unit cell contains four pairs of planar strips of metal. Each pair is separated in the
propagation direction by 2 mm of FR4 dielectric, with a fixed azimuth angle between
them. The four pairs within the unit cell all have a different starting angle (see Figure
8.1). Each strip of metal is described as a fully metallic “molecule with inductive
coupling between the two parts”. Svirko et al. [191] consider a normally incident
EM wave, creating electric currents in the strips, driving the positive and negative
charges to opposite ends of the strips, that act as dipoles. In turn, inductive coupling
excites charges in the lower strip, (that again acts as a dipole) re-emitting the incident
radiation at a different azimuth angle. This is observed as the rotation of the plane of
polarisation in the scattered fields.
8.3.2 2D Chiral Structures
By considering the geometry of a 2D (planar) chiral structure such as that in Figure 8.2,
the structure possesses opposite handedness when viewed from opposite sides. There-
fore the crucial difference between 2D and 3D chirality is that planar chiral materials
induce opposite polarisation changes for radiation transmitted through the structure
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Figure 8.2: An array of gammadions illuminated with right hand circularly polarised
light (RHCP - red arrow) and left hand circularly polarised light (LHCP - blue arrow)
from both sides of a single array.
in opposite directions. Planar chiral metamaterials are optically active due to circular
conversion dichroism (see below).
Circular conversion dichroism Left to right and right to left hand circular polari-
sation conversion efficiencies are not equal and crucially are reversed for opposite
propagation directions (referred to as directional asymmetry). [183]
The majority of such structures comprise of a single plane of rotated elements in
a regular unrotated array, such as split rings, rosettes, and gammadions [192–194]. A
gammadion consists of a 4 arm cross, where each arm is formed of a straight section fol-
lowed by a second section that is bent towards the normal by an acute angle. Consider
a linearly polarised wave propagating normally to the planar array of metallic gamma-
dions. When the gammadions are arranged in a square array, and spaced such that they
do not interact with one another, an azimuthal rotation of the polarisation is observed.
This structure is not only polarisation sensitive but also polarisation converting. This
can be understood by considering how the electric and magnetic fields interact with
the metallic gammadion. When the electric field is directed along one of the gamma-
dion legs, the positive and negative charges within the metal flow to opposite ends of
the legs around the bend to the second section, thereby inducing a small amount of
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polarisation perpendicular to the driving field. The re-emitted fields produced by this
chiral structure are elliptically polarised and show rotation of the plane of polarisation
[192, 195]. This description was first reported for anisotropic lossy planar chiral meta-
materials at microwave frequencies [196, 197] noted as excitation of currents sensitive
to the geometry of the structure that are responsible for this polarisation converting
behaviour.
Investigations cited above, that utilise arrays of symmetric elements, break the
intrinsic symmetry by rotating individual elements so that the mirror planes of the
elements do not coincide with a mirror plane of the array. A new way of inducing
chirality has recently been presented by Plum et al. [198], showing that asymmetric
transmission of circularly polarised waves can in fact be achieved through any lossy
periodically structured system radiated at oblique incidence.
In this present experimental study a 3D chiral structure is proposed and investi-
gated. Unlike the structures discussed above, the individual elements are not chiral in
geometry, nor are they rotated in azimuth within the unit cell. The arrays of elements
are not chiral and are not orientated at an oblique angle of incidence with respect to
the direction of the incident radiation. Instead, one square array is rotated relative to
another and separated by less than the decay length of the EM fields in the propagation
direction. In what follows two structures will be considered both experimentally and
by using numerical modelling to gain insight into the EM mechanism responsible for
the observed phenomena.
8.4 Commensurate Rotation
A commensurate rotation is formed when two or more lattices are rotated such that
coincident points can be found from both set of lattices. This forms the commensurate
unit cell that can be replicated in the chosen direction, in this case the x and y directions
(orthogonal to the propagation direction, z). While the experimental sample does not
require a commensurate unit cell to be formed, it is for ease of numerical modelling
(in particular Finite Element Method (FEM) modelling) that a small and therefore
commensurate unit cell is used. A small unit cell is of particular importance when
investigating closely spaced multilayer subwavelength structures. The commensurate
unit cell investigated here (Figure 8.3) uses a (2, 1) rotation that corresponds to an
angle of θ = 26.56◦ about the z axis, that equates to ψ = pi2 − (2θ) = 53.12◦ between
two rotated arrays.
In order to find a commensurate rotation the lattice points of the first array must
be rotated about the z axis (orthogonal to both arrays) such that a sub–set of lattice
points coincide to lie directly above a sub–set of lattice points on the second array. This
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Figure 8.3: Diagram showing the coordinate systems of two arrays rotated by ±θ =
26.56◦ (blue, and red respectively) to form a (2, 1) rotation.
can be easily seen by rotating any two identical lattices with respect to one another in
the azimuth (xy) plane.
In this experimental study square lattices are used, however hexagonal lattices too
could support this evanescent handedness phenomena, as discussed in section 9.3.3. By
rotating two square lattices about a single lattice point and specifying that at some
angle ψ a sub–set of lattice points must coincide, a triangle (uvR) is formed (shown
in Figure 8.3) where u and v are the integer number of lattice points in the x′ and y′
directions respectively and R is the pitch of the commensurate unit cell.
Using simple Pythagoras (a2 + b2 = c2) table 8.2 is constructed to find the smallest
value of R.
In table 8.2 it is clear that the smallest commensurate unit cell is the (u, v) = (1, 2)
or (2, 1), however it is constructive to consider larger combinations of u, v. Interestingly
while the value of R given for the 1, 3 or 3, 1 rotation is
√
10, this does not give the
smallest commensurate unit cell that may be formed by this structure. The unit cell
is shown in Figure 8.4, it is the diagonal of the unit cell that lies along the line at an
angle pi4 − θ to the array. The pitch of this smaller unit cell can be obtained by dividing
R by
√
2 to give
√
5; giving the same pitch as the (1, 2) or (2, 1) rotation.
By considering table 8.2, some general rules can be obtained for finding the unit
cell pitch for commensurate rotations:
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u
R 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 × √5 √10 √17 √26 √37 √50
2
√
5 × √13 √20 √29 √40 √53
3
√
10
√
13 × √25 √34 √45 √58
v 4
√
17
√
20
√
25 × √41 √52 √65
5
√
26
√
29
√
34
√
41 × √61 √74
6
√
37
√
40
√
45
√
52
√
61 × √85
7
√
50
√
53
√
58
√
65
√
74
√
85 ×
Table 8.2: Integer values of u and v to form the rotation of two square arrays to find
a commensurate unit cell side length R.
• If u = odd and v = odd, the diagonal of the smallest unit cell lies along the line
at angle pi4 − θ to one array, as shown for the 1, 3 or 3, 1 rotation in Figure 8.4.
• If u = odd, and v = even or v = odd, and u = even, the side of the smallest
unit cell lines along the line at angle θ to one array, as shown for the 1, 2 or 2, 1
rotation shown in Figure 8.3.
• If u = even and v = even, simplify to find the smaller commensurate rotation.
The smallest unit cells are the following
√
5 formed by rotations (1, 2) (1, 3) (2, 4)
(2, 6)...,
√
13 formed by rotations (2, 3) (3, 5) (4, 6)...,
√
17 formed by rotations (1, 4)
(3, 5)..., and so on.
8.4.1 Creating the Commensurate Unit Cell in the FEM Model
As the unit cell for the (2, 1) rotated structure has a unit cell side length
√
5 larger than
the pitch of the individual array, more than one unit cell of the individual arrays must be
modelled. The metallic meshes are initially considered followed by the complimentary
patch structure. Everything discussed here for the metallic meshes can be applied to
the complementary patch system.
In order to model this structure using the finite element method [83] a CAD front
end is used to draw the physical unit cell, as explained in section 3.3.1. The unit cell
of the square metallic mesh is created by subtracting a vacuum box of width a from
a thin metal sheet of width d and thickness tm. This is then duplicated in the x and
y directions. This array represents the top or bottom metallic mesh of the sample. A
similar array is created and separated from the first by the variable td in the z direction.
The first array is rotated by +26.56◦, while the second is rotated by −26.56◦ about the
z axis. Both arrays are then cropped at
√
5 × d, creating the (2, 1) rotated arrays as
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Figure 8.4: Diagram showing the coordinate systems of two arrays rotated by ±θ =
18.43◦ (orange and green respectively) to form a (3, 1) rotation, which is equivalent to
a (2, 1) rotation (Figure 8.3).
shown in Figure 8.5. In order for the model to be “repeated” to infinity in the x and
y directions a master-slave boundary condition is used. First a vacuum box is created
that covers the whole structure, then pairs of faces of this box in the xz and yz planes
are selected where one becomes the master and the second the slave. As previously
detailed Floquet ports are added to the top and bottom xy faces of the vacuum box
provide the incident radiation. See section 3.3.4 for further explanation.
8.5 The Chiral Geometry of the Experimental Sample
To be electromagnetically chiral there must be interaction between the two layers.
To illustrate this two systems are considered: the first where the distance between
the arrays, td, is large, the second where td is small. However first it is instructive
to consider the response of a single metallic mesh layer when rotated in the azimuth
plane at normal incidence. To recap briefly the proportion of transmitted and reflected
radiation is dependent on the pitch and hole size [29]. When this structure is rotated
azimuthally the response of the system is unchanged due to the symmetry of the metallic
mesh (equally true when the linear polarisation is rotated).
Now consider two hole arrays rotated by ±26.56◦ from the x (or y) axis (as in the
experimental sample) separated by a large distance (many wavelengths), illuminated
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with linearly polarised EM radiation. Here, although the structure is chiral according
to the geometry, the arrays do not interact. The EM wave propagates to each metallic
mesh where it is decomposed, evanescently transmitted and recomposed, transmitted
unrotated through each array.
Consider the second case where the arrays are separated by a smaller gap, less
than twice the evanescent decay length of the EM field, as defined in section 2.4.1.1 as
(δm =
1
kz
= (εmk
2
0−k2x)−
1
2 . The evanescent decay of the EM fields from the two arrays
interferes to form a resonant mode. Evanescent fields contain near field information
regarding the geometry of the structure. Transmission of the near field information has
been exploited in many investigations of near field imaging and super lensing where the
evanescent fields associated with a subwavelength structure are transmitted over many
wavelengths where they are interpreted as in [199]. This occurs when the subwavelength
geometry is illuminated with a wavelength of radiation larger than the feature, evanes-
cent diffraction occurs, the evanescent fields excite surface waves (surface plasmons) at
the dielectric–silver interface, are coupled through the block of silver to a second sur-
face plasmon on the silver–dielectric interface. Here the subwavelength structure allows
the evanescent diffraction and the coupling to occur between the two layers, however
evanescent fields still transmit EM subwavelength properties. Here the geometry of the
structure includes the rotation, therefore when the near fields couple and chiral modes
are formed, rotating the plane of polarisation through the structure. This unexplored
area has been coined: evanescent handedness.
8.6 Rotating Metallic Meshes
8.6.1 Experimental Sample
In this study the experimental sample comprised of two tm = 100 µm thick stainless
steel free-standing meshes of pitch, d = 4 mm and hole size a = 3.7 mm were rotated
by ±26.56◦ from the x axis about the z axis, forming the (2, 1) unit cell described
previously. The metallic meshes were held in a circular sample holder as shown in
Figure 8.6, suspended from thick metallic frames (metallic meshes on the inner faces).
The metallic meshes were fixed to the frames in a variety of ways (a range of adhesive
tapes, two part epoxy resin, nylon thread) however the final iteration of the design of
the sample holder used nylon thread woven through alternate holes of the metallic mesh
and through holes drilled into the ‘L’ shaped support frame on all four sides. These
were tensioned, then two metallic meshes were then spaced by 0.5 mm by arranging
Mylar strips around the edges of the frame (not in the experimental beam spot area).
Free-standing metallic meshes with no dielectric super/substrate were used to ensure
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Figure 8.5: Exploded view of the modelled commensurate unit cell for the rotated
metallic mesh structure, where a = 3.7 mm, and d = 4 mm, tm = 100 µm, td = 0.5 mm
ψ = 36.88◦ and θ = ±26.56◦. Azimuthal angle φ for the detected polarisation (parallel
to the +x axis φ = 0◦).
minimum absorption by the structure. The metallic meshes were rotated by hand,
and small locator pins used in the metallic meshes to hold the sample in the correct
orientation while the sample holder was clamped together. The locator pins were then
removed for the experimental measurements to be undertaken.
8.6.2 Experimental Setup
To be chiral the system must rotate the plane of polarisation, and have different re-
sponses for right and left right handed circularly polarised transmission. In this inves-
tigation linearly polarised radiation is used to probe the sample to prove it is chiral.
Linear polarised radiation can be considered as being composed of two circularly
polarised components, if these components are rotating in opposite directions (right
and left handed), have the same amplitude, and are coherent. The orientation of the
plane of linear polarisation will be a function of the relative phase between the right and
left hand circularly polarised components (RHCP and LHCP respectively) [174, 178].
If the transmission of the RHCP and LHCP components are unequal, then the
result will be an elliptical polarisation state. This can be quantified by measuring the
polarisation conserving and polarisation converting transmission, and also by rotating
a linearly polarised detector (using a linearly polarised input) to sample the amount of
transmission in the azimuth plane. See section 8.10 for more detail. The ellipticity of
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Figure 8.6: Photograph showing the sample and holder for the two rotated metallic
meshes held at θ = 26.56◦. Inset shows a close up of the two layers of rotated metallic
meshes.
the structure is a measure of the circular birefringence.
Finally by considering the complex transmission of both the orthogonal linearly
polarised states, the transmission for right and left circularly polarised radiation can
be calculated, see section 8.11.
The experimental technique used for measuring the polarisation conserving response
of a system is described in section 4.3. The technique for measuring the polarisation
converted response is similar. The apparatus must be accurately aligned as described
in section 4.3 using both the linearly polarised emitting and detecting waveguide horns
orientated such that the associated electric field vector is in the same direction. Care
must be taken (and regular checks made) to ensure no polarisation converting signal
occurs when a reference sample is used. To measured the polarisation response the
detector is rotated by 90◦.
It is misleading to talk about transverse electric and transverse magnetic or s- and
p- polarised radiation at normal incidence. So here the electric field vector is defined as
being parallel to the x axis (φ = 0◦ in Figure 8.5) or the y axis (φ = 90◦ in Figure 8.5).
Therefore when considering a polarisation conserving response subscripts will read xx
or yy to define the orientation of the emitter and detector respectively. Following this,
a polarisation converting response will have subscripts xy or yx.
8.6.3 Experimental Results
In Figure 8.7 and 8.8 the experimentally recorded results (black circles) and numeri-
cally modelled predictions (red line) show the polarisation conserving and converting
transmitted response for 20 − 35 GHz. The experimental signal does not show the
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resonant feature so prominent in the modelled predictions.
The Fano-shaped [200] features in the modelled polarisation conserving response
occurring at 23.9 GHz and 29.6 GHz coincide with resonant peaks occurring in the
modelled polarisation converting response. These modelled results reveal that at these
frequencies small amounts of x-polarised radiation are expected to rotate to y-polarised
radiation. This could indicate a chiral response. The lack of experimental evidence of
these modes is attributed to two factors: beam spread, and the flatness of the metallic
mesh. Beam spread in the experimental system arises because the wave impinging on
the sample does not possess planar wave fronts. As previously discussed in section
4.2.2 the collimating mirrors are designed to work with a point source placed at the
focal point. Here, the standard gain horns are assumed as the point source, however
the beam is actually more Gaussian leading to a slight curvature of the wave fronts,
leading to a reduction in the amplitude and an increase in the full width half maximum
of the transmission peaks.
The second problem is the flatness of the metallic mesh when mounted to the frame,
that causes the spacing between the metallic meshes, this needs to be constant across
the beam spot area. First the metallic mesh was stretched and held over the metal frame
using a series of adhesives tapes and then increasing strength adhesive glue including
2 part epoxy resin. Then thick nylon thread (fishing line) was woven through every
second hole and wrapped around the frame. All of these increasingly improved the
tension across the surface of the metallic mesh. However, the nylon thread prevented
the metallic meshes from being placed close enough to excite strong resonant modes
that could be experimentally observed. This was overcome using frames made out of
bars with a ‘L’ shaped cross section. The metallic mesh was placed above the vertical
section of the ‘L’, and again nylon thread was woven through every second hole and
secured to holes drilled in the horizontal section of the frame. This provided a flatter,
and very taught metallic mesh when all four sides were tightened in turn. The corners
of the metallic meshes were cut to avoid bowing. Strips of 0.5mm thick Mylar were
placed around the edge of the sample, however the sharp resonant modes were not
observed in polarisation conservation or polarisation converted transmission responses
even with all this care in sample mounting.
8.7 An Array of Holes Compared to an Array of Patches
The complementary structure was also investigated - two layers of rotated patch arrays.
This could also be viewed as an air mesh in a metallic sheet and is also known as a
capacitive mesh. Modelling shown in Figure 8.9(a) and 8.9(b) reveals resonant modes
that have a stronger and broader polarisation converting response compared to the
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Figure 8.7: Experimentally observed (black circles) and numerically modelled (FEM
- red line) polarisation conserved transmission for the rotated metallic meshes with a
metallic mesh separation of td = 0.5 mm.
Figure 8.8: Experimentally observed (black circles) and numerically modelled (FEM
- red line) polarisation converted transmission for the rotated metallic meshes with a
metallic mesh separation of td = 0.5 mm.
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response when using metallic meshes (note the extended frequency range). Here the
resonant peaks associated with the polarisation converting modes lie in the wings of
the resonant peaks which corresponds to a mode that is quantised between the two
patch arrays. When the arrays are unrotated this resonance occurs at 28.8 GHz, (black
line in Figure 8.9(a)) however when the patch arrays are rotated the patch area overlap
decreases and this resonance increases in frequency to 32.0 GHz, the rotation also allows
other combination patch resonances to occur.
The rotated patch array structure was optimised with an aim to broaden and in-
tensify the polarisation converting modes. Resonant features > 50% transmission in
the polarisation converted response were predicted (compared to 1% in the predicted
rotated metallic mesh response), so all efforts were refocussed to explore this structure
experimentally.
8.8 Metallic Patch Arrays
Metallic patch arrays have been extensively studied since the 1960s. Books by Munk,
and Wu [1, 2] give excellent reviews of the literature in their introductory chapters
which will not be repeated here.
Subwavelength patch arrays are considered as an alternative to the metallic mesh.
The response of a single metallic patch arrays can be easily predicted by employing
Babinet’s principle [16, 201] (section 2.3). It is assumed that the metal is perfectly
electrically conducting (PEC) and infinitely thin (sample thickness < λ100), then the
response of the patch array is 1 − Tmesh where Tmesh is the transmission through the
metallic mesh of the complimentary geometry. Below the onset of diffraction the discon-
nected patch array considered here is highly transmitting. The transmission decreases
to a minimum close to the onset of diffraction. However, in this subwavelength regime
the array can be considered as an isotropic effective medium. This is evidenced by the
fact that the EM response of a single array is not dependent on the azimuthal angle
between the plane of incidence and the axes of the lattice. Due to these low frequency
characteristics, metallic patch arrays are well documented as finding applications as
low pass filters, frequency selective surfaces and antenna arrays [1].
There also exists an extensive body of work exploring double–layer patch arrays
[1, 2]. For two aligned and unrotated patch arrays, waveguide-like resonant modes in
the cavity formed between the patch layers are supported [202]. Here the boundary
conditions of the volume in which the EM fields are contained are reversed. For a
perfect waveguide the EM fields are confined in the x and y directions by PEC walls
and the incident and exit faces (in the xy–plane) are bounded by perfect magnetically
conducting (PMC) boundaries. In a dual layer patch array system, the incident and
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(a)
(b)
Figure 8.9: Preliminary FEM modelled polarisation conserved (a) and polarisation
converted (b) transmission through two unrotated (black line) and rotated (red line)
patch arrays, with a metallic patch array separation of td = 0.5 mm.
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exit faces are the metallic patches (copper is near PEC in this regime), and the volume
between the patches is assumed to be confined by PMC boundaries although in reality
the EM fields extend between the patches, lowering the resonant frequency. In a dual
layer system where the separation is large in the propagation direction, the EM response
is independent of translational displacement in the plane of one array with respect to
the other, as noted in Chapter 6. However when the layer spacing between the two
patch arrays is small relative to the wavelength, the evanescent diffracted fields interfere
and translational misalignment of the structure becomes important [88].
8.9 Rotating Patch Arrays
8.9.1 Experimental Sample and Setup
As discussed above it was found that patch arrays orientated using a (2, 1) rotation
are more likely to give observable polarisation rotating modes compared with the ro-
tated metallic mesh structure. However, the original numerical model used perfectly
electrically conducting patches suspended in vacuum. Obviously this could not be ex-
perimentally realised. Therefore a low loss dielectric described below was obtained.
The substrate chosen was Rogers RO4003C, of permittivity ε = 3.38± 0.05 and dielec-
tric loss tangent tan δ = 0.0027 ± 0.0005 specified at 10 GHz. This 0.508 mm thick
dielectric (td) is supplied coated with a 17.5 µm± 0.5 µm layer of copper (tm) on both
sides. Using these parameters further numerical models optimized the remaining free
parameters, patch pitch (d) and patch size (a). This design was chemically etched
by Eurotech, a commercial Printed Circuit Board (PCB) manufacturer, with rotated
arrays of pitch d = 3.8 mm, and square patch width a = 3.5 mm as shown in Figure
8.10.
By using a structure with a dielectric core formed of a dual sided PCB, earlier
problems encountered with the two free-standing metallic meshes, mainly flatness and
consistent spacing were overcome. The PCB thickness of 0.53 mm and associated error
of ± 0.01 mm were measured after the chemical etching and include the copper coating.
A simple two piece rectangular mount was used to clamp the sample holding it flat and
orthogonal to the incident microwave radiation. An absorbing aperture was used to
ensure a beam spot smaller than the sample area.
Linearly polarised microwave radiation is emitted from a waveguide horn with the
electric vector parallel to the x-direction described in section 8.6.2. The detecting horn
was mounted so it could be azimuthally rotated to allow quantification of any linear
polarised output component. In what follows the polarisation state of each horn is
defined by the angle φ the electric field makes with the x-axis (shown in Figure 8.10).
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Figure 8.10: Exploded view of the modelled commensurate unit cell for the rotated
patch array structure, where a = 3.5 mm, d = 3.8 mm, tm = 17.5 µm, td = 0.508 mm,
ψ = 36.88◦ and θ = ±26.56◦. Azimuthal angle φ for the detected polarisation (parallel
to the +x axis φ = 0◦).
8.9.2 Experimental Results
The polarisation converted and polarisation conserved transmission results are shown
in Figures 8.11 and 8.12 respectively. The black circles represents the experimentally
recorded data and the red line represents the numerically modelled best fit line. Pa-
rameters fitted were the frequency dependent permittivity (ε = 3.55± 0.05), dielectric
loss tangent (tan δ = 0.008), and the xy offset, (x = 0.08 mm, y = 0.06 mm). The xy
offset will be discussed further in section 8.9.2.3.
8.9.2.1 Polarisation Converting Response
Two dominant peaks are observed in the polarisation converting transmission response
(Figure 8.11) at 18.21 GHz and 25.08 GHz with a much weaker feature at 23.88 GHz.
The latter peak arises when there is translational misalignment of the structure, see
section 8.9.2.3. The two remaining transmission peaks are the polarisation converting
modes. These modes arise from a series of modified patch resonances and do not
occur when the two patch arrays are unrotated. The resonant modes form when the
evanescent fields from each patch array interfere. These resonant modes have chiral
EM field profiles in the dielectric region. Using the numerical model the vector electric
field profiles have been plotted for a series of xy planes in the propagation direction (z)
in the dielectric region between the patch arrays, and are shown in Figure 8.13. These
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Figure 8.11: Experimentally observed (circles) and numerically modelled (line) response
for polarisation conversion (Txy). Subscripts refer to the orientation of the electric field
vector in the incident and detected beams respectively.
Figure 8.12: Experimentally observed (circles) and numerically modelled (line) response
for polarisation conserving transmission (Txx).
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images shows the chiral nature of the resonant mode. At the upper patch–dielectric
boundary the fields are concentrated normal to the slit regions of the first array, showing
the decomposition of the incident field with respect to the unit vectors of the upper
patch array. At the lower dielectric–patch boundary the fields are concentrated normal
to the slit regions of the second array, showing the decomposition of the incident field
with respect to the unit vectors of the upper patch array. In between the two, the
electric field vectors interferes to form a resonant mode between the central patches
that resembles an annular waveguide mode with a full resonant wavelength around the
circumference. However the nodes of this wavelength occur along the diagonal of the
unit cell, and excite secondary resonant patterns in the kite shaped regions along the
diagonal.
(a) z = 0.25 mm (b) z = 0.2 mm (c) z = 0.15 mm (d) z = 0.1 mm
(e) z = 0.05 mm (f) z = 0 mm (g) z = −0.05 mm (h) z = −0.1 mm
(i) z = −0.15 mm (j) z = −0.2 mm (k) z = −0.25 mm
Figure 8.13: Instantaneous vector electric field profiles for 18.21 GHz (taken at an
arbitrary phase of 10◦), shown in the xy–plane of the unit cell within the dielectric
regions between the two patch arrays for a dielectric thickness of 0.508mm, where
z = 0 is the centre of the dielectric region. All other parameters are as stated in section
8.9.2. The thickness and length of the arrows indicated the magnitude of the electric
field enhancement that varies from 0 to 2000.
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Figure 8.14: Instantaneous vector electric fields for polarisation conserving modes
20.81GHz and 22.46GHz (taken at a phase of 40◦ and 0◦ respectively, where the inci-
dent electric field is in the horizontal direction and the electric field varies from 0−2000
Vm−1.
8.9.2.2 Polarisation Conserving Response
Figure 8.12 shows the polarisation conserving transmission response. The three reso-
nant modes associated with polarisation conversion, occur as three sharp troughs in the
polarisation conserving response. These are superimposed onto a transmission response
consisting of two large peaks separated by a minimum - that is not due to polarisa-
tion conversion (occurring at 22.3 GHz). The two peaks either side at 20.81 GHz and
22.46 GHz are patch resonances with electric field characters as shown in Figure 8.14.
The first mode occurring at 20.81 GHz is confined by the overlapping central patches
of each patch array within the unit cell, supporting a waveguide–like mode in the dielec-
tric region. Between the large fields to the left and right a null occurs, perpendicular
to the incident radiation. This mode is reminiscent of the magnetic field for a TE01
waveguide mode supported in an infinitely long cylindrical waveguide [6]. This mode is
perturbed by a secondary resonance occurring in the largest kite shaped regions parallel
to the incident electric field.
The second mode has a more curious electric field profile supporting many combi-
nation modes in the kite shaped regions. Here the mode occurring between the central
patches is much stronger, forcing nodal regions at the top and bottom of the central
diamond shape with further kite like resonances supported either side. In contrast to
the polarisation converting resonant modes, here the modes are symmetrical along the
central vertical axis, parallel to the plane of incidence, as opposed to the diagonal of
the unit cell.
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8.9.2.3 The Affect of Translational Misalignment
The original FEM modelled polarisation conversion transmission results only revealed
two resonant peaks. The transmission peak occurring at 23.88 GHz was absent. How-
ever, translational misalignment of the two square lattices in the xy–plane causes the
weak feature experimentally observed to occur in the modelled transmission. The trans-
lation performed in the FEM modelling is shown in Figures 8.15 and 8.16 for translation
in the x and y direction. By translating one array of patches in the xy–plane the centre
of each array is offset. It is known that for closely spaced, evanescently coupled unro-
tated metallic meshes (and therefore through Babinet’s principle for patch arrays) that
the response of the structure will be perturbed with translation [88]. It is the evanes-
cent fields that transmit the near field information about the structure that allow the
polarisation conversion, observed here, to occur. Small translations change the area
of overlapping metallic regions that excite other modified patch resonances that also
allow a small amount of polarisation to occur. As the translation is increased the mode
recorded in the polarisation converting response at 23.88 GHz strengthens accompanied
by a sharp trough that deepens in the polarisation conserving response.
Numerical results do not provide a perfect fit to the experimental data. It is possible
that a small error in the rotation of the two arrays could cause a similar change in the
overlap patch area, however, the structure would no longer possess a unit cell. Therefore
the structure would need to be modelled as a finite array, requiring more computational
power than is available at this time.
8.10 Elliptically Polarised Waves
Linearly polarised radiation can be considered as being composed of two coherent, cir-
cularly polarised components, rotating in opposite directions with the same amplitude.
The orientation of the plane of linear polarisation will be a function of the relative phase
between the two circularly polarised states. If the transmission of the components is
unequal, then the result will be an elliptical polarisation state [174, 178]. In order to
show that this structure is chiral, circular birefringence, and circular dichroism must
be demonstrated. The ellipticity of the resultant wave is a measure of the circular
birefringence.
At the frequency at which the polarisation converting modes were recorded, a small
proportion of unrotated transmission is simultaneously observed, evident as the non-
zero polarisation conversion in Figure 8.12. Therefore, the resultant EM wave is ellip-
tically polarised. This is experimentally measured and shown in Figure 8.17.
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Figure 8.15: FEM modelled polarisation conserving transmission responses for trans-
lational offset of the top patch array with respect the the bottom patch array in the
xy plane by 0.05 mm, 0.08 mm, and 0.1 mm (solid line, dashed line, dot-dashed line
respectively) in the x and y directions symmetrically.
Figure 8.16: FEM modelled polarisation converted transmission responses for trans-
lational offset of the top patch array with respect the the bottom patch array in the
xy plane by 0.05 mm, 0.08 mm, and 0.1 mm (solid line, dashed line, dot-dashed line
respectively) in the x and y directions symmetrically.
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8.10.1 Experimental Setup
In order to quantify the rotation of the electric field evident in the FEM modelled
response, the ellipticity of the transmitted wave is sampled by rotating a linearly po-
larised detector. The experimental technique closely follows that described in detail in
section 8.6.2. Here the emitting horn is orientated such that the electric field is parallel
to the direction of the x axis (Figure 8.10). The detecting horn, is rotated by hand
in 5◦ azimuth steps using a rotating mount. The azimuth rotation angle is defined as
φ in Figure 8.10. Where the positive x axis is orientated such that φ = 0. The full
15−27 GHz frequency spectrum is recorded. The response at the frequencies of interest
were extracted to give the amount of transmission thorough the structure as a function
of the azimuth angle of the detector.
8.10.2 Experimental Ellipticity Results
Experimentally recorded results shown in Figure 8.17 present the transmission as a
function of the linearly polarised detector azimuth rotation angle (φ). Two datasets
are shown for frequencies of 18.21 GHz and 25.08 GHz (the frequencies at which the
polarisation conversion occurs). The angle at which maximum transmission occurs for
each mode determines the angle by which the plane of polarisation has been rotated;
65◦ and 40◦ ±5◦, for the polarisation converting modes at 18.21 GHz and 25.08 GHz
respectively. The radiation patterns do not close to a zero crossing to form a “figure
of eight”. Instead, at φ = 0◦ and φ = 180◦, where the emitter and detector are co-
polarised, a small amount of transmission occurs as seen in the polarisation conserving
transmission in Figure 8.12. This transmission implies that the resultant wave is ellipti-
cally polarised. The degree of ellipticity can be calculated by measuring the maximum
transmission, and the minimum transmission (at 90◦ to the maximum). These mea-
surements form the major and minor axes of an ellipse where the ratio between these
axes gives the degree of ellipticity.
tan(η) =
Tmajor
Tminor
. (8.2)
When η = 0◦ the transmitted wave polarisation state is linear, and when η = ±45◦
the transmitted wave state is right or left hand circularly polarised. Here η = 4◦ and
η = 7◦ for the resonant modes at 18.21 GHz and 25.08 GHz respectively.
It is also interesting to note how the polarisation rotation occurs as a function
of frequency. Figure 8.18 illustrates this for the lower frequency mode occurring at
18.21 GHz. Here the maximum and second maximum transmission values have been
plotted as a function of frequency and azimuth rotation angle. The transition between
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Figure 8.17: Polar plot presenting the experimental transmission as a function of de-
tector azimuth angle φ for combination resonant modes at 18.21 GHz and 25.08 GHz.
Data collected with the assistance of A.C. Oxlade.
φ = 180◦ and φ = 0◦ indicates the width of this mode. Note that points in the
range 180◦ − 360◦ follow an identical pattern and have been included in this range for
simplicity.
8.11 Circular Dichroism
By considering the complex transmission amplitude of the two orthogonal linearly po-
larised states from the experimentally recorded data, the transmission for right and left
circularly polarised radiation can be calculated. The resultant ratio defines the circular
dichroism.
In the following derivation the circular dichroism is defined in terms of the x and
y transmission (the polarisation conserved and polarisation converted signals respec-
tively). A linearly polarised beam of radiation can be represented by two circularly
polarised components, right and left, with equal amplitude. Here we define the input
polarisation as being solely in the xˆ direction.
Einc =
(
xˆ + iyˆ
2
)
R
+
(
xˆ− iyˆ
2
)
L
= 1xˆ. (8.3)
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Figure 8.18: Experimental detector azimuth angle φ at which maximum transmission
occurs as a function of frequency.
Therefore on transmission, the form of the electric field becomes:
Et =
(
xˆ + iyˆ
2
)
R
ARe
iφR +
(
xˆ− iyˆ
2
)
L
ALe
iφL . (8.4)
So the x and y components are:
Ext = Exe
iφx =
1
2
(ARe
iφR +ALe
iφL), (8.5)
Eyt = Eye
iφy =
1
2
(ARe
iφR −ALeiφL). (8.6)
Equations 8.5 and 8.6, rearrange to give:
AR = (Exe
iφx − iEyeiφy)e−iφR , (8.7)
AL = (Exe
iφx + iEye
iφy)e−iφL . (8.8)
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Figure 8.19: Normalised ratio of right hand circularly polarised to left hand circularly
polarised transmission.
Using the complex conjugate of AR and AL and defining φxy = φx − φy, A2R and
A2L are found respectively.
A2R = E
2
x + E
2
y − 2ExEy sin(φxy), (8.9)
A2L = E
2
x + E
2
y + 2ExEy sin(φxy). (8.10)
As previously stated to find the circular dichroism we must compare the normalised
difference in transmission between the right and left circularly polarised waves.
CD =
A2R −A2L
A2R +A
2
L
. (8.11)
Thus:
CD =
−2ExEy sinφxy
E2x + E
2
y
. (8.12)
Figure 8.19 shows the circular dichroism over the frequency range measured where pos-
itive values indicate hand circularly polarised components of the transmitted EM field
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Figure 8.20: Modelled polarisation conserving transmission response for rotation of the
azimuth angle of the plane of incident polarisation, showing almost invariant response
at angles of φ = 0◦, 10◦, 20◦, 30◦ and 45◦ (black cross, red cross, green triangle, blue
square, purple triangle respectively).
dominate, and negative indicates left hand circularly polarised components dominate.
At the frequencies at which the polarisation converting modes occur (18.21 GHz and
25.08 GHz) the circular dichroism shows the system is strongly chiral.
8.12 Azimuth Angle Independent Transmission
Experimentally measured and numerically modelled results indicate that the sample
may be rotated by any azimuth angle, or equally illuminated by any azimuth angle of
linear polarisation, yielding the same polarisation conserved and converted response.
The polarisation conserving and polarisation converting response are shown of a struc-
ture with no misalignment in Figures 8.20 and 8.21. Changes in the experimentally
recorded response (not shown) are due to the misalignment of the structure discussed
in section 8.9.2.3, and are noted only to affect the feature at 23.88 GHz.
The two component subwavelength arrays have already been described as isotropic
when considered in the frequency regime where the incident wavelength is much larger
than the feature size. Therefore it is of little surprise that the structure is azimuth
independent. It is the evanescent decomposition of the incident signal due to the unit
vectors associated with the subwavelength geometry of the structure that allows any
angle of linear polarisation to be rotated.
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Figure 8.21: Modelled polarisation converting transmission response for rotation of the
azimuth angle of the plane of incident polarisation, showing almost invariant response
at angles of φ = 0◦, 10◦, 20◦, 30◦ and 45◦ (black cross, red cross, green triangle, blue
square, purple triangle respectively).
8.13 Concluding Remarks
This simple structure provides a potential new class for chiral EM metamaterials -
“evanescent handedness”. When two square-symmetric subwavelength patch arrays
are several wavelengths apart there is no polarisation rotation as both arrays, for nor-
mal incidence radiation, have EM rotational invariance due to their square symmetry.
However, as they are moved closer together, to within less than twice the evanescent de-
cay length, significant polarisation rotation may occur. This ability to rotate the plane
of polarisation is independent of azimuth angle but is frequency selective, depending
on the size and shape of the patches chosen and the array symmetry.
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Chapter 9
Conclusions and Further Work
9.1 Introduction
The work presented in this thesis details a series of original investigations into the mi-
crowave response of layered metamaterial structures incorporating a mesh structure.
The mesh is either metallic, or a 2D array of slits in a metallic surface forming the
complimentary structure - a patch array. Each chapter focuses on advancing the un-
derstanding of the resonant modes supported by a different structure when studied
in the regime where the mesh is subwavelength, compared to the wavelength of the
incident microwave radiation. Below the onset of diffraction and the cut off frequency
(associated with the holes), the metallic mesh acts as an array of waveguides below
their cut off frequencies, supporting no propagating fields in the holes, only evanes-
cently decaying fields. Through a suitable choice of parameters and arrangement of
the layers, the resonant modes can be tuned to form band pass or band stop regions
extending to low frequency, with extended band widths and supporting unique modes
with a chiral nature, allowing control through design.
9.2 Summary of Thesis
In the first section of this thesis, the microwave response of different stacks of metallic
meshes were reported. Whilst enhanced transmission has been a well reported topic
in recent years, these studies are conducted in the far subwavelength regime where
surface waves are loosely bound to the metallic mesh interfaces and therefore do not
produce an enhancement of the EM fields, instead the evanescently diffracted EM fields
decay exponentially into the subwavelength holes. In Chapter 5, a single subwavelength
metallic mesh is placed between two layers of dielectric, the EM experimental trans-
mission response exhibits a remarkably wide highly transmitting band pass region.
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By considering the metallic mesh as an effective medium, effective permittivity values
where assigned and are shown to be analogous to a plasmonic metal in the visible
regime. However, this structure exhibits no loss and therefore acts as an ideal tunnel
barrier. The effect of the evolution of the thickness of the effective medium layer was
analytically considered and revealed the merging of two resonant modes.
Numerical modelling of this structure has showed that the extended band pass
region originates from the superposition of two non-interacting modes. The modelled
fields revealed the cosh and sinh-like nature of the EM fields in the subwavelength hole
of the metallic mesh coupling to the Fabry–Pe´rot-like modes in the dielectric cavity
in and out of phase, for the lower and high frequency modes respectively. The low
frequency mode was shown to be derived from the zeroth–order Fabry–Pe´rot mode,
which occurs at low frequency (λ→∞). Here this mode is quantised by the cosh-like
fields in the metallic mesh. The effective wavelength for this mode is much greater than
twice the structure thickness (as expected for a dielectric–dielectric stack) and reducing
the thickness or hole size of the metallic mesh, increases the effective wavelength, with
the limiting case tending to infinity. The higher frequency mode is derived from the
first–order Fabry–Pe´rot mode and can be tuned though a suitable choice of dielectric
parameters allowing a pass band of almost complete transmission of frequency span
greater than 20 GHz.
In Chapter 6 metallic meshes and thick dielectric spacers are arranged in a periodic
stack. The experimentally recorded and numerically modelled microwave transmission
response showed two pass band regions each containing multiple modes, the number
of which corresponds to the number of bounded dielectric cavities in the stack. As in
Chapter 5 the EM fields in neighbouring dielectric cavities oscillate in phase or out
of phase depending on the form of the electric fields in the subwavelength holes of the
metallic mesh being cosh-like or sinh-like respectively. The effective wavelength of each
resonant mode is determined by the combination of the EM fields in the metallic mesh
layers and may be tuned through appropriate choice of parameters. Here a numerical
study shows the important result that increasing the number of unit cells does not
increase the frequency band width by reducing the resonant frequency of the lowest
frequency mode. It is found that the pass band width is almost independent of the
number of layers, only depending on the properties of the unit cell. The number of unit
cells only dictates the number of resonant peaks in the band pass of the transmission
response.
In the third experimental Chapter 7, the EM response of a metallic mesh–dielectric
stack was once again considered, however here two different metallic meshes were used in
a single unit cell. The metallic meshes A and B where inter-spaced with thick dielectric
layers (layer C) to give the unit cell ACBC. A stack containing 3.5 unit cells (four A
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layers, three B layers spaced by six C layers) was experimentally considered. When
investigating the properties of this structure using the tunnel barrier analogy it is shown
to have an attractive potential associated with both the incident and exit interfaces
(being symmetrical about the midpoint in z). This structure has been suggested by
Atherton and Mather [157, 158] to posses a topological symmetry state. The study
here focuses on the evolution from identical to dissimilar metallic meshes by changing
the thickness of one metallic mesh layer whilst holding the second constant. The
formation of a band gap region when layer A dominates is shown as the band pass
splits into two sub-bands. When layer B dominates a defect mode that is shown to be
the hybridisation of the two central resonant modes is observed. This mode increases
in reflection amplitude as the thickness of layer A, tmA → 0 leaving a band gap between
two sub bands. This result may be the realisation of the topological symmetry state.
Here the main focus was the understanding of the origin of the defect modes as a
hybridisation of the two central resonant modes.
The last section of this thesis contains an unique investigation into the chiral prop-
erties of a structure composed of two layers of subwavelength square arrays of square
holes, and square patches arranged parallel to one another. The layers are rotated about
the z axis (propagation direction). When the layers are separated by a large distance
each layer acts as an effective medium, however when spaced by less than twice the
evanescent decay length, resonant modes with chiral EM fields occur. The polarisation
conserved and converted transmission responses are experimentally recorded at normal
incidence and are used to calculate the circular dichroism showing (along with the FEM
modelled vector electric field profiles) the rotation of the EM field polarisation between
the two arrays.
Overall the experimental and numerical studies within this thesis have shown that
the microwave response of very simple square mesh based metamaterials can be manip-
ulated in numerous ways. Experimental results are in good agreement with modelling
techniques which give physical insight into the phenomena explained though the use of
modelled EM field profiles. Through careful selection of the metamaterial’s geometric
parameters and arrangement, the transmission and reflection response can be tuned for
a particular purpose.
9.3 Further Work
In this section some ideas for possible future study are considered. The first section
relates to the work presented in Chapter 6 on the transmission response of the metallic
mesh–dielectric stack. Here it is proposed that by placing a mirror midway through
the stack (in the propagation direction) similar EM field profiles could be recorded
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leading to a tunable band of reflection minima. The second section of work relates
to an extension of the work presented in Chapter 7 on the physical realisation of the
topological symmetry state in a photonic structure, here proposed for an asymmetric
stack of alternating thickness metallic meshes spaced by dielectric. Finally a wealth of
work is suggested for the further characterisation of the structure exhibiting evanescent
handedness, as presented in Chapter 8.
9.3.1 The EM Response of the Half Metallic Mesh–Dielectric Stack
The tunable response of metallic mesh–dielectric stacks in the microwave regime has
been extensively studied throughout this thesis. Here it is proposed that by placing a
flat metallic sheet, acting as a perfect mirror for microwave radiation, at the midpoint
of the stack (in the propagation direction) a subset of the same EM resonant modes
may be supported. Thus allowing a reduction in the microwave reflectivity response of
the stack. Two schematics of suggested structures are presented in Figure 9.1 (a).
Consider the resonant modes presented in Chapter 6. For this structure four trans-
mission peaks are experimentally observed. These correspond to four resonant modes,
where each effective wavelength is determined by the combination of cosh-like or sinh-
like electric field profiles in the subwavelength holes of the metallic mesh coupling the
electric field in the neighbouring dielectric cavities in or out of phase. By placing a
metallic plate half way through the stack the electric field profiles at the centre of the
third metallic mesh must fall to zero. This implies that the cosh-like electric field pro-
files cannot be supported in the subwavelength holes of this metallic mesh, so only two
of the four resonant modes may be supported. Preliminary numerical results shown in
Figure 9.1 (b) indicate this to be the case, recording two reflection minima per band
stop region.
However it is more interesting to consider placing the mirror at different points
throughout the stack. When using a stack that contains an odd number of dielectric
cavities, placing the metallic plate at the midpoint of the stack would position it in
the centre of a dielectric layer. Therefore although both cosh-like and sinh-like electric
field profiles would be supported in the subwavelength holes of the metallic mesh layers,
only solutions with a zero at the centre of the dielectric cavity would be supported, i.e.
when the dielectric cavity supports multiples of a full wavelength.
9.3.2 The Investigation of the Topological Symmetry State in an
Asymmetric Stack
The search for the physical realisation of the topological symmetry state is briefly con-
sidered by exploring the microwave response of a symmetrical metallic mesh–dielectric
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(a)
(b)
Figure 9.1: (a) Exploded schematic showing the position of the metal plate acting as
a mirror for microwave radiation in a metallic mesh–dielectric stack, where the electric
field falls to zero. (b) Numerically modelled reflectivity response for the metallic mesh–
dielectric stack where the stack contains two metallic mesh–dielectric unit cells on a
metallic ground plane (left hand schematic).
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stack containing four metallic meshes of thickness tmA - referred to as layer A, and
three metallic meshes of thickness tmB - referred to as layer B, which alternate through
the stack and are spaced by a dielectric layer C. This structure is symmetrical about
its mid point in the propagation direction. Consider a structure consisting of four A
layers and four B layers (again spaced by layer C) as shown in Figure 9.2 (a), only one
interface has an associated attractive potential that required to support the topological
symmetry state.
Here the initial findings of this structure are presented. As in Chapter 7, first con-
sider the reflection response when layers A and B are of equal thickness (and identical in
all other dimensions), the reflection response of this structure (which now contains eight
identical metallic meshes spaced by seven dielectric cavities) contains seven minima per
band stop region, as shown as black dashed lines in Figures 9.3 and 9.4.
The reflectivity response as the thickness of one metallic mesh increases or decreases
while the other remains constant is shown in Figures 9.3 and 9.4. The fourth mode
which occurs at 16.14 GHz exponentially increases in reflection intensity, leaving a band
gap between two sub-bands. This was also observed in the preliminary experimental re-
sults shown in Figure 9.1 as a small dip in the reflection intensity occurring at 16.6 GHz
in the band gap region. The data was recorded for the an experimental sample with
N = 4 ACBC unit cells, with parameters as described in Chapter 7.
To understand the response of the structure when illuminated by microwave radi-
ation, consider the case where the thickness of layer A or layer B tends to zero. This
structure now has four metallic mesh layers separated by twice the dielectric spacer
thickness (2 × td) therefore the fourth reflection amplitude must increase to create a
band gap between two sub-bands, each containing 3 resonant reflection minima. Here
the three lower and three upper frequency reflection minima support a half and a full
wavelength resonance respectively in each dielectric cavity.
Further investigations into this area may reveal the fourth mode that increases in
reflection intensity as the EM response of one layer dominates over the other, to be a
topological symmetry state in both the symmetric structure experimentally considered
in Chapter 7 and the asymmetric structure noted here.
9.3.3 The Realisation of Evanescent Handedness in New Structures
The discovery of the evanescent handedness phenomena leads to a whole new and
bespoke area of research. Firstly, simple and thorough experiments are needed to gain
insight into how the angle between the arrays affects the polarisation converting modes.
In Chapter 8 a commensurate rotation was used to allow the system to be modelled
using a unit cell with master slave boundaries to replicate an infinite array of elements
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(a)
(b)
Figure 9.2: (a) Exploded schematic and (b) the experimentally recorded reflection
response at θ = 10◦ of a N = 4 ACBC unit cell stack where layers A are not identical
to layer B, dimensions as defined in Chapter 7.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 9.3: The numerically modelled reflection spectra at θ = 10◦ of a N = 4 ACBC
unit cell stack where layers A is not identical to layer B. The thickness of metallic
mesh layer A is increased from tmA = 1.5 mm (black dashed line), to (a) tmA = 2 mm
(solid red line), and (b) tmA = 2.5 mm (solid blue line). The thickness of metallic mesh
layer A is reduced from tmA = 1.5 mm (black dashed line), to (c) tmA = 1 mm (solid
red line), and (d) tmA = 0.5 mm (solid blue line) whilst the thickness of metallic mesh
layer B is kept constant at tmB = 1.5 mm.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 9.4: The numerically modelled reflection spectra at θ = 10◦ of a N = 4 ACBC
unit cell stack where layers A is not identical to layer B. The thickness of metallic
mesh layer B is increased from tmB = 1.5 mm (black dashed line), to (a) tmB = 2 mm
(solid red line), and (b) tmB = 2.5 mm (solid blue line). The thickness of metallic mesh
layer B is reduced from tmB = 1.5 mm (black dashed line), to (c) tmB = 1 mm (solid
red line), and (d) tmB = 0.5 mm (solid blue line) whilst the thickness of metallic mesh
layer A is kept constant at tmA = 1.5 mm.
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(a) (b)
Figure 9.5: Exploded schematic showing the suggested design for two arrays of hexag-
onal arrays of triangles separated by a distance less than twice the evanescent decay
length.
in the FEM modelling software. By recording the ellipticity as a function frequency
for a range of rotation angles between the arrays (labelled as ψ in Figure 8.10), the
rotation of the plane of polarisation could be explored along with the dependence on the
transmission amplitude and frequency position of the polarisation converting modes.
Extending the concept further many layers could be used to possibly create a con-
trolled adiabatic rotation (a small constant rotation between metallic mesh or patch
array layers). It is unclear at this stage how the polarisation converting modes would
be impacted by the addition of extra layers. This is beyond the capabilities of the
current computational power available (even when using commensurate unit cells) and
therefore is best considered experimentally.
Finally it is suggested that this evanescent chirality may be present using geometries
other than the square system presented in Chapter 8. Instead a hexagonal array of
triangles could be used, as shown in Figure 9.5. Even arrays of Penrose tiles (see Figure
9.6) could be rotated. As Penrose tiles have no long range diffracted orders (although
they contain regular elements) this would be interesting to consider and potentially
provide further evidence that this phenomena does not depend on diffraction, only
that it is the evanescent near fields that interfere to support resonant modes with
chiral electric fields. This occurs when the structure is considered below the cut off
frequency associated with the element of the arrays used. It is suggested that this
structure too could support evanescent handedness.
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Figure 9.6: Schematic of a Penrose tile, with rhombic elements.
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